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BLIND.
Dr Samuel Eliot presided over the exercisesof the semi-centennial of the Perkins
Institatton andMassachusetts School for the

things was observed with regret and sor-4
row by the ultra friends of temperance.
They began to discuss
the question,
““ What shall be done?”
They finall y
decided that the exigencies of the hour |
called for the formation of a distinct political party, whose fundamental and controling idea should be based upon’ prohi- |
of

Blind, held in Tremont

Temple

who

designated

the

Prohibition party. The writer of this article believed thus with all his heart, and
entered into the advocacy of the new party with all the vigor of which his voice
and pen was capable. But what did ‘he
soon discover? The professed conversion
;
_’

blind children, the first-pupils of the institution, were gathered by Dr. Samuel

G. Howe, in a house in Pleasant street.
A year before that, in 1831, Dr. Howe had

original temperance party; and I have
reasons for knowing that these arguments
exercised a telling effect.
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multiude of hesitating men from joining
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many who had already joined it.
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there were men with whom this argument did not possess any weight;
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This was most carefully and prayerfally
considered, and nothing but the greatest
necessity prevented the Board from acceding at once to the solicitation and even add“ing to the modest sum requested®™

following resolution was passed and

those

present immediately
became responsible
for sixteen of the shares, although several of them had previously given liberally

for the same object.
Resolved,

:

That it is

with

pain

we

find

that our funds will not permit us, as a So-

ciety, to aid in bearing, according to their
request, the heavy
burden assumed by
brethren Bachelder and Penney, but we
will as individuals
the amount asked
we hereby appoint
ceive and pay over

exert ourselves to raise:
in fifty $5.00 shares, and
Mrs.E. D. Wade to rethe funds contributed.

The ladies felt confident that they would:
have the approval of our New Eagland
women in this matterand felt it to be due™

to them to have opportunity to join in
good

work, hence it was deemed

the

advisable

Dear sisters, please come to our aid
and
show your interest by forwarding
pledges for one or more shares as you may
be able to give yourselvgs or sblicit others

All funds and pledges should be
Mrs.

E. D, Wade,

possible.

Dover,Maine,

sent

to

as soon as

A-MEMBER OF THE BOARD.
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A DAY OF PRAYER.
Tuesday; June 27th, has

been. appointed

by the Legislature of Iowa

as the day when

the question of the Amendmenftothe

Con

stitution, forever prohibiting the

manufac-

ture and sale of alcoholicjliquors.

shall

he

submitted to the people of that State.
The liquor interest is prepared to make
a vigorous fight, and money and speakers
are already pouring into the State from all

quarters.

The enemy is vigilant and deter-

mined, lest Towa be added

sachusetts,superintendent of the school for

States which have said to the liquor traffic,
¢ Thus far and no farther;” but that the
amendment may be adopted is of the utmost importance, not only to the W. C. T.
U., but to the work in every other State,

the blind.

He gave'to it his enthusiasm

and devotion, and the character which
has ever since borne, which has placed

it
it

hall iz the State house.

The first in the

list of its friends, it might be said its very
founder, was a young physician of Boston, Dr. John D. Fisher, who came

home

from Paris, where he had been studying,
in 1826, and who was full of an enthusiastic desire to see done for the unfortunate blind of America, what he had

seen

accomplished for that same class in Paris.
He had studied the system of instruction
there until he fully understood it, and to
him we owe the beginning of the present
school.

He talked

about

it

It was he who told at the
fee-rooms and at the

was this wonderful

state

thing

abroad, and who insisted

to

friends.

Exchange
house

he

had

cof-

what

seen

that what

had

to the list of

and it behooves us to do all in our

°

power

to assist in this great struggle.

Our trust is in God and the righteousness of our cause. In the past He has led
us to many a victory, and we still have the:
promise of an abundant fntare.
We would, therefore, ask that every lo-

cal Union in each State observe the 27th of
June as a day of prayer, and, assembling:
in the usual place of meeting, pray mighti~

ly for the triumph of our cause in the State

of Iowa,

FRANCES E. WILLARD,
President, W.N. C. T. U.

Carorixe B, BUELL,

Cor. Sec.

4

- Mr. Whittier is quoted as saying that as
Emerson léft his house one morning he
said to him:
‘‘I cannot conceive of a
greater soul than Jesus Christ.” And yet
how can one satisfactorily account Tor
Emersons strange failure to know Him as

been done there might as successfully be
done here. It was he who found Dr.
Howe, fresh from his patriotic work in
Greece, and gave to him the plan which
he in turn received as sacred trust, never
to be given up.. With Dr. Fisher there
are other names to be remembered. Jonathan Phillips, who was made the first

not only the Great Teacher but also as the
Savior of the world? What, idiosyncrasy
of mind, or what dominance of early preju-

and among the first trustees was one now

literatures of all countries ang all the ages

dice, was it which stood in his

way?

Al-

though considered one of the ‘most original thinkers of this generation, he horrowed freely as all his essays show,

gathering.

president of the board of trustees in 1830 ; ['*iches of thought and expression from the

widely

knowns-William

H. . Prescott,

and usually with abundant acknowledgment suffering terribly -of the sources from
which he got them.
from his eyes, and obliged to take long

hifiself nearly blind,

and frequent rests from his studies. An
article trom his pen, printed in the North
member. | we diséaver? The oreation of a Commits, American Review in July, 1831, was one
8—*En- | t ee by Congress to inquire into the effect of the first articles regarding this new’|

dure hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus | of the liquor traffic upon the country.
Christ.” The mission has corresponding | This is peculiarly encouraging, from the

Maine Central Institute, that just now in
its great crisis lies so heavily upon our

been appointed, by the legislature of Mas-

and entering into the new party, of politicians of
the anti-prohibition . party,

into the hands of the anti-prohibition par-

wis one desiring ‘a ap-

ail
?
propriation of two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) for the pressing cause of the

last week.

Intaking the chair, he gave the following
interesting summary, as reported in the
Advertiser, of the work which has been
done for this school :
We celebrate the semi-centennial of
Yiwor)
| this school to-day, because fifty years
taken ago, in the summer of 1832, a handful of

the

Rochester, N. H.,

THE PERKINS INSTITUTION FOR THE | to give.

This condition of

abolition

enough

with. zeal and energy, and we believe
their influence will be highly salutary:

Sionqf the popular vote vacillated alternately between prohibition and license in

traflic. I believe this step was
with the purest motives by the men

Y
sTotary
Soiteiy ot ‘ein Tate mectiog ob-

hibition friends attend the caucuses and |
inform them through the Star of their
conventions of the old party, and work
action and ask their hearty co-operation.

« But after a while, a measurable indiffarence and apathy Seemed” to settle
upon public sentiment; and the expres-

the

fast

you pram.” I believe my prayer and vote
will harmonize if I cast'it with the party
that has placed upon the statute books
all the laws we have touching temperance.
;
| ~ Our votes carry a moral weight,one way
or the other, and this is a question which
| should earnestly affect all Christian peo| ple. Let them consider if .(jey carinof
| better advance the cause by vofing with
the old Temperance party. Let our pro-

been mostly cenfined to the New Eng-

and

Prohibi-

gree iiss upon’ the motto, * Vote. as

land States.

bition,

if the

are never satisfied with the progress of
any reforms’ Our prohibition friends lay

d¢% presenting in advocacy
the principles
i Lig
and anti-prohibition. The
riy of ‘prohibition finally triumphed ;
/
although
that triumph, until recently, has

sofue of the States.

Who believes that these factors

views of some? There are

is

Within the last twenty-five yedrs,

ical action, the two great parties

to

BC

tion party should be disbanded? Of
course, full success in advancing the
The personal interest of the members
of
cause requires the auxiliary of political
forces. But do not the antecedents of the the Board, however, was such that they
original Temperance party show it to be felt forbidden to reply negatively to the
one which can ‘be relied on to foster the request, without some plan by which it
cause of humanity? What if it does not could be virtually met: accordingly the
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BY GEO.

With them, the cause would

would lose their virility,
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a salary;

" up, is also presented to each:
leasures That for 1882, is 2 Timothy 2:

is

exist.,

Mission

:

900 volumes.
Conferences are held, |1 fel that the cause “of temperance can
Washi
pik
lectures
on
important
subjects are given, | make no satisfactory progress until this
Washington .beau: Is

{me

me in the East, which differs in several

Open-air

them, the writer,’ With "them it was
Whatever be the nature
:
week days as well 8 as on Sundays.
Bat, principle, not expediency, and they mainof the experience that awaits her in the
in addition to the work in London, the | tained their adherence. Meanwhile, the
Thad
.

do Shelt

ernment hud decided in the negative, and had
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about

centers

sake left the Romish church should be allowed | Bertha Amory.

Shildon STINE

lackadaisical

do not

and who
listen to

ty. This fact was made the most of by the

such a brilliancy is, which depends for it8 | ve now more than two hundred
point upon
a cynical, irresponsible way preaching stations in the city,

~The question in Austria to be decided has | Of viewing humanity.
been, whether parents who had for conscience | The moral of the story

riog up i

date

usually attend public worship,

of the Mission, gnd he, of course, receives

Income last year for all church purposes was [ S37 Sve everything to a desire to please; | o;yoq 4 Jarge amountof work gratuitouslike

nothing.

| so high in the ranks of philanthropic and
educational establishments. We might
have kept its fiftieth birthday even earlier,
whose sincerity of motive was sadly com- perhaps, for it was in 1829 that the act of
away from Rome in the ser- | promised by the ways which they took in incorporation was received from the legis; ever = they goEres
| vi0q of the Mission, their expenses are shaping results to the evident advantage lature, as a result of much personal labor
on the part of the few interested in atnelpaid. Mr. Garvin Kirkham i8 the Secreof the party which they left. And fur- iorating the condition of the blind, and
tary of the Society devoting his whole
ther; . the diversion of the new party two meetings, one in the Exchange coffee
| . ° 10 the Soclet , 4
ioe
al
sometimes eaused political power to fall rooms, the other in the representatives’
*

highestobjects which men
were to | pe present number of members is 611
the Andover Seminary | « distract themselves,” yetpursue
ohe
knows | nq they labor gratuitously. When, bow.

rents

in

;

.

lege:
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the courts and lanes of the city.
The
object of the Mission {which is now in
jis thirtieth year), is to encourage, reguJate ‘and improve open air preaching.”
EP
ted
The members or preachers of the Mission
are elected afler a personal intercourse
with the Committee, or on the recommen -

®
lief that she is all the | gaiion of reliable referees, who testify to
¢ lyn next November.
:
while mamaining her self-respect. The | t},6ir goundness in the faith, their Chris_ —Mr. Felix Adler bas followed Mr. Froth- | reader, however, is made te see that she | jan character, and their ability to preach
Mosiation as upplagtable sud vuln,
—The trustees of

pr

H.

| lit

afte)

ibe

Ww.

je with the meanness of
tet seesit plainly euough |
The last Annual report (1882) of this
ious, strangely vain con- | Mission has just come to hand.
During
she does see it, and no { the last thirty years, open air preaching
erself that she could any ‘has increased very, mueh in -London, and
fo

8

to

of a woman of sense.

le she falls very naturally
"cynical way of looking
never allowing herself to

ne

idlers, loungers, and others who

The

of Temperance can
Without these,
party could accomplish

sweep grandly on, if the party ceased

the country has been greatly stirred with
the agitation of
tho question. . With
the
earliest agitation, difference
of
opinion began to arise as to treatment.
Biis-difterence soon erystalized into poli t-

To the

life at the

their home interests and do not expect

what she
aim of her

the Prohibition

tone, are as unstable as the rest.

form permanent connections here. And
80 it is, to a great extent, with the more
detewnsi==d
ta live
numble government cierk. Hence, by an
© bad th
it,
| .aasy pith. the kind of lifo I have boon oiWie
ae
“aldeavoring to picture, fit for a holiday, but
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villages

the right course for them to pursue, politigally, in respeet to the Temperance ques-

capital is likea holiday visit and brings
holiday manners with it. They keep up

see clearly the triviality
anid so become disgusted with

tors that the friends

generally, there were open
air stations
occupied on the Lord's day, to reach the

is undenominational.

Itis upon these fac-

country s | mainly hang their hopes.

this

ington is "largely a floating population,
and, what is unusual , the wealthier and
more influential elasses, those who set the
families of most congressmen,

she does not allow herself
he makes the most of her
ions lest, forsooth, she

3

ress, no politically organized temperance
party, as far as I can learn, exists.
God
forbid that I should disparage the moral |
influence of the Prohibition party ifthe |

these things

in

and that in our cilies and large

be more

gifted authoress as a type in" a novel of
Washington life. The population of Wash-

ial, interest in the topic of

n

understood

personally need.

a pas- | pooh criticised in this letter may
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| the face of the ‘earth.

BY MRS. H. SIMPSON.
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into the

most useless
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So much of
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it

of eternal

We love the mouateln; vale, and hill, *
yy, jove each streamlet; brook, and rill,

ans, instead of a vast city, as now, of | Will not hold him guiltless that taketh his | It is opening Christian schools
in|
600,000,
third drove
city, perhaps,
the || Rame
in vain.”
com- || supplied.
MormondomIf Miss
as rapidly
as thewho means
continent.the We
our flockson and
munication
proceed‘ Letout noof corrupt
your mouth.”
Tichenor,
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the bowers of trees. | history of the world. From its frozen
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the Indi- | the Lord thy God in vain;

for the Lord | cessary
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the most economical thing. |

ice, so Hitle of it furnishes 3 fooling for
civilization, and that of a very simple.

we Jove the wind and gentle breeze,

sort, it never

herds with us, and our hotels were ténts | * Bless and curse not.” These precepts | been at the head of one of these | We love to gaze on the starry sky
of our own, nightly pitched. Two or | forbid all cursing and swearing, where | schools, could-tell every church in the | And the tinted clouds as they pass by.

three families moved in company, a mus
tual help and defence, but, most of all, a
help to kill monotonous time. Fifteen
days was the journey, now less than a

half day for the train.

| the name of God is used. They also for| bid all light and irreverent mention of
| God or any of his attributes. Every
|.prayer and ejaculation, not accompanied

With all this in | With deep reverence and

mind, I join ' the new generation in | spirit of piety, is condemned.
grumbling, if the train falls behind its
re
time a few minutes, in going

from
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cinity of Clyde, Ohio, to the neighbor- | It is a most horrid violation of God's | the rest of the people are wondering what
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ents throngiag the doors of ihe college, =
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NOT?

that makes

Mormonism

possible,

could |

the maon. Lbat shines at night;
the sun, with its dazzling light,
the sea, and beauteous land, .
were made by God's ownband.

how to make

sapply of food is obtained. But for hunting and fishing human life could not be
sustained. It follows, of course, that the
EsKinto, numbering about 7,000, are

|
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|
|
|
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sev. d. MOTTOWw,y, TiTavoy, Marca 13,
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Rev. Dr. Marray Mitchell writing from

India, March 12, says: * It passes my
comprehension how Any man can (rave.
through Seuthern India with ‘his eyes
open and yet pronounce Christian’ Mis-

| among the most insignificant people on | sions
a failure.

ttt
THINGS WORTH SAYING.
He that knows

largely in the

+ -| is taken in abundance,and from the nooks |
and valleys of the western shore a scaity |

Coriona, Me.

out now, the teacher would have to fol- |
low, before the condition of the people

has figured

Everywhere I have wit-

the face of the earth. They can neverbe | nessed large congregations worshipping
anything else. The Daves, numbering the true and living God, composed of

he | about 3,000,

have

on the

ton to San: Francisco. Man will not be | You are discouraged.
Things have | Pass away. Just so, the teacher had to | converses with easy, without debasing thirteen colonies, which
content with locomotion, till ia a new | gone wrong of late.
Your business | come after the army, to complete the un- | himself to low and servile flattery, has | bulk of the population.

west

coast) men who were once

avowed

worshipers

embrace the | of demons; and when I preached to them
—as I was continually doing hy

jndeed, itis

to be misunder-

pelis the pawer of God to every one

This is a [peril- | of operations, and other Territories

est denominational eollege now surprises | ous moment in your life, all the mokg
the new comer, an inspiration to youth | because you are

* and a source of just pride to your denom- | couraged.

so | ot neglected.

are | jife, we

must

learn to bear without a

fired and sore and dis- | common schools are in the plan.

The | 7. sion.

Loss of heart is often the pre- | yearly cost of tuition in the academies, of

Mother (of blessed memory, and | men down, and whén you let it take pos- | en's associations and Sunday-schools with

who just left us at, Chicago, motherless) | session you have already invited the ene- | peculiar interest.
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N othing eal Gonstitate

breeding
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there

is
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monarch oak, and proceeded to prepare | of the citadel
is sure to follow unless the home. Ii is the most sensible and | TRE OF
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witha veritable gray wolf for the posses- | ln God's vocabulary there is no such | work that will have to be done, sometime, | Selfish policy
sionof her child.

That child,
then three | wordas fail, and

author and publisher

in New

is knownto every short-hand
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there need be none

in | before Utah can be safely permitted to they des

energetically

operated.

with the missionary machivary, but with

the | the;motive power that is to move 'it “all,

founda. | fects of climate upon race, this field is | and make it go. Our missionary socities
‘| fullof interest. The environmentof the | furnish sufficient body for the carryirg

bard

a on

Eskimo is very much against him. Ihe

|into effect of missionary

enterprises.

ATER" | next world will give him a better chance. | What
is needed is a stronger and more

dis-|

We will be thankful for what the | energetic missionary

it

in ‘the

EIT SIREN AYCHOLES! | Gospel has done for them and take cour- | churches, to animate and energize hi

missionary body, and remder.in more .
| effective.—The Christian Missionary.
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* nearly
the whole

world.

wears the honors of

& Where he was classmate

York, | his language.

I believe

With

At the very

worst, with | in our Church Paper.

writer in | every possible disasterin body and estate
he | closing round you like an impenetrable

College, | darkness, there is still the whole vast |
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which at an earlier time | Twenty Minutes
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!
. Ina recent number of The Churchman | of the fourteen hundred millionsof the
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strong.— Beecher.
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is cold and hard, but is

Dr. Eadie, the distinguished scholar, | friend!

General | region
of eternal purpose, aspiration and | draws the following conclusions “from a

onderif this case does not show

there are still purity and integrity of life, |

count
of a working

Missionary

Society, | governmeuts;

millions

are

Scripture which refer to dancing:

the

hand

of a | which
we hope may have many imitators: | churches.

but is the voice of a friend! Ob, there is | appearedin The Churchman a

:

#

of | class at Union Theologieal Seminary, N-

in calm endurance, | the formation of the above-mentiobad | Y., are to become missionries.

_ | something sublime in the resolute, fixed | society, which

was startedto work

(1) That dancing was a religious act in purpose of suffering without'complaining, | Western missions, its chief ‘object

.
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Thy voice is stern and harsh, | A little more than a year ago there | ,More than one-half of the graduating
._

being

© design of the wolf in the case of | the vety things that gave value to the | true worship and in idol worship; (2) | which makes disappointment often-times | to induce persons
to work twenty minutes | ni
Romulus and Remus! However, mine is external prosperity and gain over whoes (Batit was practiced exclusively on joyful better than success.— Longfellow.
a day, or two hours a Week, throughout
»

fifty-seven

Welcome, Disappointment! Thy hand | which maybe followed by others, and | membersof the Evangelical Protestant

Clinton B. Fisk.
Probably, however, it | certainty lying so high that not, even a | careful collection
of all the passages of | something sublime

Was hefure the school ‘moved to Hills- | passing cloud can cast & shadow over it;
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and to the race of mankind, if ogly they

are efficient
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months old, now a man over fifty years, | yours if you follow his methods and use | become
a State.—Dr. James M. Whiton, | Defeat
is a school in which truth goes | Miss H. Turner gives the following ac- | peopleof the globe are uader Christis?
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in studying

© the evening meal. Upon returning to | soul calls back its flying forces amd | thorough way of dealing effectively with omiiin ne Lani ly
ae
bY | age.—Gospel in all Lands.
the baby she had] to contend, as it were, | sounds a charge along the whole line.
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very note of some
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To any one interested

and

cause of missions

have | The trouble, as I look upon it, is ot

© | given the Gospel 10 Greenland.
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the baby asleep at the root of a | my to occupy the outworks, and .the fall | those who say that charity begins at | '"8 Iyihe louie Of Joung
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The Danes of course took the Lutheran

Academies, as well 8s | yu ye: for it is a tale often repeated.— | BUFCR With them, and the two

ination.
We pitched our tent near a |lude to loss of character.
Discourage- | which five are in operation, is $25 per tat has not
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spring at the edge cf a dense and dreary | ment is the devil's best ally ‘in pulling | scholar.
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But the most striking incident oecurred | you are beginning to go down hill and to | point of degradationsa. principal field | 00d by those we love. But this, in our believeth.

~ a little west of Hillsdale, where your old- | care very little about it.

perhaps in various ways; and yet they
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to the hardest | not be the best: they mightbe improved
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their principle of going
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Besides Utah,
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Aj army of principles can penetrate | Places, they took hold of the Eskimo, and
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“At some; places, we | punctual, to use here and there a little | a following in any resistance to lay.

saw other Indians in their war dance. | deception to defer a creditor; in a word |
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now | + Upon a subject which makes wise
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The Sacks, | position and influence in the communily | Wittle Territory, by a wise liberality, two | didto infer some corresponding perver-

war, were often in large numbers | where you

our companions.

in

i

two years

school

a

who

‘Hawk

wolves.

Christian

PN

by the murderous

the

lose | planted in one-fourth of the communities | grave, a sneer argues so much perversion this one. They are embraced inthe Lord's,
your | in that Territory,be spread through the | of heart, that it cannot be thought uncan- | “ To every creature.” So the Moravians

Bed

shab- | of

PN

sev- | in amouat, your clothes are a little

Pte

near where Adrian now is, we found

eral of our sheep changed tolmuttons, by, and you are beginning to
throats nicely cut, and the blood drunk | heart. You are begianing to value

ag

body he can move as quick as thought.
brings you less money, and the cost of | doing of the work of slavery at the South. | found the true artof living in the world
But insiguoificant as these people may interpreters—I felt, that I had never,
even
But in the tedious journeys mentioned, living has. increased} your pew rent is | But sending the teacher first removes the | and being both welcomed and valued ev- | be, asa force on the earth, they have in Scotland, addressed audiences that
it was not all monotony. Oae morning, | unpaid, your grocery bills are growing | necessity for the army. Could the work | erywhere.—J. Locke.
souls, and they may have a development | manifested deeper interest and symps-
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The

Christ
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Home
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is
s. Purity at home.
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malice be
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children,”
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ses
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H

19: 1-19.

Matt,

said,

instruction.
, pwn

hdl

be children,
evil
drei dispositions
oD dispositions
wey

Deut. 6: 1-12.
Le
.

S415
Psalm 107: 1-8.

and

in

is

our

‘

;

;
10: 1-16,
MARK
( Revised Version.)
4 he arose from : thence,
10 And
he
of Juda
into the: andborders
Jordan
multitudes
come
again.

taught

y THOUGHTS.AND

Aud there came unto him

APPLICATIONS,

5 And be answered and said unto

beginning of creation, Male
the beg
.
’

7 made he them.

and

female

.

leave his futberfind wathes

nd shall cleave
J stall become one

¢ to his 8 wife; and the twain

~

|

i

A

unto

blessed them,

laying

will be found helpful.
this/'week.

/

hands upon them.

;

" The Christian law.

~~
7

Notes and

Hints.

Link.~There is an interval

we

:

A

Lesson

are

sure

We give the first
:
on

of

JULY 2.

Home.

19: 1=-15, Luke
”
i”

very

laxindeed.

Dr.

about

men standing about, some of whom

quotes. from one Jewish author who says:
* The school of Hilleth saith, if the wife

cooks her husband's food ill by ever-

children and to

all

children.

What

did

salting it, or over-roasting it, on to be Jesus say in the lesson of last Sabbath
put away.”
All accessible testimony
goes to show that for many other frivolous reasons men were allowed to * put

about those who should cause children to
sin?
z
The lesson of to-day is about homes
and families. The words of Jesus teach

away " their wives as they would dismiss
an unsatisfactory servant. Moses com- pelled them to give her a writing. which

should protect her.

us what a blessed and happy place a home

This insured some

deliberation and that of itself would often’

prevent the divorce entirely.

Too often

it was the result of a transient fit of passion, of of some pWssing caprice. The
»1aw of Moses was undoubtedly
the highest that could
nforced among the
Jews at that time. Christ found a people
much in advance of those for whom Mo-

ses made laws in their capacity to receive
~ moral ideas, and he raised the standard
at once. Nor did he place it {oo high. 1t
is one of the stains upon modern civiliza-

tion that public sentiment tolerates a
lower standard than that which he established, The laws on marriage and di-

“

vorce in most of our States need radical revision, and it is to be hoped that before many years our statutes will be made
to correspond more closely with the
scriptural requirements on this important
"subject. The hardness of men’s hearts is
-# a permanent obstacle to the progress of
righteousness.
II.

The Christian

law. . There-is

but

one scriptural ground of divorce and human law ought to be made to agree with

the divine.

It may be proper ‘that legal

w

separation with the care of children and
certain rights of property should be
granted under certain circumstances for
other reasons, but no marriage thereafter
+ should be allowed.
Without doubt one
is found in the many hasty and ill-consid-

‘When. this is taken into

account, and it is remembered that marriage is the union of two sinners, and not

of two angels, it is not strange that mis-

takes are made, but the law ought to be
made righ®a for on the purity of social
life and the sanctity of the home rests the

securityof the family and the state.

II. The. child-like spirit. After his
discourse on divorce, little children were

brought. to Jesus that he might
them,

no doubt, with

ought to be, how love should reign there,
with purity, and peace and kindness, and
how God's blessing rests upon the chil-dren in our homes.
How we love to go
into such happy homes as Jesus brings to

our mind

in this lesson.

We

hear

touch

the -idea that his

touch would in some way communicate &

no

Sun shines, love grows, and

where

love

is there is peace and gladness.
i
But we cannot think of happy homes

without thinking of the many, many

happy ones.

What

un-

is that especial

sin

that makes more ushapby homes than
anything else in the world P—Yes, the use

of ‘strong drink. . Dear boys snd girls,
won't you do all you can against this
great evil that rains so many homes and
makes beggarsof so many children?
Promise God to-day that you will never

use

it.

Just before Jesus took the babes in his
arms and blessed them, he said to the big
people that stood around, ‘Whosoever
shall not receive the

kingdom

of God

as

a little child, he shall not enter therein.”
By this we are taught that only innocent
children, and-such older people as have
child-like souls are fit for the kingdom of
God. Do all children have child-like
souls? No, a stubborn, disobedient child
has not a child-like soul. I knew a dear
little child once that could not sleep without its hand was in its mother’s. If it
slipped out, it would wake up, feel again

important business,

rebuked those

who

brought the children. Jesus was more
“displeased with the conduct of the officious disciples than with that of the eager
parents. He then took occasion to teach
those present that the kingdom of heaven

1s made up largely of children, und that

id toward its mother; he must want to
ive very near him, 80 near that it

would seem that our hand lay in his, and

he led us and fed us, souls and bodies,
us our very life, and if our hand
should slip from his, bécause of a sinful
thought or deed, that we could have no

: and

rest or peace until our hand rested again
in his, giving us again the feeling of safety. Pride can not grow in such a heart.
t is a sweet life of trust, of dependence

keep

that child-like spirit if he would be

the kingdom. of God.

‘We see

mE

in this lesson that children have

a special invitation to ‘come to Jesus.

Once children walked to Jesus
carried

in

their

mothers”

or

arms.

were
Now

how must they go to Jesus?
(Teacher
explain.) Have all these children gone

to Jesusin this way?

Sing,

“1 am so glad that our Father in heaven

Tells of his love in the book he has given,”
[

~~

remove

ad

killed

to be a vigorous
.

tree.

|

you

were

planted

dead

in

at the same
And
;

divine. life in the

little

one

has

AXD

unfolded, and is bearing the joyful
ofthe Spirit.

No culture

grow.
grace.

can

make

Your faith in human
:

They say Vennor
men.

fruits
;

a dead

thing’

A hen is a model for dancers.

grow ?

Their leaves are

their lungs, and as they gain the power to
assimilate the vital forces of the earth, by
their inspirations and respirations, so the

believer draws divine grace into his soul
by his supplications, and breathes out
thanksgiving in praises. If you are not
growing in grace, I fear you do not pray
without ceasing. You ask me why God
does not see what you need and supply
you.

Ask the flower why

its green

it spreads

leaves to the air

and

the

Her lips became

the coal

still lives, he is no Moore.

Do not be deceived.

|

S. M.
Row,

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too far removed
to easily call one, and a still larger class
‘who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and need a
- medicine to build them up, give them an appetite, unify their blood, and oil up the machinery of their bodies so it will do its duty
willingly. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like o
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Why cannot men begin to glorify

God

with a yard-stick; a pair” of sheare;a hand-

saw, and a pen in their hands,
wait-for golden harps ?
Advice

and not

for alli Kidney Complaints and for all
diseases of the

the

firet/ symptoms—as

general deb lity, loss of appetite, pallor, chilly
sensations, followed by night sweats and cough,
Jrompt measures of réliet should be taken. ConAumption is serofulous disease of the lungs; therefore use the great anti-scyofulous or blood purifier

Med.
and strength-restorer, Dr. Pierce's *‘ Golden
oil as a.

feal Discovery.” Superior to Cod liver
For
unsurpassed as a pectoral.
nutritive, and
weak lungs, spitting of blood, and kindred. affectiofis it has no equal. Sold by druggists. For Dr.
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January |, 1882, a new line will be opened, via Seneca and Kankakee, between
Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Council

Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of

FAIL NOT TO TRY IT.
PRICE $1, SOLD BY DRUCGQISTS.

E..ST. JOHN,

R. R. CABLE,

. KIDNEY-WORT:

Vice-Pres’t & Cen’l Manager,

Cen'l T'k't & Pass’r Ag’te
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Summer Complaints.

$777
ACENTS!, AGENTS! AGENTS:
AMONG

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address P, 0. Vick=
ery, Augusta, Me.
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At this season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent, and Juan hes are lost
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DAVIS’
PERR
through lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy.
PAIN KILLER is a sure cure for Diarrhea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,
i
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, ete.,'and is perfectly safe.
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The very best medicine I know o Mor dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
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to Consumptives.

Oh the appearance of

Peoria,

MOST MACNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE
SLEEPING
CARS,
and" DINING CARS
that are acknowledgedby press and people to be the FINEST
RUN
UPON
ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at

God.”—Bishop

comfort.—Marlin
-

Joliet,

As it is familiarly called; Offers to travelers all the advantages
and comforts
incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS,
WELL
VENTILATED,
WELL

ETL S RICHARDSON & OO, Burlington, Vt.
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“GREAT ROCK
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colors, Any one can color any fabric or fancy.
Bend for color wantedand be convinced. Fancy,
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Whipple.

born sweetness
Luther.

Trenton,

worth and Atchison
intermediate.
The

helplessness

for the
name;
sweet, heart-touching
name of father, is in its nature, full of in-

Chicago,

La Salle, Geneseo,
Moline and Rock Island, in Illinois;
Davenport, Muscatin
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,
lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,

and

The best name by which we can think
of God is Father. Itis a’ loving, deep,

of its unrivaled geo-

graphical position, the shortest and best route between the East, Northeast and
Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literally and strictly true, t
its connections are all of the principal lines

speedily yield to its curative power.
PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,

we cast our all on Christ, he will be to us
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Bein the Creat Central Line, affords to travelers, by reason
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and dull dragging
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aS ooseoseeseaSt
CHICACO, RocCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RY,

t you are a victim? THEN DO NO
ATE; use Kidney-Wort atonce, (every

works, and glorify your Father who is in
heaven.”

the whole

\
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alame back or disordered urine indi4&

ealthy action.

utter

N

ever discovered
for all

«You are right, my child; it is not doing anything. Nevertheless, it is lighting up the whole room.”
-

find much ; and if in

(%

the country to be the SUREST CURE

«t Nothing, father.”

«« All we want in Christ we shall find
in Christ.
If we want little, we shall
find little.
Ife want much, we shall

WILL

=

will

like manner, ingratitude will make our
very. blessings begin to parch and soon
become dry and unfaithful.— Watson.

and

cents,

HooD’s SARSAPARILLA is sold by all druggists. Price $1 per bottle; six for $5. Tre-

>

to send forth its hidden moisture, which
returns in dew and rain, that moment the
trees and fruits begin to lose their stores
of refreshment, and must soon wither. In

25

| (Firm of Carter & Churchill.)

°¢ what

nourishes all the plants in the garden of
piety. The moment thatthe earth refuses

Cherry

for

T

Although greatly prejudiced against patent
medicines in general, I was indueed, from
the excellent reports I had heard of your
Sarsaparilla,
to try a bottle, last December
for dyspepsia and general prostration,
and i
Jie received very
gratifying results from
{ts use. Iam now using the second bottle,
and consider it a very valuable remedy for
* Indigestion and its attendant troubles.
i
Yours truly,
’
i
. C..CHURCHILL,

is the lamp doing ”

Gratitude is the dew that moistens

Wild

LEBANON, N. H., Feb. 19, 1879.’
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: Dear Sirs—

goodness?
We never heard of her doing
anything remarkable.”

“ Let your light so shine before

pastiles

Goodwin-& Co., Boston, General Agents.

1y36

.

said one, *‘ that they may see your

such

mail

You can never
dering your. prayers.
grow in grace until you get to breathing

father,

chest lameness.
I distributed the
choir for the pur-

Address AMERICAN MEDICINE CoO., Manchester,
N.H.
For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. C.

SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
*4 & 26 Tremont St., Boston, Ms.

Gen. N. E, Agte

vared by C. I. HOOD & €0., Lowell, Mass.

‘My child,” asked the

I

of the

Fy

Sarsaparilla Troches sent by

to remove the cherished sin which is hin-

freely.—Congregationalist.

that

D. D. BISHOP, rector
of St. John’s church, Dover, N. J,
SEE

if the

.

usual,

instead

Faithfully yours,

purchaser

is ordered

throat and

the mucous membrane.

accompa~

the

Monday

lungs.

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those affected in any
way by temporary difficulties with the vocal organs, or more seriously afflicted by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of

by

With

the money

throat,

or confections as they had. used.
The verdict upon them is unanimous in their favor, and now we

of price.

case.

than

For the next choir rehearsal
troches to the members of the

over-exertion or over-indulgence, which leads to
misery, decay and death.
One box will cure recent cases.
Each box contains one month’s treat.
ment.
One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dolWe

easier

pose of having them compared with

caused

lars ; sent by mail, postpaid on receipt

much

°

Sunday myself, getting
including Sunday-school

was actually better the next day

Depression,

Age,

breaking-up-of-winter

for one
services,

with singing, so

Park
are

the regular

hoarseness, and something of a cold on the

and Brain Diseases.

Loss of Memory, Premature Old

for

me just at the worst season for those who have
daily and exhausting vocal labors.
It found me

DR. E. ¢. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-

It works like magic, reaching every part of
the human body through the blood, giving to
all renewed life and energy.
My friend, you need not take our word.
Ask your neighbor, who has just taken one
hottie. He wiil tell you that ** It’s the best
dollar I ever invested.”

again?

love,

& CO.

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest
rates.

May the good Physician apply the powerlong-suffering

A-trialentails

ABS
a waned
tor the immensely
popular book, lhe
Rtn
1 Stives of all the Presidents Ap U.S. Complete
in one large elecantillustrated volume. The fastest selling book
in America.
Immense profitstoagents.
Every intelligent person wants it. > Anvone can become a successful agent.
Liberal |
terms free.
Address HALLETT BOOK CO.. Portland sMaine.

the

the purposes

As an elocutionist, and

elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swollen and overcharged glands instead of merely
causing a temporary relaxation or stimulaation of
the membrane, is felt in every training school and
and musical conservatory to be a great desideratum. All preparations for that purpose should be
tried by those tests and qualities.
Your box of
Wild Ches#y and Sarsaparilla Troches came to

Baltimore, Md., U. 8. A.

the gen-

IF A gentleman who
Hf
has been suffering from
Gained
the Debility and Languor
:
' peculiar to this season, 1 0 P ound's
says: ‘“HooD’s SARSAPARILLA is putting
new life right into me. I have gained ten
pounds since I begannto take it.” Hastaken

ful absorbentof His

A. VOGELER

ou that they
full
“ompli
at
they fully accomplish

has a curative instead of a Yalliative effect, that
releases the voice and restores the impaired

SOLD BY ALL DRUGQISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

Hoos SARSAPARILLA

out

PAINS

its claims. pyRECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

j

Insist on baving

uine Brown’s Iron Bitters, made only
by
Brown Chemical Co., and take nothing else.

HOOD’S

SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy.

{

NH

with considerable experience in the training
ining of
ep
;
choirs, etc.,
I have some knowledge of voices and
throats, my own and ot
eople’s. A troche that

.

but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

never leaves

They told we she was dying. But a
werful absorbent was found, which
gradually relieved the congestion, and
she began to breathe freer, and soon recovered. Is there some besetting sin,
which is choking up the avenues of divine
race to, your heart, and rapidly suffocating the divine life? Is this the reason
your still hour in the closet has been
growing shorter and shorter? Do you
expect such rapid gasping to Jos back

the crimson life to the purpledips

SURE,

Oscar Wilde is an Irish poet; but although he

sun,

purple, then dead black.

She

her set except to eat and drink.

Am [ truly a new-born babe in Christ?
Am | to begin my growth in grace with
faith to receive converiing grace in my
«wicked heart ?
;

I sincerly hope you will not have to beBut after all, it never
gin back there.

with

:

JOHN'S RECTORY,
15, 1882.

which they are employed.

No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcoss OIL as & SATE,

Ladies who bave used Wheat Bitters say they
are wonderful in cases of nervous debility and
other troub.es of the sex.
I's

To grow in grace, we. must be in
This must be your first question,

Is there any grace in my heart to

is in collusion

y

orate
ACHES

nature still.
—J, G. Whittier.

Catarrhal

» | practice, still in the case of Dr. Warren’s
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tell
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without my care it hus | aye immensely strengthened by the use of Dr. R.
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TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
&c.
‘GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
| Charitable Mechanic's Association in 1881.
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AND
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things have (wo handles ; and a wise man
tendrils the free Was virtually dead be- |,
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fore it was planted.
Meantime an invisible seed was blown
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| de dictionary,” he

€ | be can be cured.

SRA
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EG
Ten persons will repent of a sin for
one who will confess to the person
is in
Yet such confession
wronged.
for the mother’s hand and
finding it truth far more needful to the wronger
would go off to Sleep again. Now, I] than to the wronged. It is a small thing
think Jesus means by the child-like spirit to be wronged, but a horrible thing to
that we must feel toward him as that baby wrong.— (George MacDonald.

of

gaged about what they considered more

th

everybody speak so much of poor E——'s

iour, or that he. would prefer

to be en-

removed

to papa and mamma.
There is the sunshine -from happy hearts and faces all
through the house. But what puts the
sunshine in the hearts? Have you heard
of the Sun of righteousness? That sun
shines in their hearts.
Wherever that

thinking that they would aunoy the Sav-

His disciples, perhaps

bad

NOTHING REMARKABLE.
Father,” said a little girl, ** why does

and humility. No matter how old, how
wise or rich a man may become, he must

blessing to them.

from
after]
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intended to |, A foulin the hen-coop is worth two in the base

harsh, rough words there between broth-.
ers and sisters, we hear no saucy words

ile use strong drink, nor cause others to

woh

but

only

when God could impart life and fragrance
its efforts. * Why do you breathe ?
without.
(God could impart oxygen to your blood
without your labor to draw it into the
look- lungs. God's promise of grace is a promaway ise only to your breathing with the prayer
{
dis- of faith.
child was suffering once from conMy
little gestion of -the lungs. Her breathing
lays quickened to-gasps, eighty in a minute.

ed cross, and motioned them to go
with ‘the children.
Jesus, much
pleased with these men, takes the
ones in his arms, blesses them, and
his hands upon them.
:
Now open your eyes and tell me what
kind, beautiful words Jesus said to these

Lightfoot
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men un.
id swemwish colnet
wey roles”
| les, dar is one place you can always dnd sympa-

Te Only
being
blownintended
down by{Up field.
E

actual process of growth.

a frame

that you may see it too. Have the children close their eyes and give them a
word-picture of the scene in the lessor.
Little children hrought to Jesus—twelve

15:

I. The Mosaic law of divorce. Moses
adapted his laws to the state of society
in his day.
They reflected only so
much of the divine will us could be enforced by civil government.
In respect
to the marriage relation he found the prevailing sentiment very low and the prac-

tice

:

Write them in such a

[ tell you the picture I have in my«mind

passages, Matt.

;

draw

is the

them with a yellow crayon (take a piece
an inch long, use flat side instead of
point).
vi
and wrought miracles. John 7:11,10:5. He
Talk
of
pictures
in
houses,
how they
returned to Galilee and teok his final leave of
beautify, how you would love to make a
that province, (Luke 9: 51) and made a tour in
Perea; visited Jerusalem again and then re- beautiful one you think of to put in this
tired to Ephraim where he remained
till the | home on the board ; not being able, must
opening of this lesson,

gtree

a
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'
Jibing £9. 304 not £0 anywhere ? Where.
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4 8136 up:
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NEURALGIA,

‘

kingdom of God.”

for of sueh

six months between the last lesson and this.
During this time Jesus went to the Feast of
Tabernacles, at Jerusalem, where he taught
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1517.

gold the plain.

way that you
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SArneY,.

does any harm to pray for converting
grace. - It will raise you to life if you are
dead, and it will quicken lite if you are:
alive. And ¢ prayer is the Christian's
vital breath.” How do plants grow?
They take up their sustenance from the
generous earth. But their breathing is the

dren to come unto me;

ts

Connecting

work

Blackboard tllustration—Golden Text:
Outline of a house large enough to print
within, the word ‘‘ Home,” below and
above the words, ** Suffer the little chil-

Torics—The Mosaic law of divorce.
The child-like spirit.

in the

professions afe withered, leaves, while the

PRIMARY-LESSON.

bis

keep the

roots were

the wind:

Perhaps

to furnish a course of lessons for teachers

them, Suffer the little children to come unto
me; forbid them not: for of such is the king15dom of
God.
Verily
1 say uoto you,
Whosoever
shall
not receive the Kkingdom of God as a little child, he shall
in
"And he took them
16 no wise enter therein.

hal

1956
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d chi
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Ou say you are not growing io grace. | uo sustem.

STUDY.

large experience in Primary Class
in that department,

Drs.

He explained to me that those great,

branching

grown
Y

HELP FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS.
We have have arranged with a lady of

marry another, committeth adultery against
12 her: and if she herself.shall put away her
husband, and marry another, she committeth aduiter
And.they Lroustit unto him little children,
; 13
that he should touch.them : and the disciples
But when Jesus saw it, he
“1¢‘rebuked them.

in his arms, and

ree.

Girard St. icin
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of our lawsy on mar- | ij uroh of Christ! }
The character
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but | riaoe
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are no more
they therefore
so thatWhat
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10 together, let not man put asunder. And id
.
the house the disciples asked him again. of | spirit.
11 of this matter. And he saith unto them,
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{was moved with indignation, and said

to
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at

lifted

are

homes, and hands of horror

the spectacle of such Christians, ministers
and others, deserting (!) their posts while
masses of the unsaved swelter amid the

heats of the city.

Assistant Editor.

JORDAN,

CYRUS
oi

letters

ing.

necessarily

publicagion.

for

manuscripts unless stamps are

sense—** two grains of wheat hid in two
bushels of chaff.” ‘Such eensors would

return

cannot

We

sent for that pur-

chide the Master himself for waiting till

.We need at least a week in which to decide

pose.

hether we can usecontributions

of any length.

gaged *‘in the work,” and for resting
quietly through so many intervals which

ed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.

while all the time

Readers will notice his appreciative reference
‘to the late Clerk of the Association.——They :

unlike

sour milk;

being

compelled

to

drink

but if we must do either,

spare

us the grumbler and give us the milk.
Jesus holds up

the cross before us, even

with

the

stains of

blood

would

have us understand

upon

it.

He

that following

him is no childish sport, or youthful pastime, or matter of amusement, but the
great, serious, fateful business of life,—a
business, often full of burdens, hardships,
pain and anguish, that sometimes involves
the giving up of our dearest ones for Je-

sus’ sake,—thisis bearing, the cross indeed!

:

:

ih ial

There are persons who whine a great
_ deal because they think they are ill-treated

it wiser to make haste slowly in consuming their vital energy than to covet a place
among those whose evidence of their
goodness . consists, in part, in dying

They do so, also, believing that

young.

does

Christianity

nor |

only,

not consist

chiefly, in filling pews; that the influence

of Christian example may be as salutary
among the hills of Galilee as in the streets
of Jerusalem ; and that’ the blowing of
the gospel trumpet is not necessarily confined within the four walls of their special

ly-known as a ‘‘ summer vacation,” proit as-a

vided. you can make such use of

Christian should, neglecting no more if-

at it

and with it, andit is a jolly, kind companfon;

and

so

let

all

young

persons

take

their choice’.

the

city

different.

French

and

Mr.

‘“ In conclusion, when we compare the
wide-spread interest in’ Indian missions

Fabricius,

the missionary

flee to Pulicat, where a

per-

estants.

im-

Christian Friedrich Schwartz was ordained in 174) at Copenhagen and sailed
the following year for Tranquebar, where
we hear of him at the end of six months
as teaching classes of small children and
where mingling freely with the people,
and imparting Christian knowledge as
soon as he could make himself understood, his work resulted . in the addition

perative),letting your light shine wherever you ge, seeking rest and obtaining it,’

with God by
'finding constant communion’
new,

and

old

means and exercises beth

not

does

hour

always afford sufficient reason for not
seeking our annual Sabbatic season of
recuperative

rest,

perhaps

sweet,

and

:

solitary, especial worship.

of four hundred to

estant

missions

in

PROTESTANT MISSIONS IN INDIA,
In the last number of the Bibliotheca
Sacra,

Prof. Avery, of Bowdoin College,

depth of the superstitions and'the ay
70 ity

der

M.

of the institutions which are in time w be

that

supplanted by the power of the gospel.
The present century he calls the period of
organized and successful effort: the eigh-

knew

his hour was at hand, wished fervently:
that his’ whole congregation might be in
his room to witness with what faith and
joy a Christian could die. That we may

show

the world

let us now
live.

show

how a Christian can

die,

it how a Christian can

We are now in the midst of eur Yearly
Meeting season, and all through the denomination the delegates have assembled
or will do so, to review the work of the
year, discuss measures both old and mew.

and
Had

lay plans for the months t0 come.
we nothing else to do, or nothing

. which holds us as with hooks of steel, and
were ubiquitous at will, we would certain-

ly sit in the midst of all these representa-

tive and

important

gatherings, and

so

learn, as would be possible in no other
way, the real spirit and purpose of the
large body of Christians to which we belong. We say large, for we are impressed
with

the thought

that eighty

thousand

is

_not -a small number. -Wheh. we regard
ourselves as a small body, it is Because we
compare ourselves with those which are
larger, forgetting that-there are other bod:

‘ies beside which

we are certainly large,

and that perhaps.the best unit by ‘Which to
measure ourselves"is our status at some
point in oar earlier history, perhaps within the memory of men yet living. It was

teenth century the

He

calls attention

time

of seed-sowing,

_ attendance large—so large as to be the
subjectof frequent remark and to give
most cheering indicdtion ef the interest

and

hear and- respond to “their cordial

to

Vermont,

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. From
what we were permitted to see and hear,
we can believe that all received from these
meetings a spiritual quickening which will

"| serve as a foremost motive in renewed application to the work which our hands

have found to do. The usual report of
proceedings is expected from the clerk, as

quering and to conquer.”
This history does not cover the first attempts to Christianize India—such as
that of the eight Portuguese friars who,
in 1499, were sent out to preach the gospel to the people, or destroy them
if they would not be preached to; and
such as that of Francis Xavier, id 1541,

who, by outdoing

the

heathen

in their

gross practices, succeeded, it is said, in
baptizing a hundred of thousand
them,
though all traces of his work soon disappeared.
“The beginning of the eighteenth century

witnessed both the introduction of pure
Christianity into India and the establishment there of the British ‘power. From

1702 onward,

British influence, closely

followed by British rule,

spread

India, proving,

great boon

to

rapidly

over-

the inhabitants.

In

1705,

piety and great zeal, and educated at the

University of Halle,were sent to the town
of Tranquebar, on the Coromandel

coast,

a half they had erected a church,

written

ary, and gathered one hundred and sixty
converts.

The funds for the‘ work

came

partly from Denmark: and “partly from
Ecgland, the King of Denmark manifesting great interest, and aiding in sending
out several new missionaries. : By 1711,
Ziegenbalg had completed the New Testament, and before his death, in 1719, the

We ‘hope that while avoiding any

unnecessary
length, they will
be full
enough. to give to their readers a good un-

schools, and gathered three hundred and

"ings.

derstanding of the things that are said and
* done—especially the-laster. -

THE SUMMER VACATION.
j
\

.

Two things recur about this timeof the
| year. Christian people, in considerable

numbers, beginto go away from their
homes, and
so also from their’ churches,

into the

country

or wherever

or 'to the

sea-side,

they can find a season

completed

the

dictionary, established

fifty-five converts.
!
In the year of Ziegenbalg’s death, three
new missionaries

+] whom

arrived,

the

chief of

was Schultze who completed

translation of the Old Testament

the

in 1725.

In 1726, Schultze opened a mission in
Madrag where, receiving the countenance

and aid of the government, he translated

of-the stay-at-

sionaries into their territory, thus blotting

mission at Calcutta was, however, unmolested and allowed to prosper. In the
same year that the mission was establish-

ed in Calcutta, the missionaries suffered
again on account of difficulties between
the

English and French,

being again compelled

Mr.

Fabricius

to retreat from

Madras, and the Christian community at
Cuddalore being dispersed: the missionaries suffered always from inadequate
support. =:
In 1760,Schwartz spent three months in
Ceylon, going as far South as Point de
Galle. The next year he erected a spacious church in Trichonopoly,this mission

being placed in the hands of the Christian
Knowledge
Society. From
the first,
Schultze devoted all his powers to the conversion of the heathen, giving to objects
of charity all of his small salary of forty-

eight pounds, which’ was not required tor
the barest subsistence.

About this

time,

Tranguebar, where, from 1767 to 1776,
the average annual additions tothe church

had been two hundred and fifty.
In 1773, a new work was begun at Vellore by u catechist. In the same year
Schwartz took up his abode in Tanjore,
and by 1780 had built two churches. All
the missions suffered during the war with
Hyder Ali and his son Tippo Sultan, until
1784, when peace was concluded. Madras

suffered from famine, Cuddalore

at the present time with the feeble

was

a time in possession of the enemy,

for

and

lished

schools

for Hindu

which prayer was offered

children,

in

and Christian

hopeful work of the future, and

to

this great land, with its millions of people,
to Jesus Christ as

a

high privilege.

-

possession,

is

our

4

SABBATH OBSERVANCE.
What is it to keep the

the

following reflections : -

;

1.

It is surprising that so small a part

Tranquebar mission, was afterwards turoAes

5

’

to observe

it as a day of rest, and

a day of religious

worship.

It is
also

as

This

is the

the Sabbath.

It is,

briefest possible answer.
What is it to break
on the one

hand,to do whatever

interferes

with the requirement of rest, or, on

the

other, to neglect the duty of worship.

He

who rests and suffers others to rest, but
does not worship;only partly keepsthe day.
He who worships, but does not rest, also

keeps it only in part. He who both worships and rests, —thoughtfully, conscientiously, happily combining the two, is
the one who keeps the Sabbath.
There are reasons for this worship and
this rest, which belong to the very nature
of things.
o

w

;

%

vo

to

in

his

bed

his

ants.

having

for

soon

Hayes,

Pittsfield Institute saved? Why, yes, if the
two men who stand under it are saved.

and then it will

fa

y

LY

The second

TRE

a brief article which appeared last week
the following ** correction.”

In an

and

lower

being. |

tkis Sabbath worship,such as commends it

at once to all.
So also for rest. ‘ The obligation of
one day's rest in seven, does not grow out
it is

found

in man’s nature.” ‘The
persistency
with, which a seventh rest-day has been

maintained for many ages among Jews,
Christidans, Mobammedans,
and
even
some pagan nations, supplies presumptive evidence, to say the least, in favor of
a law of our nature underlying this ob-

of ‘a great
physicians,

physiologists; political economists, and
establishments,

goes to prove that, in the case of men engaged in ordinary bodily.or mental labor, .

wholly on its physical and secular

side.”

They say, as said an eminent French political economist,"
Even if we do not observe Sunday in the name of religion, let
in

the

name

good health.”
Another thing may here be said.

of

It is

the health of the laborer be long maintained only by keeping the

seventh

rest-

day, but he can do more and better work

than when compelled

to toil the whole
The same thing

is true of the lower animals also,

‘ when

working under the control of men, and
not moving and resting according to the
promptings of instinct as in their natural
states.”

worth

something

to

us:

item

on * Dénominational

5

number

of the Frée Baptist is

same time, we

sends

do

not

mean

that

the

Star

shall be less representative of the whole Yenomination, from the ocean to the prairies,
than it has always been ; rather, we intend

Policy,”

by compositor’s mistake of patting ** and who
is” for * with,” 1 am made to say Bro. C. is wthat it shall become more so than ever before.
the right man to take the field therein referred
We welcome the Free Baptist as a help
to. Readers please substitute the one word
in this direction.
** with” instead of ** and who is” and they
will get both what I said, and consistency
with what follows.
Some of our contemporaries are now disNow, as a matter of fact; the brother did
cussing the desirability
of dispensing with
| not, as he supposes, insert the * with.”
It church bells.
The poisy things, some say,
|| may have been in Lis mind, but it is not in let us dispense with them, except where, in
hence our mistake -and his
| bis copy, and
many country places, they may be really need| grief. We call the special attention of con- ed.- Nay, not so. say others, we love the fu.
tributors to the selection under * Book Table”
miliar sound, and, moreover, even if they are |
this week, entitled *To writers for the Press.”
not needed to call the faithful to the sanetuImperfect copy is not a means of grace, exary, their brazen throats send forth fuvitation
cept as a trial of patience.
Compositors and
to those that labor and are heavy laden, und
proof-readers can sympathize with Edison's asadmonition to the wayward and thoughtless.
sistant who, after he had become exhausted
It may be wise economy not to put bells into.
through working a day and two nights, pushnew churches, but we think it would be wel}
ed by the indomitable inventor, to accomplish a to let the old ones swing a while longer.
single simple thing, wearily thought that Job
got too much reputation on small capital.
A very notable gathering was that which

within us requires

it

be

received. It is a better looking issue than the
first, and gives evidence of the purpose of its
managers to do well the thing they bave un.
dertaken,
We like the new paper—its form,
its purpose, and its spirit. ‘We shall rejoice
to see it realize the intent of its founders in
promoting those interests, particularly in the West, which arescommon to us all, At the

Contributors cannot be too careful in the preparation
of their “copy.”
The author of

for its preservation and development regularly recurring and: faithfully kept seasons of special worship. There is, then,
a reasou in the very nature of things for

us, at least, observe

Let us rather say, The in.
saved and our credit too;

ably the gainer.

A prominent member and deacon of the
Hanson Place Baptist church, Brooklyn, is on
trial before his church under the charge of
Sabbath-breaking.
He is president of a horse
railroad company and has been engaged in the
work of hiring men and pushing the laying of
a new track on Sunday, We are not sorry to

see metropolitian churches
standing

of their

question.

séhsitive as to the

members.

on

the

met

More work and better work,

as

well as firmer health and longer life, is a

Sabbath-breaking?

exclusion,

what

If

does

the

of Mrs. Har-

under

Sabbath

lishinz

and

to congratulate her

the auspices of the widely known

house

of

Houghton,

Mifflin

call

for

energetic

measures on the part of Europe. The assault
upon her consuls and the murder of scores of
her citizens cannot be passed by lightly.
There
is no doubt about the animus of the
late riots.
They were premeditated, were
against Europeans as Europeans, and were
participated in by those who carried bayonets.

The Turkish commissioner

sent to settle

the

Co.

present,

Denominational.
Our Graves in India.
Many years ago, thirty or more, some of our
missionaries abandoned the foreign field and

. came home.

The expense of outfit, passage to

and fro, support while acquiring the language, efe., without any adequate return of

The riots in Alexandria

pub-

&

Many of the relatives of Mrs. Stowe and a
tong list of distinguished individuals were

in case the church file to discipline the erring
deacon, whether the Long Island Baptist As-

or

residence ‘in

SIUM 1x Asavr buen lietory UCIONEN 10 any
woman than that occupied by the writer of
“Unele Tom’s Cabin.”
The occasion was

ever cost, or get ready for the Deluge.
A
contributor to the Brooklyn Eagle wonders,

communion

at Ex-Governor

upon reaching: the full measure of our allotted threescore years and ten. No bigher po-

We must stop somewhere, at what-

the former merits
latter deserve?

Claflin's

Newtonville last week,in honor

riet Beecher Stowe

open

managers,of “ihdustrial

But

Wells, Esq., | per cent. short of present profits, and its
farmers worry along with one cow less; in
the end,in intelligence and enterprise, \in
atfracting new comers, it will be immeasurs

Rev. Frank Russell, Ohio; Ralph

of New York: Rev. G. C. Waterman, of New
Hampshire; Hon. T. W. Bicknell, of Massa.
chusetts; Rev. J. H. James, of Connecticut;
Miss Jennie B. Merrill, of New York; Rev.

tide, and men will sink lower

in the scale of moral and spiritual

societies,

has been

great, if not greater, Suppose its merchants,
for a few years, have to be content with one

sociation will be less severe with it than it
was
a few years ago with the Lee Avenue
church which the Association ‘excluded because some of its members were upheld in
partaking of the communion’ with an unimmersed body of Christians. - Which is worse— i.

The testimony

by martyrdom.

tion be reversed.
stitution is to be

of

public and private worship” is kept up.
But let this day fall into neglect, or be no
longer observed as a day of worship, and
religious faith itself will go out as an ebb-

number of medical

The world

helped along very much

there is no occasion for it in this ease. If these
men are to be crushed, then let the whele ac.

New York; Rev. A. H. Lewis, D. D., of New
Jersey ; Rev. A. A. Wright, of Massachusetts,

was right. There is no likelihood of religious decay so long as a seventh day. of

servance.”

Otherwise, let it perish.

and the way will be open for the Lyndon In.
of "Massichusetts; Rev. J. A. Worden, of stitution next. Why cannot that town do us
Pennsylvania; Rev. J. F. Elder, D. D., of. nobly as Pittsfield has done? 1ts ability is as

i)
the Christian Sabbath is maintained. He

of legislation ; it lies deeper;

was implied i;

the ability of its. present admirable manage.
ment to endure the strain made on brain ang
strength, demand early re-enforcement,

Ohio; Ex-President Woolsey, of Yale College;
| Rev. Dr's John Hall, and William M. Taylor,
of New York; Rev. Alex. McKenzie, D. D.,

once declared that there is no hope of de-

The religious nature

much

caseis not overstated, that the exigency is

school ‘worker's paper published
by Eben
Shute, Secretary, Tremont Temple, Boston,
-Mass., has contributions from a larger number
‘of distinguished Christian workers than we
have ever known to have béen grouped before

Ex-President

how

great, and that the growth ‘of the school and

ap-

NOTES.

paper.

But

toil,” may be understood in part by whatjs
farther said in our Mission department this
week,
Let every reader feel assured that the

The second number of Progress, a Sunday-

in any one

brings fron

Bro. Gerrish’s expression, “a year of intense

fourteen

‘of his life will

he

was read by all. Bro. Brackett has done a noble
work for this school, as have also his assists

Baptist ministers, he has gone to his rest.
Some account
pear.

First, for worship. Voltaire, that bitter
foe of Christianity as he understood it,

during the century. The chief cause of and conclusive evidence.
$
this was that*‘ the men and the means
The Sabbath requirements of rest and
were not forthcoming. * * {The Miss worship, we thus see, are justified by reasion College at Copenhagen and the that sons inflere in the very nature. of
}

in

which

|

Sabbath?

seven days of the week.

Western coast.
.
- Prof. Avery closes his article with

been confined

share

in the victorf\which shall by and by give

closed Carey arriged in Calcutta.

planted the standard of the cross on the

of corn cometh

Aftera painful illness,

report

night ago by the Rev. A. L. Gerrish, we hope

veterans are
to the grave

months, the Rev. Calvin Dodge died May
14. The last of four brothers, all F.

dia, Free Baptists have had some humble.
part. TO engage in the greater and more

a well established fact that not only can

thirteen years, American missionaries had

Harper's Ferry.
The account of the com.
mencement exercises there, furnished a tort.

‘“ asa shock

In-

instruction given, by the approval of the
authorities. Schwartz died in 1798, at
the age of seventy-two years, having spent
forty-eight years in India.
45
This brings us to the end of the eighteenth
century missions in India. Before many
years Christendom was moved by the spirit
of mission’; even before the century had

Within

the cheering

season.”

inter-

of introducing pure Christianity into

the right

it is to exhaust our energies and to hasten

est in the eighteenth century, and the
great and permanent growth of the Indian church during the last fifty years R. H. Fulton of Maryland; R. W. Woodward,
with the more transient results which Esq., of New Jersey; Rev. A. E. Dunning,
preceded it, we are assured that it is the of Massachusetts; Rev. 0. P. Gifford, of Massachusetts; W. R. Hurd, Esq., of Connecticut,
Lord's will that we should go forward _and others are represented in its columns. The
and possess the land.”
price is but25 cents per year. Every SundayIn carrying on the organized and endur- school.worker should have it. * =~
ing work of the present century, the work

the Christian community of Trichonopoly
was much scattered, though the number
of converts steadily increased. Up to the rest of the night does not fully restore
this time the converts of the Danish mis- the waste of energies during the day, and
that to maintain a condition of vigor, a
sion numbered seventeen thousand seven
supplementary rest of about one day in
hundred and sixteen.
| seven is needed.”
This testimony is
The Rajah of Tanjore, having proved given most “explitifly
by many who
unfit to govern the people, was deposed, deny the religious obligation and uses of
and a committee of two,to whom Schwartz the Sabbath, or who look at the mater

was afterwards added, was appointed to
govern the country. Schwartz here estab-

let it be sustained, always reserving

death,
_ Like autumn leaves the
falling, or they are coming

:

a part of the Bible into Telegu and all of ‘of India was occupied by the missionaries. statement that is supported by abundant

it into Hindustani, gathering four hundred and fifteen converts within ten years.

of quiet and rest afier months of hard,
- Wearing work. Straightway a groan es| This missign, at first a branch of the

_ capes the lips of many

of the natives against the English. The
East India Company, approving™ Corn-

on the whole, a’ ‘the third native Christian was ordained at

Old Testament as far as Ruth. In addition to this, these men had,.in 14 years,
prepared thirty-three works in Tamil,

also from the clerks of all the Yearly Meet-

several hundred converts; but when an
attempt was made to organize missionary
work throughout Bengal, it was strongly
opposed-by the Governor-general, Lord
Cornwallis, on the false assumption that
the missionaries would excite the hostility

the fair fame of the British nation, The

waiting, of encouragement and
the Lord often makes his servants
through, before he places himself
head, and leads them forth con-

tion of the Scriptures and a Tamil diction-

Maine,

gathered

ing and
trial,as
to pass
at their

ances. It was also gratifying to see so many
of our 6wn brethren in the ministry from
states—from

authorities,

fere, for many years refused to admit mis-

several boeks in Tamil, begun a transla-

other

the

This mission, favor-

:

“In the words of Montalembert,

“There is no religion without worship.and to vote against bad men, or men not commit.
Sige
there is no worship without the Sabbath.” ted to prohibition.
And the need of Sabbath rest grows. out
Bro. Dexter Waterman is home again
of the constitution itself of man; to ig- | bis winter's work at Storer College, from
We
Cp
Cea
nore this need and neglect to provide for are glad to see him looking so well, and to hear

among Christians in Europe and America

converts

great successes followed by equally great
failures—¢¢ such a time of patient work-

utter-

the

the

wallis’s act,Parliament declining to inter-

efforts,

which town has the honor of being the
felt in the general work of our denomina- ‘starting point of Protestant missions in
Beginning their work immediatetion, and particularly in that which per- India.
ly
on
their
arrival, ‘they encountered
tains to this Yearly Meeting.
Opportunity
was affordgd, and made the most of, for great opposition from foreign residents,
the interchange of fraternal greetings, and Ziegenbalg being confined in prison for
the. sunshine of the heavens found its four months, by the governor of the
counterpart in faces full of the joyful light colony. On his release, he and his colof recognition and of greeting. It was league renewed their labors with great
pleasant to take by the hand visiting zeal and success.
Within three years and
brethren from other denominations

India,

of

of noble but often misdirected

our privilege to spend a few hours last ‘two young Danes, Bartholomew Ziegenweek at the N. H. Yearly Meeting, assembalg and Henry Plutschau, men of deep
bled and ‘most hospitably entertained at
Rochester.
The weather was fine and the

year

school which, at the end
of the year, num-

of his Master, and appropriate conduct unhe

the

In 1758, Kiernander,sent by the 1Rnish
mission, arrived in Calcutta and opened a

to the interesting nature of the field, as
seen in its vastness, its diversj¥:, and. the

we are told, when

church

numbered nearly eleven thousand.

no ambition equal to that of exhibit-

J.

the

following his arrival. In the year 17506,
completing the first half century of Prot-

ing to the world the true spiritual likeness
Rev.

already

more

other

haps, there can be none

ed at first by

The

to

Fabricius returned to Madras when the
property of the Roman Catholic missionaries was given to him, the Catholic church
at Cuddalore also being given to the Prot-

Missions in India.”

all circumstances.

compelled

mission

seven hundred

life or in death, the Christian should

Brewster,

/

France,

bered two hundred.

know

'

and

being captured by the

between England

writes of the ¢¢ First Century of Protestant

An

1730

perative duty (and for some of you,

in sin till the present

laugh

In

things.

Christian Knowledge Society were the
only organizations to supply funds, and
these raised but a few hundred dollars

the first missionary physician was sent annually.” * Besides, the political condiout. The missionaries
did much in the tion of the country was not favorable to
:
way of printing and scattering books and missionary work.
traets, and in preaching tours, as is now | ‘2. It is surprising how rapidly ‘concustomary, thus gathering little bands of verts were made, as compared with the
converts. ‘In 1730, when the first mis- present time under more tavorable cirsion had been: established twenty-five cumstances. But thé sllzeganiing fact
The
eighyears, and fifteen hundred converts had of Hindu civilization is caste.
been gathered, the first native was or- teenth century missionaries did not grapdained.
In 1732, the Danish missionple with this great evil. The modern
aries sent a catechist to Negapatam where missionaries do. Tolerating caste, it is
a church was soon established, and anoth- estimated that more than fifty thousand
er to Sadras and to Fort St. David, in converts were gathered ; but the comprowhich latter places the work was turned mise with heathenism proved disastrous
over to’ the Madras mission.
In 1737,
in the end.
It-is fair, however, to'sa
Cuddalore was occupied by two mission- 3.
ach
of the success was due to the devotion
aries,one of whom was Mr. Sartorius who
died the next year; this mission was in and ability ofthe missionaries. ‘* Without
1740 reinforced by Rev. J. L.. Kiernander. murmuring, they suffered every pain and
privation, living on the plainest fare,going
In 1646 the convertschere numbered two
hundred and twenty-nine, in 1756, six on foot from station to station, if thereby
hundred and twelve.
In the kingdom of they might extend the Redeemer's KingTapjore the converts numbered eleven dom.”
‘4. Missionary operations were begun
hundred and eighty-nine, in 1736. The
If Missionary work had
Madras mission suffered great loss by the at the best point.
departure of Schultze after fifteen years been begun at Benares instead of at Tranof labor, and four years later by the war quebar, the result might have been quite-

At

¢ We may

soeurly upon you;

Knowledge, organized in 1699.

Mr.

good word

in turn look

the. ** So-

of Christian

converts.

Mr. Thackeray has a
be pretty

Promotion

numbered

they.arerbiit usually

all the world
the treatment
looking-glass,
the reflection
it, and it will

the

the conclusion of hostilities, in 1748,

Possibly
for such:

for

We earnestly advise every one who
can do so, to indulge in what is common-

it is their own fault.

certain-that persons whom
treats ill deserve entirely
they get. The world is a
and gives back to every man
of his own face. ' Frown at

ciety

church edifice, nor of any other.

and gathering strength, freshness, and inspiration for another year of consecrated
toil. The fact that sinners have persisted

by others.

ok,

deeming

“comfort,” but their very lives,

interesting account of the KR, T, Association.

is not

were

multitudes

the

perishing for want of the bread of life.
Many men and women who take a summer vacation do so not as seeking mere

says something worth every reader’s consider© ation:——We wish our contributors would fall
into the habit of putting their full mames to
their articles. * Listeners like to see the face of
the person
is speaking to them, and readers to know" tl
ame of the person who
writes for them.—
Ditys” has GIVEN us an

to listen to a grumbler

ministry,

occurred during his three years

Bro. © W. H.” speaksdor himself in his article on ** Voting for Tefiperance” ; ‘we think he

To he obliged

en-

he

before

he was thirty years of age

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contibutors and cannot pay for articles contribut-

will also notice what the N.Y. and Pa. Yearly
Meeting has so fittingly done in memory of Miss
Crawford.
ee

non-

mostly

of sense here, perhaps, but

not

address,

and

re-

pews

horn ablowing, and the church

on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
Conaddressed tothe Publisher, Dover, N. H.
tributors will please write only on ene side or
to mailtheir paper and not roll it preparatory

They must send full name

gospel

the

spectably full, and think more of saving
souls than of your own comfort.” A bit

All communications designed for publication

be addressed to the “Editor, and all

at

stay

* You should

home," it is said, *“ and keep

ed over to the English Society,

SR

casioned

discouragement,

perhsps

labor, oc-

distrust,

among our people.
In a communication
the Star, umong other things, I ventured

to
to

suggest that possibly to restore confidence and
inspire courage, there was need of missionary

graves in India. In certain quarters, I be

lieve, ®his expression was accounted harsh, if
not cruel.
It was neither,
The language
had a figurative meaning, and, as such, it was
intended to suggest a missionary life work,
and may be as justly applied to the elder Phil-

difficulties is as powerless as the Khedive, and
both are now at Alexandria calling loudly for lips, who finished his work and came home to
Turkish troops.
It is perhaps wisest for die as to Miss
Crawford who finished hers and
England and France to restrain their ven.
died where.she was. Such graves, whether in
geance as they are deing, in part for the sake
India, or in- America, point to lives which rise
of diplomacy, but more especially to avoid
to the hight of Christian greatness,
and lend
precipitating an indiscriminate slaughter
of
strength to our faith, and inspiration to our
the European residents who are fleeing from
work. They clothe with significance and
Egypt with the utmost speed. But things canmeaning the dying vision of our Phillips, * Innot long continue as they are; and if some
wid, Lem th Fe
strong Christian power should take hold of dia for Jesus.”
Egypt with
a firm grasp, we would all re-"
joice.
ES

Dr. Geo. Washburn,

President
of Robert

College,, Constantinople,

nin

has

publish

his

** there is less interest in foreign

missions jh America than there has been at
any tinf®
during the last thirty years,” and
that this decline is a ‘‘ symptom of general
weakness” which “ naturally shows

in this way.”

itself first

The Inaependent, in whose col-

umns his article appears,

cannot agree

with

him. It shows that more money and more
men are now devoted to the foreign, fleld than
ever before.

are not
wrong.

This is undoubtedly

convinced
We

are

so, but

we

regretfully

to

that Dr. “Washburn
compelled

think that the interest

in foreign

missions

‘Commencement at Rio Grande.
The Commencement exercibes began Tues-

day evening, June 6, with the Aoniversary of
the Shakespearian Literary Society. The orations and debate showed careful preparation
and considerable eratorical skill. We cannot
kers were all young men, 8s 8
ber of young women belong to the
The

Board

meeting

Wednesday

morning

was very harmonlous. The Faculty were sll
retained. The annual address was delivered
‘Wednesday evening by Rev. G. H, Ball, D. D.

| —subject, The Presidency and the Presidents.
is

We anticipated a rich treat when Dr. Ball was
secured for the occasion;, notwithstanding be

less aglow throughout the great body of the
church than a few decades ago, however actively engaged the special societies may be,

very agreeably disappointed us by greatly ex:

legacies and otherwise.

sense, encouragement and advice.

and however large the means they secure by
It is

evidently

so

in

ceeding our expectations.
and especially
day afternoon

His talk at chapel

his impromptu address Thurs
were replete with good, sound

‘Thursday

our denomination, Theré is need
*¢ re- forenoon was occupied by the graduates from
|" vival” of popular interest in foreign ofa
missions.’ “the Preparatory Department, five young men
The makers and sellers of intoxicating and one young weman. A visitor remarked,
drinks are organizing strongly against prohi- « They all have somethingto say and, without
bition. The brewers’ convention, held in Waugsh- seeming to make any effort at display, say it”
ington, passed resolutions asking Congress There are, perhaps, too many colleges in Ohio;
to encourage the production of lighter drinks. but they are not in the southern part of the
The resolu
conclude as follows: ‘ While State. Rio Grande has a large field all to it
the association is averse to mingling politics self, and is doing a work that no other existing
with business, its members pledge themselves school could do. The enrollment the past yer
to overlook party affiliations and act together was one hundred and thirty. The next term
in defeat of any

party (hat panders

to fanati

begins August 21. * * * President Durgin of

cism by supporting prohibitory laws.” Shall ‘Hillsdale gave us two excellent lectures 00
this Issue be squarely met?
1f the liquor Iceland, and one on William the Conqueror
cause will affiliate with any political party to May 28,24. A majority of our teachers have
accomplish

its

ends,

why

not

temperance

men ally themselves witha party that will
work for reform? If any party,
ss in Iowa,

been Hillsdale graduates, and the President n°
doubt feels anxions for the success of his stu
dents wherever they may be called to labor.

Maine or Kansas, commits itself to the cause,
“

3
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‘The RB. L. _ Association.

Sharh

shanks God dd tales (CS TuTiEE,

Since |

sob
1
nto:
the church.
The East Rochester church has recently reGreenwich St. church, Providence, May 24 | ‘ceived the gift of a hundred and twenty-five
and 20. The churches were well represented | dollar organ, from Bre. Bryant Peavey, a
bv their delegates.. Rev. A. Given was chosen : member of the church.
The interest in this
‘
church under the labors of Rev. R. McDonald
moderator.
The routine,business of the session - was dis- seems to be rising.
/

annual

meeting

was

held

with

posedof with dispateh and unanimity of feel- |
The annual Association sermon
was
preached by Rev. A. Lovejoy from the text,
Ps. 48: 12, 13, * Walk about Zion”, ete. It
was a stirring, encouraging discourse, setting
{orth the increasing strength and perpetuity

children—they

8.

A.

Baker, D.

constituting

the

conducted a general exercise in

of Christian institutions and the final triumphs
of the gospel. Sermons were also preached
Rev.

Sunday was observed,

June

children in the evening.

The

Home

Missionary

say

life

of the

lattér commemorative

of the

that

and work of Miss Crawford, The reading of
the letters was, as usual, an interesting feature

of temper-

to the cause

ance and Mrs. E. 8. Burlingame and Rev. B,
D.

Peck

were

the

speakers.

They

were

subject ‘and .to the octo the
cqual
and their strong words must
to the occasion,
have aroused and deepened the convictions
and purposes of the temperance people pres-

ent. The Lord's Supper was observed at the
close of the last session,on

Thursday

Pp. M.,

and a large number partook of thé embléms in
wy
remembrance of him.
The Sunday-school Union held their meeting

"awakened much interest.

wim,
joice

the

».

We

in

November.

have

wardin baptism

in

this

the

pas.

were

the
two

first

Sabbath

daughters

of

and

E.

go home.”

New

The

M., the

Tn less thal eight days, I stood

Rev.

H.

by

weuld miss no other man,

Durgin,

May they speedily
- and their devoted service.
have the assurance that he has remembered
them by providing faithful, consecrated pastors,
DaTus.

OBS

The New York and Pennsylvania Yearly
Meeting.
The N. Y.and Penn. Y. M. has just closed
an interesting session with
the
Chatham
church.
The Preacher's Institute commenced
its sesston on Thursday and held three meetings. The essays mostly were elaborately pre-pared and evesllent in matter.
A geadly
number of oar fathers in the ministry are still
with us. Rev's 8S. Batler, J. Stuart, L. Kel
logg and H. Bacon were present to comfort und
«.gheer. An equal number of young men, two
of whom were recently from Hillsdale, give us
hope, with God's blessing, for the future. The
Y. Meeting Conference took measures to raise

a memorial fund to be known as * The Crawford Memorial Foreign Misssionary Fund of
the N.Y.and Penn. Y. M.”
Nearly a bundred dollars was raised on the ground.
It is
to be made up to five hundred within the coming year, and the interest used to pay a native
our Sister Crawford

the Mission where

labored

so nobly and

se

Y., is chairman of the committee

fund and we shall all help him.

May the little

one in this small beginning yet become a thou0. C. HiLLS, Clerk of Institute.
sand.
Pa.
* Sow

Bates College Commencement.
The order of exercises at Bates
mencement will’be as follows:

about

+ class.

- Thursday,

231.

June

Wednesday,

22.

June

Examination

tjozing

of

Examination

ExamiFriday and Saturday, June 23 and 24.
Exnation ot sophomore and freshman classes.
amining committee, A. R. Savage, Auburn; Cyrus
¥,
Hallowell;
Jordan, Dover, N. H.; A. M, Spear,
;
P. Moulton, New Hampton, N. H.
Examination of Theological

June 24.

Rev.
School. Committee, Rev. J. M. Bailey, Saco;
E. W, Porter. Lowell, Mass. ; Rev. A. Given, AuNorwich,
Ricker,
G.'8.
Rev.
Yom, Rhode Island;
N. Y
‘Sunday, June 25. Baccalaureate Exercises at
Main street Free Baptist church at 2.80 P, M., S#r.
mon

by the President.

At 7.30

fore the Theological School

p.

M., Sermon,

atthe same place

by

be:

B0P.P. M,, M,, Sophomore prize
Juné 30. At 2.30
oi Fang
bp onday,
At
debate at Main street Free Bapuiat church.
place.
the same
7.45 P, M., Junior exhibition at
College chapel.
the benefit or the College, at Music
Wi
June 28.
A
meeting of the corporation,
the Sale) hous exsmiuation Jor aiimissl
, My,
rary.
the Colle
at
leg ,
rigs of the Theological School,at Main St. Free Bap.
* ‘tist church. At 7. P.M. Litetmy gxercised of She
Orator,
church.
Alumni, at Main 8t. ¥ree Baptist
Prof. J. H. Baker, Denver, Col. Poet, Rev. A, L.
Morey, of Gray,
Thursday,

at 10 o'clock

June 29.

Commencement

exercises

A. M., at Main 8t. Free Baptist church.

has

the

hearty

and profita-

ble one, many

of

tokens

gard bet
:
at present a difficult pastorate, but under

Maine.

The Rev. J. M. Pease has accepted the pas-

torate of No. Lebanon church and commenced
- his Jabors there Sunday, June 18.

The Rev. C. C. Foster has left Garland for

and began his labors in the latter

Sabattus,

‘place Sunday.
at Garland

He baptized Sunday, June

one, and others

will

be

11,

baptized

before long, if some good man goes there to
take up the wokk left by Bro. F.' It is a
good field foran earnest Christian worker,

alin,

EY

New

The pastor of the Deerfield church, the Rev.
N. C. Lothrop, baptized, Sunday, June 11, 24
converts, and in the afternoon they with two

others were received into the fellowship of the

_ church,
ges

It was

a joyous oceasion

and

work.

the:

C.

the

We

Col-

was

to

much active labor,

;

Carolina.

called a meeting at

and hope its members will be

blessed in the

study of the Word,
Installation.

A. L. Gerrish snd’A, T. Salley was

appointed

by the Executive Committee of the R. I. Association to examine and, if thought proper,
to install Rev. F'. H. Peckham pastor of the
church at Carolina Mills, R. I. The council
met Friday, June 16th, Bro. Frost was absent
on account of sickness in his family,

The

ex-

amination was thorough and satisfactory.
The installation services took place in the eve
ening: The Rey, A. T, Salley read the Script.

ures, preached a sermon from 2 Cor. 6:1, and
gave the hand of fellowship. Rev. A. L.
Gerrish offered the prayer of installation and
gave the charge to the pastor. Rev, E. O.
Bartlett (Cong.) _ offered the opening prayer
and gave the address to the church.
Bro,
Peckham has heen cordially received to his

pew charge and the way seems to

be open

for

a long and useful pastordte.

Delmar, in connection

Tiogs Co. Q. M.

with

of the Olneyville

4

a session of the

The request from the Gaines

church, of which he is .pastor, was

unani-

mous, the examination satisfactory, and the ordination exercises of the usual order.

*

these

may be sent in. aid of those

preparing

Gospel ministry.
Rev. 8.F. Smith, Fairbury,

Neb.,

1]

the

was compelled to stop in at the neighbors’
she got

better...

Some

two

’

on the

weeks

a

she heard of tne wonderful cures St. Jacobs
was effecting, and she at once commenced to use
it and experienced great relief immediately.

Abbey,

80. Apalachin,

to her husband’s shoe

out to see her
pain.

children without

store,

N.Y.

in the

Much of the distress and sickness

attributed
causes

to
oc-

that the simplest statement of them affords the best
proof that it combines rare curative agents, and

when once used secures the confidence of the people.

Some one wrote to Horace Greeley inquiring
if
guano was good to pul on potatoes. He said
it
might do for those whose Lastes had become vitiated with ram and tobacco, but he preferred gravy
nd butter.

rheumatism, and is the

and bruises.

best

50 cents.

neuralgia

liniment

for

By druggists.

A Philadelphia girl was a9
a friendithat at her wedding
nors would not be displayed
course the friend told. Her
other day, and the
presents

and

sprains

thoughtless as to tell
the names of the dowith the presents. Of
wedding
¢ame off the
were uot displayed

either.
They consisted of 132 plated
and 107 salt-cellers.

sugar spoons
:

Cepha:

&

Sharpe.

Consumption Cured.
Since 1870 Dr. Sherar has each year sent from
this office the means of relief and cure to thous.
ands afflicted with disease.
The Sorteshon dene
necesitated by this work becoming too
heavy for
him, [ ame to his aid. He now feels constrained
to relinquish it entirely, and has placed in my
hands the formula of that simple vegetable reme.
dy discovered by an East India missionary, and
found so effective for the speedy and permanent

Dover,

assume

known to others.

Debility

and

it

of making

the duty

Address me, with

stamp,

rections for its

apd

preparation

Forty

Years’

Experience

of an

MiS. WiNsr.ow's SOOTHING

Old

SYRUP

geription of one of the best female

in

OYEB, 149
13t18

A.

Nurse,

is the pre-

physicians and

nurses in the United States, and has been used
for forty years with never failing success by mlTiom#kof mothers for their children. It relieves the
child from pam, cures dysesisry and diarrhea,
in the Sowels and wind colie.
gri
the child it rests the mother.
Eo
cents a bottle.

givin
By
Price 2
52121

Good health is impossible without pure

blood, and
use

this is best

of AYER’S

assured by the,
the

SARSAPARILLA,

most powerfll blood purifier ever pro=
concentrated

It is a highly

com-

bination of thesmost effective blood puri=
fiers, alteratives, diuretics and’ tonics in

the vegdtable kingdom,

combined with

potassium and iron, and has no equal. °
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S
SARSAPARILLA, and do not be per

suaded to take any gther.

! baftles for
for 93.5.
ne gant

|
LAER

Price, $1; six
re
i

A.

M.,

aleoholio bi

day work

LADY CANVASSERS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
Exclusive territory given. Ladies make this a Pro/table and Permanent business, Price $1.50 and upwards. Orders by mail promptly filled. Send for efrAgents, to MADAME GRISculars and terms to
WOLD & CO., 923 Broadway, New York, or to General

& CO. Fredonia, N.Y. J.B.Put-

Agents, J. B. Wygant
Ram, 125 State St., Chicago, 111. Mention this paper.

SPOOL SILK

and

which

are soldas cure-alls,

|

1

the

the

quality of Government Coin -has

standard

on

which

in any or all of he following

June 7th.
New Hampton,

officers,

and

to

Receipts

for

their quality.

Ida

C

8

Class

212.35

B Mills

Bible School Prin
Phillips’s salary

74.00

8S

silver

alloy.

The

standard of Great

925/41

is

-

25.00

pure

silver to 75-1000

19.00

5.00

Laconia Ch

:

$1080.07

$159.78

MOSES

B. SMITH,

wl

$93.55

has
the

undersi

ad

So

standard
that

RE

Z8*.

Ny

well

their: trade

is

this

~-»

now

mark
of

of England,

as a sure

GORHAM

guarantee

for

Florence

OF

Knitting Silk.

ASK YOUR STOREKEEPER FOR THESE GOODS.

STERLING

ARARE
OFFER

$1 Svertier,
SHEET MUSIC FREEof
Buy fifteen bars of Dobbins’ Electric S

Solid Silver in this country, as is the Hall Mark

eture of Mrs

any groce r; cut from each wrapper th
Fogy and Mrs. Enterprise, and mai
d address,
and we will

pure metal.

M’F'G COMPANY,
" SILVERSMITHS.

There is no excuse for suffering from
Constipation

and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,

" DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

COB:

INSTRUMENTAL.

.

Artist's Life Waltzes, (Kunster Leben,)
op 316, Strauss
Ever or Never Walt:
(Toujours ou Jamals,) Waldteusel
Chasse Infernale, Grand Galop, Brilliant, op. 23, Kolling
Turkish Patrol Reveille,
.
.
.
J ¢
Piratesof Penzance, (Lanclers,)
.
Sirens Waltzes,
.
.
.
Fatinitza, Potpourri,
Mascotte, Potpourri,
Trovatore, Patpourel,
Night on the
Water, Idyl,
Rustling Leaves,
.
.
.

Prics

75
7

VOCAL.

« Patience, (The Magnet and the Churn),
+ Sullivan
Olivette, (Torpedo and the Whale.)
.
A
When I am Near Thee, (English and German words), 4b¢
Who's at my Window,
»
pe
‘
Osborne
+
Sullivan
Lost Chord,
.
Sullivan
My Dearest Heart,
.
.
Life's Best Hopes,
v
*
.
Me
or
Reyultod pote $3 part Songs)
. @
.
As
Sleep while
the
ivening Dreezes,(4 part
Bishop
Only be True,
Under the Eaves,
Free Lunch Cadets,

MANDRALE BITTERS

ie
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5

Winner
Sousa

.

If the music selected amounts to Just $1, send only
ie 1s pic
your Dameand address,
30
of
§1,postage
may be enclosed for such excess.
We make ‘this bera), offer because we desire

cure,

After constipation follows

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the
Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,

in good

working

and

perfect

Ladies

Headache

PURIFY

witchell-D G
1k
fleld—Geo Lk White—C M White—H J Wymap—T
Wilder—L Wheeler—C Whipple—dJ T Ward—F M
Washburn,
:
:
+
LEON

THE

health

Four Pages Colored Plates, 3000

will find

a
in any other

relief

BLOOD

“SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
AND GRINDERS

PURE WHITE LEAD,
AND MANUFACTUKERS

LEAD
FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.”
yl
y

“*

PIPE

NARROWSHEET

(nearly three'times the number
Dict'y,) also contains a
he

ical Dictionary

giving brief important facts

concerning-over 9700

noted

persons.

Recommended by State Supt's oF Boucation in

For salé by all dealers in medicine.
Sthd
address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions,
HENRY, JOHNSON& LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.

AND

New Edition, 118,000 Words,

and others sub-

Price 28 cts. per bottle,

ge

UNABRIDGED.
(3000 more than any other English Dictionary)

by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

"CORRODERS

I. L CRAGIN
& 60,55 Een ==

WEBSTER'S

and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters"
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

Shaw—J

‘

order,

of music
shows onr confi
al

you are not

Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause.
Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs

ject
to Sick

Letters Received,

;

4

their Factory

to leave

known

been

piece
under”

will
be the result.

Treas.

H Anderson—G W Anderson—Mrs I, P Abbey
—Bailey Ref. Co—Geo C Baker—Biglow & Main—
W H Berry—Geo H Brown—dJ Blanchard—Mary
Bennett—J
H Burleigh—Mrs Z
Chamberlain—M
Cole—C G Card—U
Chase—Mrs O Clark—F O
Dickey—G W Dalley—Mrs GS Dudley—G
H
Damon~E Donnocker—I Decker—Mrs M Denton
—G W Eston—8 Fisher—Mrs E N French-E B
Fuller—L F Farnham—A Ford—B A Gurney—A
B Gleason—D L - Guernsey—C B Hopkins—H
Hawkios—G W Hartsongh—E T Hurd—H
E
Hale
—Miss M Harrison—A Johnson—G H Jeones—.
F LaMent—C % Loomis—H Lookhart—B F Mc.
Keoney—M I Mowry—N
Metcalt—N McGray—W
Mathews—E
Miller—N
Millikeo—C
Myers—J
Nickerson—S
Olney—C Paris—C Pierce—S M.
Pettengill & Co—Penfield & Goodrich—W E Pease
~E A Porter—8 J Parker—W E Pease—E G Page
—J A Purington—E Randall-ID W Read-Mrs P
P Rowell'&-Co~W Russell-R D

4
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SINGLE

not'a

that

over the quality of their ware,
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PANY, adopted the English standard Thany years
ago, and so careful has been the surveillance

eases, etc., all of which these

1.00

3.00

Concord, N. H.

Elrug

TERE

CoMm-

Goruam

the

Silversmiths,

Our leading

Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

6.00

78.97

°rangwn g

to 100-1000

Sick Headache, Loss of

25.00

sing School

gS

BEd@a=

nent

50.00

For North Head School
Mich Y M
for Pakah
Dale

—

In a short time effect a perma-

5.00
30.00
3.00
100.00

For
Helping
Hand
* Band
S 8 St John

<a

Se

Will give immediate relief, and

:

Hillsdale

Mich
Int from invested fund
Canterbury Ch
NH
Woman’s Aid Soc
NB
For
Miss
Hooper's
School 8 8 Fredrecton NB

Toney

H. M. Ed. Soc.
158.78
93.55

17.06

Int

a

standard of United

pure

or other

Britain
alloy.

The

is goo-1000

and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

1882.

F.M.
379.69
65.00

Do Bible School Int
Coll by Rev CB Mills,

Sec.

Societies.
May

Coll by I" Secretary
Do Bible School Prin
Bible School

articles :—See Star of

. W, SCRIBNER,
N. H., May 31, 1852.

Benevelent

SARS

Zomem

Silversmiths have

For gale by Jewelers throughout the U. 8.

‘The Annual Meeting of the Sotporasors of the
New Hampton Literary
and Biblical Institution
will be held in No.
4
Chapel Hall on Wednesday,
June 28, 1882, at 1 P. M. to choose

The Ab-

7

”

held at their office in New Hampton on Tuesday,
at 4 P. M., June 27, 1882.
J.
W. SCRIBNER, Sec.
New Hampton, N. H., May 31, 1882.

nam-

printed

use,

adapted to all.

dominal Corsets with or
without the Abdominal
Supporter
for stout ladies
are unequalled.
Physi
recommend our corsets. (il
are not sold by merchants.
Eyéleied Back Steel, Circular
have Patent

‘Medicine is dbubly, effective when used with
food, so a8 to nourish while it corrects.
by druggists, $1.00 per hottle,
No//i 8 , _SoldWHEAT
BITTERS CO., Mfrs. N.Y,

The Annual Meeting of the Trustees of the New
Hampton Literary and Biblical Institution will be

ing this paper, and I will mail you, free ot’ charge,
the recipe of this wonderful remedy, with full di-

English. W.
German, lp
Powers Block, Rochester, N. Y.

\Nyi

is as well-known to all purchasers

N. H., June 13, 1882.

Michigan Y M
Mrs M C Cutis Newport
NH
|

manity, I gladly

the

Clerk.

in the vestry of the Main St. F'. B. church.
¢ C. A. BICKFORD, Rec. Sec.

Zenana Teacher of Lan-

Nervous

with

in Lewiston, Me., June 27, 1882, at 9 o’clock

all Nervous Complaints.
Its remarkable curative
powers have been proven in jnany thousand cases,
and, actuated by the desire to relieve suffering hu-

for

(Wis.)

!
+ PHILLIPS,

There wiil be a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Free Baptist Education Society

cure of Consumptien, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asth.
ma and all Throat and Link Diseases; also a posi-

cure

Notices.

Waushara

Lincoln church, Sept. 1—3.
_
~sspment

Coll La Rev

Remark by Roscoe. Conkling :—How paiofuller
than a serpent’s tooth it iste have a thankless

tive and radical

bi

copper

Gran-

‘| see if the Corporators will amend the Constitution

Dr. Pierce's Extract of Smart-Weed

fevers, cures

ry
(a

Dressmakers delight in
£2
Deng over them. They
@¥combine durability, com- 4
Jort, healthjuiness and fh
glogance of form, and
being ‘made in various
si7ies and Jengths are

choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
akeita tonicand bitter. Itisatoncehealth
, pleasant to the taste and must not be con~
founded with the thousand and one cheap

based

(N.Y.) at Sherman, June

Meeting

’)

‘The Blood, Brain and Nerves are the forces

Notice.

casioned by humor in the stomach. Several cases,
with all the characteristics of these complaints,
have been cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Other
cures effected by this medicine are so wonderful

breaksup colds and

Adams
3

Stomach.

dyspepsia, chronic diarrhea and other

(

erly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.

States Coin

——

Quarterly

Humor

Na

been

(N. Y. & Pa.)at West

23.

5

any

A collector of antique furniture was hunting
through the auction shops the other day for a “sige
nal service bureau.”
*

Susquehanna
ville, Juue

and

experiencing

il

Asa rule

Ohio & Penn.,, at Waterford, June 23.

World!

MADAME
GRISWOLD’S
Patent Skirt-Snpporting Corsets.

Standardof Silver.

Southern Minn. at Wykoff, June 23.

Je

pains have left her feet and ankles, and the inflam.
mation has left the corns and bunions. She is
now tripping up

Best in the

Orchard,

saloliand Purchase

and

assistance,

]«

life, and in order to savesickness it is wise to
BUILD FOR HEALTH.

way until

ig

without

k

which bear the strain of every

D. Calley, No. Sandwich, N. H.

Rev. M. H.

3

£ bl

ULLY PREPARED,
=
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
:
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
The Phosphates of the Wheat are its most
valuable food property, and are, when prop-

idl
i

Treasurer of

Ocean Park, Old

2

E-]

e.

bunions.
It was with great difficulty that she
could walk, and sometimes when she would visit

she could not get home again

®
L

CORTIC

‘and often, when she was walking along the streets,
she would be seize. with such acute
pain that she

corns

FE

om:

Va.

for

Me.

‘

NERVE

Rev. J. M. Peare, No. Lebanon, Me.
Rev. C. C. Foster, Sabattus, Maine.

Rev.

A

8&

The Richest
BLOOD,

”

H. M. 80. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M,, to whom
all’ money. for this So. shouldbe sent.
West Lebanon,

u

efferveses ent

BRAIN and

(10128)

W.

ingredients

‘Shoulder Strap, and above trade mark on each corset.

Treasurer of Storer College and Ageut of Shenandoah Misgion.
Moses
B. Smith, Treasurer of the
Freewill
Baptist Foreign, Home Mission and Education
Societies,Concord, N. H.
(1362)
Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer of
the Central Association, to whom all its contributions should be sent.
:
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdaie, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education So. ; to whom contributions =

Rev.J. M. Lowden,

:

‘XxX

(25¢)

Harper’s Ferry,

ial

deii i vs

be experienced to he be lieved.
AEs
SOLD BY A i DRUGGIST 5.

)/
.
clans
They
All genuiné

Rev. E. D. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
Soild be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

R. McDonald,

rome

this

preparetion 1 ds spepsia, sich 1ealache, heat
burs;~ bil i usness
constiprtion,
and
nervous
| weakness, are among medical nia vels which must

¥. BAKER & C0., Dorchester,
Mss,

aud Educa-

money for this Y. M. work should be sent.

Rev.

effe t of

The

admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all

I

APERI¢NT its

ted.

|

all present—while every useléss lament 1s omi

(25t22)

:

Rev. N. 'C. Brackett,

Chemistry can repr: duce it. In TARRA.

SELTZER

Oilhas been removed. Ithas three
times the stren gth of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical.
Tt is dclicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and

Yeariy meeting Notices.
Spptral Illinois at Fairvew, Sept. 1.
Ohio River at Coalton, Aung. 11,
Canton, June 20.
~Maine
Central N. Y., Phoemx, June 23.
Wisconsin, Winnebago Ch., June 23.
ps Lawrence (N. Y.) at Philadelphia, June

duced.

Ordinations.

Chast

healing

Patrons.

bottle.

H. TRU

Min

one

Warranted absolutely pure
_ Cocoa, from which the excess of

OIL J ELLY:

Y. M,, should be sent for F. M., H. M.

medi-

line feeds the nerves and brain.

Beaver Dam school-house, in Cumberland Co.,
May 28, for the purpose of organizing the people into a Sabbath-school.
A Sunday-school
was successfully organized with officers and
teachers.
We wish this school prosperity

;

them:

59

4

tion Societies,

i

Stimulants poison the nervous system.

North

COD LIVER

than

Breakfast Cocoa.

:

those

25 cts.iper

Diamond

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.
BAKER'S

money contributed within the bounds. of the Mich.

of India

She was aldo very much troubled with

;

Canada......The Greenleaf and Grand Prairie
churches have had their services interrupted
by the prevalence of small-pox in their vicinities......The Rev. B. L. Prescott is meeting
with a very warm reception from the Winneconne people......The Hortonville and Dale
churches are now
- without
preaching......
The Rey. W. R. Manning, one of the ‘ young
old men,” recently preached an excellent discourse for the pastor of Fairwater church.
Bro. Manning's health is better than a few
years ago, but not good enough
to* permit of

Rev. R. D. Smith

all

Gold and

can be given than the above.
Readers must exer.
sise their own judgment on articles advertised.

& Lord.

sold

All the

Earth are of less value

‘The Seltzer Spa is worth :ul the treasures «
fornia and Peru, and .ic has this advantage

Advertisers.

To

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Commuuion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
Rev. L. P. Pottér Lansing, Mich., to whom. all

(Wilmington, Del., Daily Kepublican.)
Mrs. Adam Grubb, 231 Walnut street, has been
a great sufferer for a number of years from ex~
treme pain in the feet, something like rheumatism.

raised by

gone

L.

No further guaranty concerning advertisements

Read

been an invalid for years, bit

Me.

There are many remedies advertised for the pu
pose, but the best way to make hens lay is wo poat
up 1n the chicken house a notice that eggs are
going down five cents a dozen every day.

they that

so
Q.

ones

it gives them new life and vigor when other
cines fail entirely.— Ohio Farmer.

worship him must worship him in Spirit and
in truth.’ John 4:24,
After which the indebt-

The

have

For sale by all druggists, and E.

spread all over this country, because invalids find

Pastor C. D. Berry writes from Clarendon:
“ Qur dedication passed off quietly with a
packed house and about a hundred on the outside,
Prof, Dunn gave us a glorious sermon

church, $350,

Flora
Fd

any time it shall appear that the managers have
been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for.coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject

of

of Hillsdale

to! Henry, Johnson
Ohio.—~We

QUERU’S

ex-

acquaintance

To

»

Out.

Bitters have cured her.”--Price

anec-

were

universal attention.

rs

Telegram

My wife had

Unless it had great merit Parker’s Ginger Tonis
could vot be so popular.
Iis sale has rapidly

God

The Rev: J. C. Warren was ordained to the
werk of the ministry on Sunday, June 4, in

Hampshire.

evening.

yices of 30 years for the benighted

the victory is looked for.

from the text, * God is a Spirit; and

Miss
;

No advertisements will be admitted to the col
umns of this paper, of whose pure and truthful
character satisfactory evidence is wanting. If at

he

writés: “I have used Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters
in my family for over two years, and as a result
have not called a Physician in the whoie time.

for whom she relinquished home and native lands,
with an unselfish devotion unsurpassed merits
our deepest gratitude and loving
admiration,
(3)
That we pray ouc heavenly Father to awaken a spirit of cheeful sacrifice in many young
hearts, that they may be led to follow in Soi foots
steps in prosecuting the work yet remaining to be
done for the wants of the orphan daughters of that
dark land, (4)
That we pledge ourselves to a
deeper interest and larger endeavor in mission

kind re-

A council consisting of the Rev’s C. S. Frost,

of
[We invite the sending from all uy, ohtisglies
These items
news.
items for this departmebynt theof addresse
s of the writ.
iat bo scdomphutiod bY publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in ‘order to
Star, We, of
get into the next issue of the
to condense, and to reject,
course, reserve the right
reason it shall seem well to do so,
‘when for
furnished. |
matter thus

Sunday

organ.

:

Sold

Freedomville,

The following resolutions on the death of Sister
Lovina Crawford were adopted by the Lafayette
Q. M. at it last session:
In view of the fact that
death has again entered the ranks of our Foreign
Mission, therefore,
E
Resolved (1) That we deeply feel the loss that
we sustain
‘as a denomination by the death of
Sister Lovina Crawford, (2)
That her loving ser-

the church and cause......The reception visit
to the Rev J. 8. Warren, pastor of the High-

land church, was a very pleasant

at

Bed”

greatly beloved.
:
;
ot
+
{
- Next session with Hinckley chureh, beginning
Sat. 10 1-2 o'clock A. M., Aug. 26, and continue
Sunday.
Bro. Drake preaches the opening
on., Rev’s T. H. Drake, Wm. C. Hulse an
Post-Office Addresses.
Gh H. Damon
weré appointed delegateq to the
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all-contributiens
Yearly Meeting.
G. H. DAMON, Clerk.
from the churches for our Benevolent
Societies should
be seit) Lewiston, Me.
5%
®
Potter Co.
(Pa)—Held with the Bingham
~All monev contributed for the Maine State Mischurch Friday, June 2. After a pleasant session
sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

community, «nd promises to do good work for

the

Pinisters and Chaxvches.,

sermon

an

an interesting and. profitable session and will en-. 208 Pearl 8t., New York.
courage Bro. T. I. Drake in his eficient labors
among his people by whom he aud his wife are

co-

At 7.40 P. M., Address before ghe Literary Societies

by Rev, T. DeWitt Talmage at Music Hall.
iday, June 30. President’s reception to
graduating class, at his residence.

numerous

literary and Christian training

operation of the ehurch and of the people of the

of the

=

and
;

. Stone —Dea. Stephen Stone

Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters you sent us. They
give universal sausfaction. Bend us twelve dozen
forthwith,
a
‘
J. WER18 & SON.
The Rev. Chas. Es=Plper, of Wakefield, R. I,

lege—the glory of our beloved
denomination in
the West.
Quite a number of former students of
the college greeted the President,
This was truly

Bro. Hilton's

The Rev. J. Griffin bas-also left and

class.

Saturday,

fields. of labor.

substantial

Special

by

W.

purchase

hamlet.

.

Dr. Durgin and to welcome, him to our societ
and to know from him of the good and thoroug

healthis improvingin his new and easy field
at E. Kendall.
Asyet, I am without permapent employ and labor as a supply where and
when I am needed, which to me is not a very
desirable position.
I hope to have constant
employment somewhere soon.”
Michigan.
The Rev. J. Silvernail is doing a good work
at Orange-in the Lansing Q. M.
A new organ has been placed in the church which adds
greatly to the praise part of the services. The
prospects are that there will be several addi.
tions to the church soon......The Rev. C. W,
Dealtry, who has settled with the Commerce

M., has taken work within the Iowa Y. M.....

junior

addressed

O. Dr. D.

The

ceedingly gratified to’ make

Bro.

Wisconsin.

of senior

was

Hinckley,

to

tn¢ adverusement, and order at once.

President of Hillsdale College, preached,

ers addressed the esung,

the

The Rev. J. M. Kayser, who has. been
long one of the strong pillars of Waupun

Com-

College

its close

expects

ing, ana will command

totes told by the leader kept the little folks’ attention to the close. Th¢ Dr. also preached the

pledges and cash to the amount of $352.70.
This leaves us a house 30x40 ft., inside finished
in good style, free from debt. Praise the Lord!
The society is in a prosperous: condition and
numbers already 43 and others are being -added almost daily.”

the

to raise

at

ever

known in every

was instructive and
soul-reviving.
The secial meetings were inspiring. The churches are
well supplied with pastors except E. Hamlin.
They are moving their.church, and so have de-

Q. M.,

A. Morrison of Barrington,
Seward of Strafford.
,

Aotices.

writes

Vf,

Morrison—Seward.—In Nottingham, N. H:,
June 5, by the Revs A. E. Boynton, Mr. Charles

The price will soon be advaricéd to $144.75. The
Beethoven Organ is positively asserted to have the
greatest variety of stop combinations, coupled
with
power and sweetness, ever made, and the
fact that upwards of 2000 of them were sold in
May attest their popularity. The fairness of the
offer. (they being sold on a year’s trial) is surpris-

P. SMITH, Clerk.

15. Our ministerial brethren, Rev’s N. L. Campbell, Asa Dodge, E.B. Toney and A. A. Cool,
licentiate, were present, also Rev. D. W. Hunt
from Tuscarora Q. M.
S. H. MARTIN, Clerk.

church, Oakland

Send

Avenue,

Beatty Beethoven, Pipe Top 27-Step
Organ, of
which thousands are being sold at $109.75 is offered by Mayor Beatty, of Washington, N.'J., for
ouly $94, in" order that its
rifts may become

Hart, Hilton, Stevens, Kettle and Brockway

edness

Rev. J. 8. Harrington, of Elmira, N.

long.

who

of two and a half days the conference adjourned
to mee! with “the Port Alleghany church Sept,

ful in their new

Compound.

233+Western

Tunbfidge,

the Baptist parsouuge, June 8, by the Rev. A. M.
Freeman, Mr. Enoch Cambell of Newbury, Vi,
and Miss Rose Carns of East Barre, Vt.
"

by the use of

A Rare Chance to Buy an Organ.
In another column willbe found an inducement
worthy of the attention of any reader of this paper

following
the Sunday-school, an aole and instructive sermon. Sunday afternoon the Dr. held a seryice in the interest of the 8: 8., and he with oth-

Steele, at Parma, and Bro.
Brockway, at
Fairport, seem to be the right men in the
right places and bid fair to be huppy and use-

Good Shepherd is certainly mindful of them

teacher in connection with

So

N. Millikin, J. L.

i

ular service and

Metho-

cided not to employ a minister till fall.

At the time of the Associution not a single
pastorate had been vacated. duripg the year;
“while the churches at Greenwich &t., North
Scituate and Carolina had secured
pastors.
Since the meeting, the Greenville and Park St.
churches bave been left shepherdless.
The

rR

Durgin,

Rev. 8. C. Charlton,

York.

Whitcher

Maxvied.
Campbell-Carns.—Iv

‘‘ Home, sweet home” has been sung in every land, but no home is complete without a
good supply of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam,
for the cure of' Coughs, Colds. and Lung troub-*
les. . Price, 35 and 75 cts. New size, 10 cts. .g

Clerk of the Council.

Laymen—O,

,

Rochester Q. M.: * As I am back again in my

his bedside as he went to his heavenly home!
Phils Association will miss Bro. Brewster as it

PAB

Ward.

3

persons were baptized.

have had a good session, 70od¥7
Then said
be, ** I am not feeling quite well, I think I will

help

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

pastor
are’
for the fu-

odor

Aason;

dists of East Somerville held a union baptismal service on the eleventh fnst., at which nine
&

Dyspepsia,

24 Duane St.,
4t2leow

to Mrs. Lydia E . Pinkham,
Lyon, Mass., for pamphlets.

z

BY MAIL.
B C Whitaker So Weare
NH °
James A Ray Barnardville N C
Rev T E Smith Lapeer Mich

Liver, Jaundice,

Constipation,

completely cured of female weakness

Small, J. Q, Fernald, C. Conant, J. Hall.

it

for
for

Torpid

“The

treatises

Women that have been pronounced incurable
by ‘the best physicians in the country, have been

enough

seven more. new ones came
forward
prayers.
Among the number who went

‘Books Forwarded

with

address Dr. Sanford,

»

:

Free.

New York,

Me. W. Y. M.: Ministers—J. W. Parsons, F.C.
Bradeen, P. Smith, B. D. Newell, E. Tuttle, J.

,Clerk.of the Association, who had served ten L old Q. M., let me say that the June session at
years and waa that day re-elected for a term of No. Parma was fully attended, and wus a very
three years, said to the writer of this: “ We
precious season.
The preaching
by Bros

be-

Malaria, etc.

Quarterly Meetings.

contract of

is to have

The Baptists, Free Baptists

The Greenwich St.

adjourament, Thursday

upon Liver Complaints,

Billiousness, Headache,

York Co. (Me.)—Held # very pleasant session
in Sace. Chose the following delegates to the

glad, after three years of hard labor, to witness
such results. Prayers are asked for the continuance of the work.

gathering with them will be long remenibered.
After

He

completed

Need

treatment,”

3,

.

;

- church, June 6.

tor, th¥ Rev. J, D. Waldron, which = wus
an’ occasion of joyto him.
The meetings: ‘are:
well attended. The pastor's heart is “made

Sunday-school furnished excellent music for
the evening.
The hospitality of the Greenwich St. people was abundant and the pleasant

s in
the »
the
Star
deries,
tend

mences his work the 19th.

month’

Thursday evening.
This is always a popular
meeting.
The
bouse
was
well
filled.
The Secretary
occupied
coosiderable
time
in presenting
the
reports
from
various
schools,
They were very encouraging.
A
timely and valuable paper was read by Miss
Bisbee of the Greenwich St. school. A question box, conducted
by Rev. H. Canfield,

un-

the

A Household

oe

|

1882.

Send address on postal for 100-page book.
Liver, its diseases and

Cleveland (Onio)—Held, May 27, 28, with the
Cleveland church.
Delegates
from all
the
churches were in attendance, who brought with
them
somethin
of
good
cneer
and
of
the
Spirit
of
raised to meet the confract and a little more, if -| the Master. T
e ministers were all presént. Bro.
all can be collected that has been subscribed.
Hulse preached the opening sermon Sat. A. M.,
which, delivered with energy, was full of good
Our society is well accommodated at present fn
thoughts and gospel truth. Kev. Mr. Damon led
the Congregational church, offered us for our
the social meeting Sat. P. M., a very precious seause. The interest-is-stil
good.
l- Quite.a number son. Sat. evening was devoted 10 the Woman’s'
Mis. meeting, presided over by Mrs. T. H. Drake,
are to go forward in the ordinance of baptism
Mrs. Coe occabying the platform with her.
Its
soon and unite with the church.”
exercises consisted of essays, rehearsals, reading
migsionary correspondance, an original poem,
Massachusetts.’
\
recitation by the litle folks, and singing. This
The good work in Amesbury F. B. church
was especially
an ‘interesting service.
Sundaystill goes forward.
Sabbath evening, June 11, school was held Sunday morning before the reg-

Wednesday

hopefulness.

and

devoted

evening was

let

of

21,

Ei.

.

s

pustor pronounced; the

* WM. H. WARD,

rebuilding our church, and a part of the lumber is on the grounds. ‘The contracior com-

of the session, Though no extensive revival
was reported, there was a prevalent feeling of

steadfastness

that our society has

ordained

tare.

was well

The Rev. A. Lockbart writes: *“I wish to

were read by, Mrs. Blake and Mre. Brewster,

newly

benediction.
The church
and
both encouraged by the prospects

and

delegate from the Western R. I. Quarterly
Meeting. and by Rev. C. S. Frost of Pawtucket. Rev. O. D. Patch gave a vigorous address upon

Dinsmore

and charge to the church, Rev. W. H.

corresponding | filled with attentive listeners, and was handsomely decorated with flowers.
This Sundayschool is in a flourishing condition, and a
good spirit of union prevails in the church.
work.
Papers
Vermont.
w
i

D.;

W.

JUNE

H., took place in connection with

pastor by Rev. Ira Emery; Hand of fellowship

behalf of the

The bouse

N.

and prayer by Rev. J. M. Woodman; Sermon by Rev. W. H. Cutting; Consecrating
prayer by Rev, H. T. Barnard; Charge to the

11,

choir,

he ordination of Bro. J.

STAR,

the Wolfboro’ Q. M., Sunday p. M., June 4.
The candidate passed a very satisfactory examination.
The services of the ordination
were as follows:
Reading sélect Scripture

at Pittsfield, and was an enjoyable day. In
the morning the pastor spoke on, the importance of the Sunday-school in: Christian, work.
In the afternoon he gave an address tothe

ing.
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. sickening or griping, or leaving the
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To do his share of work;
‘Who never is by toil dismayed,
And never tries to shirk.

The boy whose heart is brave to meet

Graham

to do

‘The very best he can;

forth

‘his

watch,

and

An ashy paleness spread over the bronzed,
scarred
face,
and
the
strong
man’s voice trembled, as he answered,

Who always keeps the right in view,
And aims to be a man.

“1 did not.”

Such boys as these will grow to be
The men whose hands will guide
The future of our land; and we
:
Shall speak their names with pride.
All honor to the boy who is
A man at heart, I'say;
Whose legend on his shield is this:
“Right always wins the day.”
Ce
— Selected.

DAFFODILS.
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,

A host of golden daffodils;

Then, controlling himself

worse

was
Graten
life

of *“ Graham” was a sealed book to him.
x

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Death does not come at the call of burthe

close

different.

For

many weeks, after the death of the section hand, Ole Johnsen, James Graham,

discharged by the Railroad company for
cilpable negligence, sat most of the time

with head bowed upon his hands, in -his
room at the boarding-house, while

The waves beside them danced, but they
Outdid the sparkling waves in glee;
A poet could not but be gay
In such a jocund company ;

a

bit-

ter struggle, a battle for a soul went on
in this

heart.

And when

thought, *“ Oh that it had

sometimes
been

I!

he

I have

nothing to live for!” Jo-upier

crept

miserable

German

make

money

gees

away,

by

and

then not only does he suffer himself,

an
the

closer and whispered‘ Why should

live longer ? an outcast and a wanderer

For oft when on my couch I lie
In vacap or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with ple
e fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
~
— Wordsworth.

Why not put an end to this terrible burden of life? Sometimes he listened to
this suggestion with eagerness, sometimes

whose mouth is healthy),

he thrust it from him with disgust at its

but when'he is in distress from want of

D>

A STORY OF ONE “ LITTLE FOX."
BY MRS. ADA KENNAN,
i

x

But when one lovely spring day he
overheard one of the train men telling
another that the railroad company refused
to allow any damages to be paid to the
widow

-of

Ole

Johnson,

and

based

their refusalto provide her with needed

IV.
“ The heart is deceitful
Who can know it?”
¢ Charity never faileth.”

above

«all

things,
1

An interval of twenty years elapsed
after the scenes recorded in the last
~ chapter, and in the early morning, one
blustering day in March, a ¢ section
gang” gathered about their hand-car
on a siding pear the station in the thrifty

help, on the ground of his not jumping
from the hand-car when ordered to do so
by their foreman, James Graham aroused
himself, and the battle was over, the vic-

tory won.

;

di

.

to

a

man,

tie from R——

to We——,"

was

the ab-

inside

stracted answer.
* And this sad toil-hardened man is Jamie Graham, old before his time, and

harboring still the sly fox that has
red all his life.
The day of labor

drew

‘‘Board the car, boys,”

mar-

to a close.

was the command

of their foreman as he glanced at his
watch, ¢ it is five-forty new. We'll have
time to run into R——

express is due.”

before the Eastern

:

"Without a moment's delay, with tools
and dinner pails in hand, they climbed

upon the car and started. Just west of
their place of starting was a short and
dangerous curve in the railway that shut
off any extended view of the track.
““ What is that P" exclaimed one of the
gang whose practiced ear was startled by

its pan for those who have won— *
* *
Istand on the’ field of defeat
In the shadow, ’mongst those who dre fallen
and wounded and dying—and there
Chant a requiem low, place my hand on their
pain knotted brows, breathe a praver,
Hold the hand that is hopeless, and whisper,
‘ They only the victory win

o

ll

ways, but unless people had

- Believe me,

a
RAT
AR A

train sounded above the curve, and the

bles; so far as being

able

to

ham, when he first realized the danger.

All but one obeyed.
Ole Johnson, seemed

The new hand,
paralyzed with

fear,
hd
In less time than we can . tell-it, the

train had passed,

and

the

section

men

were gathered about their wrecked car,
and the shapeless remainsof the com-

rade, who scarcely a moment before was

to be always

the

talent

of

shoat-

success

—without a thought of fame.

not because

If it come

it is sought

after.” And,

moreover, there will be no

misgivings—

no disappointment—*‘ no hasty, feverish,
exhausting’ excitement.”—H. W. Long:
Jellow, in ** Hyperion.”

buy any-

thing is concerned, they would be medals

boys coming

person who gives it, or some one of its
former owners, has had to work to get it,

in from

school.

One

of

them, Charley, looked bright and pleasant; the other George, was cross and
and would be able either to give it away disagreeable. The father noticed "this,
or to exchange it for just the value of the and asked George what was the matter.
work by which he obtained it. Suppose | *¢ Oh, papa,” said George, ** the teacher
bis work for an hour was worth a shilling, called me a blockhead, and told me that

1 should never be anybody in the world.
But he praised Charlie, who does not
spend half so much time over his studies

work an hour in exchange

for -a knife;

most likely the cutler would have nothing

as I do.”

1882:

Lee & Shepard.

Dillingham.

but

break,

128.

little money, yet

Bos-

80 far from narrowing
"| tempting

to narrow

50

ing to conform to Mr, Muybridge's theory
gs,

revealed by these pictures.

volumes wlhich

: The method

do a great service.

—is substantially as follows: At
one side of
the tragk ‘isa long building arranged
for pho.
tographic work, containing a battery
of wen.

his own vision and at-

ty-four cameras, all alike, and standing one

that of his reader to the

the existence

of

various

foot apart. On the other side of
the track is
a screen of white muslin and a footbo
ard,
The screen is marked with vertical
and hori-

theories and

diverse practices, and is therefore far more in-

zontal lines, and the foot-board hears Dumber
indicating separate intervals of one foot each,

strugtive and helpful-than were otherwise pos-

sible.

The book is valuable

:

by which the photographs have

been taken—the result of years of exprriment

limits of any special theory or pet practice, recognizes

Prinee of

were among the interested listeners,
It is saiq .
that Meissonier has recently modified
a paint-

Charles

Price

because it stimu-

The

seldom,

if

ever,

tt

Ge

A skeptical young collegiate confronted an old Quaker with the statement
t
he did not ‘believe the Bible.
Said
the
Quaker, ‘ Does thee believe in France ?”

‘ Yes, for though I have
have

seen:

others

not

that

seen

have.

it; I

Besides,

there is of plenty corroborative proof that
such a country does exists.”

‘Then

will not believe anything thee

thee

or othbrs

|!have net seen? ‘No, to be sure I
won't.”
‘* Did thee ever see thine own
brains?"
“No.”
‘Ever see anybody
that did?" “No,” ** Does thee believe that
thee has any pn

:

———
APO
ei,

|

Lost patience is never found again.
You may be patient the next time; but

the spoken word cannot be called back—
not with prayers and tears.

Everything relating

to this departmentof the Star

nig
marked * For Enigmatic Gems,” and
dressed to W. H. Eastman, East Sumner, Me.)

ad-

No.53.

.. ,

..~

:

My 35, 26, 11, 24, 18, 3, is a girl’s name,
My 8,19, 7, is a conjunction.
©
:
My 1, 41, 5, 28, 26, 19,18 a city in Massachu-

-My
My
My
My
My
My
My
y
My
My
My
My
My

iam

array of the terrors of *“ A

.

a

9, 17, 42, is a color,
Fa
20, 26, 15, 23, is a division of time.
22, 2, 30, is. a beverage.
;
4, 6, 14, 11, is an abbrevatiop.
10, 34, 27, fsa part of the head.
25, 16, 13, 7, is a boy’s name.
32, 34, 24, 15, 9, 19,is a planet.
37; 36, 39, 42, 4, are used in winter.
11, 29, 21, is an article.
12, 8, 16, 14, is a musical instrument.
33, 38, 42, 40, 17, is a kind of fence.
31, 8, 35, 30, is the name of a college.
whole is a passage of Scripture.

MARIA

16mo.
York:

DOUBLE

55.

yo

ay

A Spanish painter of the sixteenth cen-

tury.
5 The name of & noted English

6. The name of a bird noted
ong.
The int als form the

poet, and

name

oy
poetess.

for its sweet

of an

American

the finals the name of another.
DaAIlsy.
in two weeks.)

their

48.

1. Keats.

2. Stowe.

3. Trollope.

4.

52.

All 4s of God! If He but wave His
nd.
ww
[8
#
hand,
The mists collect, the rain falls thick and loud,
Fill. with a siile of light on rea and land,
: He looks back from the departing
cloud,
;
—From The‘ Two Angels” by Longfellow.

tions of ope common country: As in all of his
works; Judge Tourgee maintains that the two
are not and, never will or should be one and

word.

it

matter

in, just

The

leaf

may, for the

to the

world

off on gafactly the right
afterward regret the cancellas

If you

“tion, do not write * stet” in the margin; for
* stet” will probably be unnoticed, in the presence of obvious erasures. The better way is
to re-write the passage, and paste it in the

the same, but by nature and training different,

god
mutually
ool’s Errand”,

complementary.
Even “A
which so ruthlessly exposed

place you wish it to occupy.
a
Take time to write plainly and legibly.
In
writing for the press, the old adage holds good,
—** The more haste, the worse speed”; and for
every hour you save by writing hurriedly, you
will be called upon to pay for several hours’ Ja-

the savage possibilities of the

Southern civilization, pointed out their com.
pelling causes and recognized such points of

superiority and worth in the Southern race
that many Southerners who repudiated the po
litical lessons of that book with indignation
‘bor in making
and even with runcor, felt and expressed grati.: mistakes
often
fication at its analyses of character and motive
broken up, as
on the part of the Southern people. This sume words,
quick sympathy with other people’s moods
I and J are

| and tenses, which is largely the secret of successful movel-writing, is noticesble
in the
Judge’s new hook. It is not a * whitewash-

line of

mutual

helpfulness.

fortunately

are

Al

latest

best

book

The

1 upward.

The

Kdited

by

any other point will answer your purpose. A
manuscript that is over-punctuated occasions
more perplexity than one that is scarcely
pointed at all,

by Mr. 'W. Payne, Direc-

Before sending it to press, get your manuscript into a shape you can abide by. Alterations made on the proof-sheet must be paid for,

—and, further, matter that has undergone alterations

some

that

it

does

them

credit.

If you

the stu-

The

from

and

interesting

for everybody.” The Jaly number
opens with an illustrated article on Martha's
Vineyard. Dr. Talmage gives us a sermon on

*‘ Lost Sheep.”

The number contains a cut of

the Brooklyn Tabernacle.

Also an especially

fine, full-page portrait of the late R. W. Emery
son. A sketch of the Rev. Dr. E. P. Perhune
will be read with interest. Frank Leslie, pub-

lisher, 53 Park Place, New York.

The Musical Herald for June is received.

It is an interesting number,

Boston :' Musical Herald Co,

Price 156 cents.

'

4

The July Century will contain an entertain:

ing paper by Colonel

George KE. Waring, re-

viewing Stillman’s recently publishdd work on
“The Horse in Motion”, and reproducing
many of the photographs taken at the private

a

handsome

page:

feel obliged to strike out
proof,

the

endeavor

to

a word

insert

an-

in the same

line if possible, to fill the space. So, if you insert a word or words, see whether you can

June

strike out, nearly at the same

pluce, as much

as you insert,
In writing a foot-note* let it immediately fol-

May success attend it.

present , “ attractive, useful

makes

appear crowded, others too

other, in the same sentence, and

number contains an account of the School Library which now numbers about a thousand
volumes. The net proceeds of the Echo are

| reading

seldom

lines will

widely spaced.

Nichols Echo is the title of the hand-

dents of the Latin School, Lewiston, Me., are
wont to wake the echoes. It is simply just to

to say

:

;

:

:

‘Examine your manuscript carefully with
reference to the points. Avoid the dash when

&ec.

whose columns

division

that compositor and proof-réader have ex netly

followed copy.

to the science of Astrono-

through

each

typed, to find that two chapter V's have been
cast, that every subsequent chapter is numbered ome less than it should have been, and

We like its appearance and judge

paper

commence

must confess to some unguarded moments;
and it would be very awkward, after having
had- two hundred and forty chaptefs- sterco-

it to be a worthy publication.
The present
number contains several valuable papers. The
Editorial notes are an especially interesting
feature.
Price, $2 00 a year, Address the Kditor, Northfield, Minn.
some

you

are used in indicating the pages.
Make sure that the Looks, chapters, etc,, are
numbered consecutively. The best proof-reader

tor of Carleton College Observatory, North-

field, Minn.

If

to their right places If no duplicate numbers

worth

The Sidereal Messenger for June is the
fourth number of the first volume of a monthly
“It is conducted

in

favorite

Jno. R. Sweney and Wm. J. Kirkpatrick.
We
would advise parties who think of purchasing
new books to give this une an examination.

my.

be paged

with 1,—as is sometimes done,~and two or
three divisions are given out a¥ ** takes" to
compositors, it is obvious that portions of one

of Praise is the title of a new col-

magazine devoted

your entire manuscript

novelists,

is well

prayer-meetings.

Jan.

the eomtext

division may exchange places with those of another; und, further, if leaves happen to become transposed, they ‘can readily be restored

becoming

for the pens of our

other.

June, in manuscript, unless

like), let

thor to a series of those studies of American

life which

for each

i

often misteken

the order of the natural series of numbers from

.| son” it may enforce.
But for its own sake, and
merely as a new contribution by a popular au-

subjects

being
three

;
furnishes a clew.
Whatever may be the divisions of your work
(as books, chapters, sections, cantos, and the

displayed;
but its value lies in its effects of
cheery hopefuldess and its demonstration of
the natural

Write join-hand:

arise from a long word
it were, into two or

It1s often impossible to distinguish

from

characters are amply

of the typical

corrections.

Either imitate the printed letters, or uniformly
carry the loop of the J below the line.
:

ing” of either Sonthern or Northérn peculiarities: each side receives its occasional touches
of quaint irony, and both the strength and the

*In many works, the foot-notes, by a slight change of

.

arrangenient, night advantageously become a portion

ofthe text.
5
:
low the line of text which contains the aster‘Ik, or other reference-mark; just as you see
in the above example, and do not write it at
the bottom of the manuscript page. The person who makes up the matter, will transfer
such note to its proper place,
When ‘writing
use a-Jead”
for : the press, , never
pencil. Let your copy be made with black ink

on good, white paper.

We have been pained

to see page after pageof a report to an exien-

sive religious association, which report had

been in’ the first place wholly written with a
lead pencil: then words cancelled, words inferinet various changes made,~and all these
alte
ons done with pen and ink. Of course,
sleeve and hand rubbing over the plumbago,
gave the whole a dingy and blurred appearance. The effectof the ink sprinkled among.

race-course of Governor Leland Stanford, of | the faded pencilings was so much. like that of
mending an old garment with new cloth, that

California, by Mr, Muybridge, a photographer
of Ban Francisco. It is said that, the consecu-

tive positions of the legs Tn the stride of a ran-

ning horse as revealed by these pictured seem
ludicrous, and almost impossible. The ‘festi-

the manuscript had an unchristian,
nay, even
heathenish aspect. However, from this copy
the report was printed,~let us charitably hope

that it did much good in. the world.~—From
mony of the zoetrope has, however, wHénced | « Hints dnd Helps Jor ‘those who Write,
all criticism, and Mr. Wppridge’s public and Print, or Read.”
n

.

new

entirely distinct,

The Sunday Magazine, justifies its claim to

Verne. 5. George Sand. 6. Lever.
49. Paul B. du Chaillu.
~ B50Q. I cannot live unless I love and am loved.
Unless I have the young and beautiful
Bound up like pictures in my book of life.
51.

the

themes

devoted to the library.

ANSWERS.

paste

Never erase with a lead ‘pencil;
>for in erasure with*lead-Jeaves it questionable whether
are
practically one—the mutual
For not” the marked word is to go in. Use ink,
value of Northern'and Southern characters. |
drawing the pen horizont
ties, whether those of soil,.eliifiate,
and prod- words or lines to be-omitt ally through the
ed; and be careful
uct, or of thé men and women of the two sectbat the marking leave
their scenes and, actors are

MAGAZINES,

1. A noted English writer and essayist,
2. The given name of an American poet.
8. The name of a set of novels by a standd author.

leaf, and

may seem idle; but when a portion of the leaf
has been folded backward, out of sight, the
folded part may very likely escape notice, snd,
to insert it, many pages of matter may afterward require to be overrun.
Abbreviate those words only, which you
wish the printer to abbreviate,
-

Published by John J. Hood, Philadelphia, 1018
Arch St,
nan
:

ACROSTIC.
No.

the

sake of convenience, fold the lower edge forward upon the writing. This minute direction

men, scenes, and events, and of the dash and

day-school and

leave to consume,
and leave an instra;
leave an animal,
leave a eolob.

do not ‘write it on the back of the sheet; cut

Fool's Er-

lection of sacred songs and hymns for the Sun-

No.4,

of our subject.
2
Write on only one side of the paper.
If you wish to make an addition to a page,

having thus been lengthened, you

verve so characteristic of all his books, will
find plentiful store of them in this one.
It
contains really two stories, although, while

DECAPITATIONS.

Behead a trick and
Behead a loud noise
for rowing.
;
Behead a plant and
Behead a limit and

A few suggestions to those who write any
kind of copy for the press, will close this part

ip consequence of careless pasting.

Bagh
ae on

1.
2.
ment
3.
4,

oo

so much as a single letter in doing so: we have
known lines to be omitted by the compositor,

Straw”, will be agreeably disappointed; and
the admirers of Judge Tourgee’s dramatic
power, his ingenious speculations, his humorous turn of mind, his graphic descriptions of

The

MERTON.

o-B

TO WRITERS FOR THE PRESS.

rand” or the keen satire of ** Bricks Without

Judge Tourgee’s
reading.

-

lines quite

tufts of the horse’s tail, as it waves with is

Whoever expects to find in this book-a continued

In a series

~-where it. bwlongs, being careful not totover up

is indicative of It8 spirit, and of whatever ** les.

1 am composed of 42 letters.

setts.

‘JOHN EaX.
By Albion W. Tourgee.
Cloth,
ornumented.
£1.00.
New
Fords, Howard & Hulbert.

by the instruments.

stride, are clearly mgrked.

nated. from the liquor traffic alone, and he
thinks a great- proportion of the remainder
could be traced, directly or indirectly, to this
1.8reat source of erime, ~Many of the incidents
related are touching,-and not a few illustrate
the sdage that ** Truth is Stranger than fiction.”

book is dedicated to *“ The New South”, which

ENIGMA.

a horse trotting at speed, the spokes

to the felloe of the wheel, indicating an extremely short exposure.
In a .fast run, the

more than thirty years, and has been engdged
in nearly four thousand criminal cases. On
‘mature reflection, the author is ‘confident that

weakness

- ENIGMATIC GEMS..

showing

over three thousand of those cases bave origi-

to

advice.

positions at’eachof the twenty-four

of the sulky wre shown as distinct

It consists of incidents

from the didry of one who has been at the bar

men

learns

secutive

feet covered

This is one of the volumes of the *¢ Popular

and how

il

I

York:

pp.

handy

Temperance Library.”

well in

as full of lusty life as any one of them.
| for him to do, so he sells his hour's work
“George,” said the father, ‘* he praised |
*‘ Grabam, how did this happen?” agk- for a piece of stamped metal called a shilTERY
RATE.
RHR
0 Lay
‘Charlie because he always knows his lesed the division superintendent, when, an ling, and for this shilling he can easily
PRIZE AWARD.
sons, though he is not brighter than you |
hour later, the foreman alighted from the
get a knife,
’
are, and is younger too. Now let me |’ The copy of Scott's Poems offered as a
engine, which had been dispatched from
Jrise for the best lists of answers to puzzles
Ch
.
‘for April and Ma
is won by Mrs. R. H.
+ R-— to the scene of the disaster. They | If, then, money repfesents value -and- tell you a story.”
work, it certainly should be well and
Ulverton,
Province of Quebec.:
The
So the gentleman told the following: Cross,
were slowly following the men who ‘carefully used. You mightas well work
competition was very close, several competisolving near|
as many puzzles as the
bore upon an $mprovised stretcher the for an hour for nothing,as work for an “Once, as I was crossing the Delaware’ tors
would make
"special honorary
River, I saw a large tag-boat steam up to above.
© mangled
mass of what had been a hu- hour for ® shilling and then waste
mention of the following :
it,
by
two
the
fastened
They
ship.
great
a
i
Zadie
M.
Hazelton,
Bethel,
Me.; Emil
A.
man form, covered mercifully from other while if you put
the shilling10 a bad use, stout ropes ; then the tug pulled and pull- Page, Hampstead,N, H.; Miss J, H.
Webb,
. eyes as too korrible to look ‘upon.
Fort Atkinson, Wis. ; *“
Kate,” New Portland
you will have spent one hour "in doing
ed, but the ship would not move. For Me. ; Samuel A Howard,hae:Patten, Me,’ / Ld ?
fod

New

Drew.

nia Bar. Price (regular edition), 75 cts.
Chicago: The Revolution Temperance Publishing House, 148 Madison Street.

had

for boys at school, for

(Answers

Once, when stopping at the house of a
friend, in the afternoon I noticed his two

be of no use to go to a cutler and offer to

he

— Sel.

THE TWO TUG-BOATS.

and he wanted a shilling knife, it would

is

One

fw

pose that a shilling is given you, yet the

wishing

is

at all, it will come because it is deserved,

but not money. Money has to be worked
was for in some way and by somebody. Sup-

next instant the ‘down express”
upon them.
¢ Jump for your lives!” shouted Gra-

book

nothing more than doing what you can
do well; and doing well whatever you do

a rumbling sound not made by their car, ‘might as well have a barrowful of peb-

The words had scarcely passed his lips,
when
the shrill whistle of the incoming

and

T.

cost

Charlie.

will many times thank us for-this

ing to hear the echo of our own voices!

that these should represent value, that is,
should each be worth just so much, we

it

table.

silly thing to do.— Professor Kirk.

It is the part of an in-

Benjamin

rr,

Wales and other members of the royal
family

not

could

and

By

>

some of his lectures in London,
the

Write,

It is ,of .especial value to proof-readérs and

use a thimble, if this part of his education
has been neglected in small boyhood.
The writer has traveled a good deal, and
its cause, the pipe is'still fed, even it the. at a rough guess he has broken threads
children are not, so powerful is this bad at least five hundred times in attempting
and wasteful habit. To spend: money in to work a needle through a button or
pipes and tobacco, then,is not to mse’ but garment without:a thimble.
Boys, take
to misuse it, to give that which represents our advice, and every one of you learn to
value for sometfiing which is valueless, use a thimble well before you grow up.
nay, worse than valueless, whichis hurt- Do it this very season; it is not feminine
ful, and this surely must be a wrong una to do so. Do it, and if you live long you

what we do and say;

‘all agreed

‘she

Print, or Read.

who

corhpositors; and is the more valuable because
its author, with a wisdom born of experience,

money, his family are distressed as well,
while too often, in spite of the distress and

discreet ‘and troublesome ambition, to
care too much about fame—about what
the world says of us. To be alwayslooking into the faces of others for approval;
to be always anxious for the effect of

TO THE BOYS.
>
We have to talk about two things. The
first of these is money, and when we say
money we mean all the gagd and mseful
things which money can buy. It is only
because money can buy things that it is
of any use; we might have a barrowful
of pieces of metal stamped in various

without often

handy

had the pleasure, such as it is, to himself,

were well done?

pes

he,

for those

pull

at a hotel, at a friend's house, indeed,
anywhere away from home—often at
home—to be able to whip on a button,
stop a starting Tent, and do many other
little sewings, without calling on a woman, or perchance sending for a tailor,
before being able to appear at a hotel

the smoker has had uo share in it; he has

such a book, so it be the deed

:

said

the large tug

come off, stitches will

the family of

or another man did such a deed, or wrote

Who have fought the good fight, and haye van.
quished the demon that tempts us &vithin. »

‘could not

HELPS

cents.
3
This is one “of those

seemed

early boyhood, especially if he has gone
about the world much. Buttons “will

of

never comes, what matters it? What
matters. it to the world whether 1, or you,

“While the voice of the world shouts its chorus,

a man who

learned (0 use a sewing thimble

enjoyment

About the back. doors of dwellings and
SUCCESS.
shops in the town of R—— summer and
Every ‘man must patiently bide his
winter, storm and shine, one may sée the time. He
must wait. More particularly
bowed form of a man aged w 'h grief and in lands, like
my native land, where the
town of R——,
waiting for their forecare, laboring industriously
~ or pulse of life beats
with such feverish and
man, who was coming from the depot
splitting wood.
He spend
Nipawin
¥
\
‘mpatient throbs, .is the lesson needful.
. buildings. *‘There,” he exclaimed, under
of his hardly earned we
Ir national ébaracter wants the dignity
his breath, as he neared the waiting
himself with the merest wu.
f repose. We seem to live in the midst
group, “I have forgotten to compare my
life; but Ole Johnson's widow,
watch with the chronometer!
It can down town every week to purchase tii ‘ofa battle—there is such a din—such a
hurrying to and fro. In the streets of a
. make no difference though, for it has not
needed supplies for her growing children,
varied more than a minute in a day for receives each week from the post-office crowded city it is difficult to walk slowly.
the last six months, and it was exact an envelope containing a blank sheet of You feel the rushing of the crowd, and
rush with it onward. In the press of our
yesterday.”
i
:
paper and from three to five dollars in
Mounting the car the men rolled it money. And she blesses and prays for life it is difficult to be calm. In this
away
to the scene of their day’s labor, the ‘‘ unknown friend” who thus helps stress of wind and tide, all professions
some four miles up the road. The fore- her to carry the burden of providing for ‘seem to drag their anchors, and are swept
into the main.
man, a taciturn man of an uncertdin age,
The voices of the Present
her family, never dreaming it is the one
gave no heed to theiridle jest and light
say, Come!
But the voices of the Past
whose “ culpable negligence?” caused the
banter, as they glided along. An uncerdeath of their natural protector and guar- say, Wait! With calm and solemn foottain age, we said, because his face, weathsteps the rising tide bears against the
dian.
SE
er beaten and seamed with furrows of |
Sometimes the shop keeper at * the rushing torrent up stream, and pushes
back the hurrying waters. With no less
care, carried also two prominent scars,
store,” or. his wife at home, looking
‘calm and solemn footsteps, nor less cerregeived on southern battlefields, and
out of the back window or door upon the
tainly does a great mind bear up against
hiss béard and hair, through neglect or busy wood-sawyer, sees him pave:
public opinion, and push back its hurrytime, were rough and grizzled, yet the
‘bare his furrowed brow to the gy
stream. Therefore should every man
flash of his clear blue eye was more in
heaven, and lift his eyes
v _.~—~should bide his time. Not in list:
harmony with a younger countenance.
humility to the blue-vault
less-idleness—not in useless pastimenot
¢ Mr. Graham,” asked a new hand on
—
his lips move softly as th .
Ji Ling
in querulous dejection; but in constant,
the gang, ‘* How long have you ‘been on
communion with the unseen} "..oer, and
steady, cheerful endeavors, always willthis road ?”
:
then the gentleman or lady tarns away ing and fulfilling
“Seven years,” was the reply.
;
and accomplishing his
witha strange awe. almost {feeling as task,
that when the occasion comes, he
‘ You must know it well now then?”
though a glimpse of the abeyond had ‘may
be equal to the occasion. And if it
was the half-questioning comment.
opened in the distance.
:
oe

“Yes, I know every rail, spike and

said I to

to know,

years

but

1 gazed, and gazed, but little thought

cowardice.

‘ Why,’

hind or some-

(and itis not

boat

BOYS AND THIMBLES.
~ No man can, like the writer, live sixty

body's brain, is being puffed away in
smoke. The evil is as great when common clay is used, except that the pipe itself docs not cost so much. Many a man
smokes away enough money to tide him
over a time of bad trade, or of illness
during which he can earn nothing, and
his family suffers also.
If tobacco smoking is

by -a little

AND

ton:

day,

What wealth the show to me had brought.

you

down the river, pulled

not nearly so large as the other.

whenever the pipe is lighted, the value of

the labor of somebody’s

Hints

can

private representations, here and abroad,
haye
‘been received with the highest: favor.
At

| Youl’ attention is distracted ; many little lates thought, and independenceof judgment. operatinstantaneous shutters of the cameras are
ed by electrieity, and their movement
In extracts given below,
js
side things take off your mind from your to judge for themselves, we enable our readers governed by
such. powerful spring
in part at least, of the
book. But Charlie puts his whole mind merits of this work. The chapters are head- exposure is estimated to be abouts that the
one fiveon his study. If we ever desire to be of ed as follows: 1. Writing for the Press. 2. thousandth. of a second. - The contact by which
any value in the world, we must fix our Proof-reading; 3. Style; 4. Punctuation; 5. the shutters are sprung is made by the break.
whole attefition on thé thing before us; Orthography; 6. Reading Greek (proof); 7. ‘Ing of a thread drawn across the track at about
Technical Terms. To which are added: Vari- the hight of the horse’s breast, there being
one
we should not be busy about half a dozen
ous Sizes of Letters; Specimen of Proof, thread for each camera. In his flight throug
h
things at the same time. Neither let us marked for Correction; and
the air, therefore, he brings each of the twen.
Marks used in
permit our strength to be wasted on Correcting Proofs.
ty-four cameras to bear upon him st the mo.
:
:
trifles, but let us live for some good
ment when he passes in front of it, and that
LIQUORTRAFFIC AND CRIME. Leaves camera represents his
great purpuse—the glory of God and the THE
position at that instant,
from the Diary of an Old Lawyer.
By A. B.
The series of representations indicates the conRichniond, Ksq., member of the Pennsylvabenefit of our fellow men.”

the smoke

day

this

they attached,to the large ship, The
tug gave a puft, and off went the ship

the difference between you

in it, thus more

and

that another

ery particle of her steam; that gives her
more strength.’
ne
:
Now, my dear George, this is just

very high prices are paid for them, and
thus money, hardly earned money, money
with which so much may be done, is exchanged for meerschaum.
When the pipe has been bought, tobacco is also bought to burn

1 noticed

employ all her steam ; it escaped -by the
side pipes. But the small tug uses ev-

mean

delicious,

Then

tug came alongside—a smaller one;

the ship
¢Oh, sir,”

the sea foam has
which pipes for
are made. The

drawn through them very

gave up.

;

do without it, there are many better
things to be had ; yet remember its power, get it honestly and use it well.
So much for money.
Now for Meerschaum. ‘* Meer” is the German worthfor

Rook Table.

two or three hours they tried, but at last

still.

and for the useor misuse of money you
are accountable to God. Do not value
mouey tée-highly,
for although we cannot

pipes are supposed to

¢ But ¢nce has made a woman a widow,

and five helpless children orphans,”
the superintendent's stern reply. ‘
ham, ¥ wouldn't be in your place for
thousand dollars.” And yet, the past

of this sad story would be

Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle in the Milky Way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay.
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.

comfortable, or wretched and

by a strong effort, he continued, ‘My sea, and ‘‘shaum,” in
time has varied so little in’ the last six -foam. In certain places
months, that I thought it would—make no formed a kind of clay, of
difference—for once:”
: the smoking of tobacco

ned hearts, dear reader, else

Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering und dancing in the breeze.

ry

drew

handed it to the superintendent.
“Too slow by fifteen minutes. Did
you compare it with the chronome ter this
morning?”
:
:

The lions in the way;
Who's not discouraged by defeat,
But tries another day.

'

be

low reply.” “We started as usual at 5-40. We cannot, then, be. too careful in the
I think the express must have been ahead use of money ; itis a means of great good
of time.”
re
or great'evil : itis like a sharp knife,
“¢ Not.a minute,” was the stern reply," with which you may cut a stick, or with
I examined the conductor’s repeater.
which, if you are careless, you may cut
It was exact with the chronometer in the your fingers. With money you may help
office. Let me see your watch!”
to make yourself and others happy and

- THE BOY WE NEED.
Here’s to the boy who's not afraid '

The boy who always means

mischief, and this would

JUNE "21, 1882.
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;HE WITNESS OF THE SPIR
COST.
BY THE REV

nicht

«t
Bhi
; hour.

GEORGE F. PENTE

R aed

2

that we have seen, and ye receive not our

witness’ (Jno. iii. 11) ; and again, before
Pilate (xviii. 37) : * For this end was I

clearly from+the Word of God that they
had, in fact, been guilty of murdering
their king. This was the work of” the

born, and for this cause camel

Holy Spirit not directly, but through"

:

——

inquiry room

I was in the

ze
Ao had in vain been trying to reali
y ; she was saved, but could not of
her constantly
¢ Be because that kept
n of ‘herself,
atio
empl
cont
the
in
aged
oo

certain

a

to produce

ght she
Lind of emotion which she thou
ng
to have, and 80 kept her looki
ought

say

trying to

“Quit

from Christ.

Christ,
realize, and begin to trust Jesus and
left

the

“Now, so long as Jesus was in the

her

to

ot as your are,” I said

into

PRESENTMENTS.

ZL

vation, his

witness

or

testimony,

not come unto you;

of last summer

of the earth.

been given

been

will cause

seems

to

be

almost

destruction

wholly

can

be best explained by relating the following

:

.

experiences :

Bishop E. O. Haven, known to the‘entire land,
was unaccountably
awakened

plans

for

physicians,

thorough-

Bright’s disease, it is only natural

that

cians

few

of

any

kind,

are

and

J

those

sb

|

LAIN
IT
:

y

4

PINKHAM’S

E.

LYDIA

terribly and yet unknown to the ones who
are suffering with it. Thousands of people

the fu-

a

aARL

in

few physi-

unacquainted with the-disease as to call it
-by some other name, it should rage

unusually active, and he not only reviewed
his past life, which had been an eventful
eXtensive

prominent

the country, where there

one night out of a sound sleep, and lay
awake until morning.
His mind seemed
one, but laid

by

sult; it is more widely used and

to-day,

subject

up

rly praised than any medicine which has
ever.been before the American public.
Indeed there is not a drug store in. the
entire land where it cannot be found.
Although Bright’s disesse is so common
in cities, it is still more prevalent in the
"country.
When eminent physicians
in
the largest cities are not able to recognize

overlooked.

The nature of this most vital

disease,

a remedy that has won its way into the
-confidence of the public solely uppn the
remarkable merits it possesses. As a re-

But while people are becom-

importance, which is taking place

when

Bright's

been Warner's
Safe Kidney
and
Liver
Cure, manufactured in Rochester, N. Y.,

occasioned

the

of

who have been completely cured. The
| means used to accomplish this end has

ing so strangely exercised over this announcement, an event of far more serious

again to the second ‘effect of Pefer’s ser-

but if I depart, I will

apprehension has

cases

however, we
four hundred

many of them much worse than those
‘above described, and most of whom had

throughout America from the announcement made by Professor Proctor that the return in nineteen yéars of the gréat comet

world he was the

me.
reached out her hand to detain
« Stop & minute, Mr, Pentecost. When
- with you? + 1 am ‘in
can | have & talk
think may
oveat distress of mind, and I

pronounced

Golden Rule.
Much

only true witness for believed or received, produces peace and
and of the truth ; but when he went away joy. ‘Now the God of hope fill you with
he sent the Holy Spirit to be his witness all joy and peace in believing, that ye
exhausting
nome, when T'saw sitting ‘by the door a or to testify of him and his saving words. may abound in hope through the power
of the Holy Ghost’ (Rom. xv. 13).
Is not
very respectably-dressed lady of fifty Let us read a few verses from John xvi:
«« +7 Nevertheless I tell you the truth; this the witness of the Spirit, and do you
vears or more of age.
"i Good evening;” Isaid, Supposing she | It is expedient for you that I go away: not see that it is through the Word only
But
for if I go not away, the Comforter will that the witness comes ? For, if you look
was waiting for some friend.

[ was very fired, for I had ‘been
: i]
most
hard at work for three hours in that to go
of all work. I thought

Within the past two years,
have learned of more than

An Investigation of the Causes of Those
Dark Forebodings which Make
” Powerful Men Weak.

the

world, that I should bear witness to the Word. Just as Jesus said to the. hypotruth. Every one that is of the truth critical accusers of the woman taken in
heareth my voice’ (or receiveth or believ- adultery :« ¢ He that is without sin among
eth my testimony). He is called ‘the you, let him first cast a stone at her.’
faithful and true witness’ (Rev. i. 5), be- ¢ And they which heard it,being convicted
cause he laid his life down in defense of in their consciences,
went out,’ etc. (John
So we find that the word of
the truth he bore witness to.
The bur- viii. 7-9).
den of his testimony was concerning God God is a ¢ fire,’ a ®hamfner,’ and a ‘sword’
whom he came to reveal (Jno. i. 18; (Jer. xxiii. 29; Heb. iv. 12) when wieldxvii. 26). He did’ not ‘bear witness of ed by the Spirit. Now, even so when the.
himself for the reason that he come to Holy Spirit takes up the Gospel and
bear witness of the Father.
speaks to men of Jesus Christ and his sal-

half
"Tt was past 10 o’clock bya lady
I bade good night to

ond in self-effort

:

3

¥

+JEGETAELE:COMPOUND.

mon, you will find that it was to fill them
send him unto you.
ture.
He did not feel especially ill, but
look
back and
recall the death of
«8 And when he] is come, he will with gladness through the witness of the could not account for the unusual ac- can
;
1s a Positive Cure
friends from what
was ;supposed to be
>
reprove the world of sin, and of right- Spirit. ¢ Then they that gladly received tivity of his brain, nor for the restlessness some
common complaint, when it was
nts and Weaknesses
his
word
were
baptized,
.
~
.
.
Some
:
eousness, and of judgment;
:
“
In the: really Bright's disease, AND NO ONE KNEW.
ra ir ¢ rein population.
which seemed to possess him.
for a a
be you can help me. When may 1 Won,
1t will cure entirely the worst form of Female Come
“9
Of sin, because they believe not and continued daily in the temple. with morning he had but little appetite, but ir. The terrible pleuro-pnenmonia, which
{ see you?”
Ulcera
and
Inflammation
troubles,
plaints, all ovarian
gladness and singleness of heart, praising was apparently well in other respects. In has been so dreaded, is usually the result of
:
i Tamorrow at 1 o'clock, if you will; on me;
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
5
«10 Of. righteousness, because I go God and having faith with all the people’ a few days, however, he began to feel uremic or kidney poison. Lung fever can
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
but what is the matter ”N
eartried
he
although
morbid,
a
(Acts
ii.
41-47).
Now,
my
friend,
was
and
been
restless
be
traced
to
a
similar
source.
Most
cases
have
to my Father, and ye see me no more;
Change of Life.
A
«Oh! I don't know. ‘I
had
which
feeling
the
overcome
to
but
of
paralysis
arise
from
the
same
nestly
not
this
the
witness
of
the
Spirit,
and’
did
,
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterns in
the
“11
Of judgment,
because
professing Christian for many years
he
as
try
But
an
early
stage
of
de
t.
The
tendency
to canhim.
of
possession
difficulty, as well as innumerable fevers,
they receive it in any other way than taken
{ have never been happy. 1 have tried prince of this world is judged.
cerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
A
would the shadow of some evil seemed to lung, throat, head and bowel troubles.
ar
through
the
Word
?”
regul
been
«12
1
have
yet
many
things
to
say
have
;
craving
duty
my
always to do
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall
of a vast number of ladies have suffered and
Here I rested my case, as the lawyers follow him, and he was conscious
the unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
in my private devotions, readin
and wasting away of all died from complaints common to their
sinking
gradual
lwould
say,-and
waited
to
hear
what
furtiona
cures Bloating, ‘Oeadaches, Nervous Prostration,
It
inten
«13 Howbeit when he, the Spirit of
Bible and prayer; have never
and Indihis physical faculties. He had been am sex, called perhaps, general debility, when,
Depression
General Debility, Sleep
;
ly neglected any duty or done that which truth, is come, he will guide you into all ther she would have to say. She had earnest and iiligent worker, and in his could the real cause have been known, it
gestion.
listened
closely
to
what
I
had
said.
Afthat
mean
not
trath:
for
he
shall
not
speak
of
himself;
do
1
g.
weight
strength,
wron
pain,
his
be
to
causing
w
down,
overtaxed
{kne
That feeling of bearing
zeal frequently
would
have
been
found
to
be
Bright’s
: and, being absorbed in his duties, failed to disease, masquerading
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
1 have been -perfect—far from it, for I but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall ter a thoughtful pause, she replied:
nnder
another
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
with
symptoms
realize every day how far I come short; he speuk ; and he will shew you thingsto ". «I think I see il as I have never done observe the common
name.
In marked contrast to the sad
harmony. with thelaws that govern the female system.
Jefore ; but thers are just two more queswhich he was afflicted, thus permitting the
cases which have
been above described
but Fnever had any joy in my Christian come.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
that you
«14 He shall glorify me:
for he tions. May I ask them? And you won’t work of destruction to ge on unheeded. are the experiences of many prominent . «Compound
life—the “joys of salvation
is unsurpassed. |
peremppeople who were as low as any of the’ “ FX PIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGEFABLF\COMpreached about last night. Oh! that shall receive of mine and shall shew it think that I am a caviler; for, oh! I do But the end finally.came in a most
he
Western Avinue,
want to be right with God.”
Shortly before his death
tory manner.
persons mentioned, but who were remarkPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235
Lamang
2
sermon made me miserable, for 1 said to unto you.
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
¢ Certainly, my friend. Ask the ques- wrote a letter—the last one he ever indited ably restored to health and vigor by this
«15 All things that the Father hath
«If [am a Christian why have
myself:
lozenges, on.
of
form
the
in
also
belief
form of pills,

Oh! there is such

I never had any joy?’

are mine:

a load on my heart. Can’t you help me?”
«+ [ don’t know, my friend. 1 will try.
[ guess your trouble is that you are taken
a vain and sinful effort to be satup with
isfed with yourself, rather than with

therefore said

I,

tions, and I shall try and answer them.”

that he shall

take of mine, and shall shew it unto you.’
«« Here we have, so to speak, the .commission of the Holy Spirit as the great
witnesser of Jesus. You will bear in
:
mind these things:
+1, That the witness of the Spirit is
Let us see. -Do you believe that
Christ.
Jesus Christ is the Son of God?”
different from inspiration and direct revno more doubt of it thun I elation. This is seen in John xiv. 26;
«I have
1 Cor. xi. 7—13. You must not be lookhave of my own existence.”
““Do you believe that he is able to
giveryou?”
+ Certainly.”
«Do you believe that he is willing to
save you ?”

* How can I doubt it,

he came

since

into the world to save sinners,
to all, ‘Come unto me’? ”

says

and

“* Very well. Are you trusting him for
vour salvation
“Oh'lyes. Iam trusting him—I have

no one else to trust; but I am so unhappy.
Ihave no joy and never had any,

and 1 feel that 1 must have

the

of the Spirit’ or I cannot be a

‘witness

Christian.”

* How do you know that you- have not
received the * witness of the Spirit’ ?”
** Because I know,

if

I

had ever

re-

ceived the * witness of the Spirit’ I should
oe 50 happy; for then I should know

1 was a child of God.”

If you should receive the

the Sphrie to-night,
would know it?"

that

.

do

you

‘ witness of

think

.

** Why, of course I should.” .. ...

you

+ Why, I should feel it right bere,”
laying her hand over her heart,” where
this heavy load of distress and despair
lies und I should be happy. Because the
Bible says: ‘The Spirit itsell beareth
witness with our spirit that we are sons
of God.”
‘+ Yes, that Scripture quotation is true;
but I am not at ail sure that the other is.
But let us see. How does the Spirit bear
witness?”
She paused a moment, as if to collect
her thoughts, and then said: *¢ yas. by
giving us a feeling that we are
and
making.us feel happy and filling us

joy."

‘ Are yop

sure

that

yop

are

with

right in

that defirition of the mode of the Spirit's
witness?"
* Why, how else could itbe?” looking
up with an astonished and amazed expression, as if to say all the world

knows

ever may be the mode of the Spirit's wit-

ness, it certainly cannot be after the
manner you have described.”
‘ What—do— you—mean?”
‘‘ Why, I mean that you have not described the work of a witness at all. You

have described a mysterious impact of the

we have rejected the witness of and resisted
the Holy Spirit. In Heb. x. 15 we read
¢« whereof the Holy Ghost also is a witness to us.” But how? Read on.
‘For
after that he said before, this is the covenant I will make with you,’ ete.
Now,

where and how did the Holy Ghost say
these things or bear this witness ? Why,
if you will turn to Jer. xxxi. 33, 34. you
avill find the testimony or witness recorded which the apostle quotes. In our
great trials nowadays the testimony of the
witnesses is taken down, and often, long |

1s your intelligent

religious

your

spirit

personality,

and not a thing, which can be stirred into
delightfal

emotions

by

being

agitated

with the Holy Spirit, as a wave of

crests into foam and spray by the
wind,

Be assured, my

water

agitating

dear role

if we

I paused a moment;

ent.
Let us now read 1 John, v.:
“<9 If we receive the witness of men,

the witness of God is greater; for this is
the witness of God which he hath testified

of his Son.
“10

a

He

that

believeth’ on

of God hath the witness

are to find out what the witness of the
Spirit with or to our spirits is we must
look for the intelligent witness of one
person te another.”

the

in himself:

that believeth not God hath made
liar; because he believeth not the
that God
gave of his Son.

. “11

but, though she

inspire

the

Word, or

the

away add just leave us with
Word ; and

do we have

to

the

written

deal

with

it

our hands, so to speak,

would be so taken
would neglect the
give ourselves up
delights which so
seeking after.”

on the Spirit,

wi

up with him that we}
things of Christ and
to the mere sensible
many Christians are

‘ Bat,” said my inquirer, ‘‘does not the

Scripture say in that passage
10 ¢ He thut believeth on the
hath the witness in himself?’
seem to say that the witness
is in the Word, and not in us
the Bible says we have
selves.

Now

that

is

in 1 John v.
Son of God
Now. you
of the Spirit
at all, But
it in our-

what

I want.

I

want the witness in myself, right here
after the witness has left the court-room,
his testimony or witness is read. So the [again laying her hand on her breast].
testimony or witness of the Holy Spirit What does that mean, * hath the witness
has all been taken down, and is contained .in himself?”
« Why, that is very simple. If you rein the ‘ record which God has given of his
Son’ (1 John x. 10), and again and again ceive the record which God hay given
the Holy Ghost uses that recordto witness of his Son, you know in yourself that it

Spirit upon your spirit, by which a sensation of happiness and joy is. produced,
as though the Spirit struck joy and peace
out of our hearts, very much us we strike
fire out of a piece of flint by meeting:it to men. Now, the witness of the Spirit
_ with a bit of steel. Now, the Spirit is a and the witness of God cannot be differperson, and not a thing; and

he

‘record, as John calls it; and then go

just as we would with ady other record of
fact?” :
:
t Your question is & double one. First,
we do have to deal with it just as we do
with any other record of fact, for God
ing for revelations.
«2, That he shall not ¢ speak of him- says: ‘If we receive the testimony of
self.’ And here many make mistake by men, toe testimony of God is greater’
(Prov. v. 9); and therein he tells us that
trying to find the Spirit himself, instead
of his testimony. Now, a juror does not we are to deal with it by the same methwant to get his hands on the witness, or od, albeit his testimony is, of course, the
feel him; he only wants to hear his testi- most important. (Second, while we deal
simply as itis written,
mony. And you, my dear friend, are with the testimqgpy
trying to feel the presence of the Holy the Holy Spirit is present always to make
Spirit, instead of hearing or receiving the word quick and powerful (Heb. iv.
his testimony, notwithstanding Jesus has 12) or living and full of energy to them
expressly told us that he would keep that receive it; but the Spirit himself is
himself entirely out of sight and lift him ¢« hidden,’ as it were, from us, for he
(Jesus) up to the gaze of the believer. works to show us Christ, not Himself.
Whenever you are thinking of yourself or As Isaiah says of himself, when he was
trying to realize the presence of the Holy testifying for God to Israel; ‘And he
Spirit, you may be sure that his witness hath made my mouth like a sharp sword ;
in the shadow of his hand hath he hid me
is not being heard.
+3. The Holy Spirit always witnesses and made me a Polished shaft; in his.
If
with words, the same as any other witness ; quiver hath he hid me’ (Is. xlix. 2).
and, moreover, these words are not words they had been taken up with the witness,
inwardly spoken but outwardly spoken to they would not have received his testimoour ear and understanding. This is what ny. This was the method of Jesus with
He
Jessus meant whenhesaid: ¢ The werds his disciples after the resurrection.
thet Lieneakaunto. YoY, they are spirit, they walked with them from Jernsalem to
Emmaus, and on the, ax nens%88
lk
entrance’of thy word giveth light" rsh
oxix. 130). And so the Apostle says of out of Moses and the prophets and the
his preaching: ¢ Which things we also Psalms the things concerning himself;
speak in the words which the Holy Ghost but, meantime, Le held their eyes so that
teaches’ (1 Cor. ii. 13), and again: * Our they could net recognize him (Luke xxiv.
Mani(Gospel came not unto you in word only, 13—31). Why did he do this?
but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost, festly because, if they had recognized
and in much assurance’ (1 Thess. i. 5). him as their risen Lord, they would have
These and many other like them go to been so delighted and taken up with his
show that the witness or testimony of the mere person and presence that the
Holy Spirit is always given in connec- would have cared nothing for the truth
tion with his Word. The Holy Spirit first concerning him, that it was so important
revealed the truth, inspiring men to speak for them to know. And so, after he had
and write it. Then he powerfully sends it opened their eyes,” he vadished out of
home to the heart and conscience of hear- their sight and left them to ponder the
ers or readers. This he witnesses. If we ac- blessed truth. So they knew him no
more after the flesh, but after the Spirit
cept the Word of God, believe and act upon
it; we have received the witneds or testi- (2 Cor. v. 16). Even so, if we could la
mony of the Spirit. If we reject the Word,

that is a the way that the Spirit bears
witness.
Gl
‘* Well, now, my dear friend, you have
fallen into the same slough on this subject that a multitude of others before you:
have. Let me assure youof this: What:

time ? Did

And ” this

is the

Son

he

him a
record

record,

that

is true, because you believe it. When a
credible witness bears his testimony and

you believe his testimony,
now in yourself.

-A jury

you

renders

have
a

dict of guilty or not guilty according
the facts which

have

them by the witness.

been

imparted

When they

to their room, to deliberate, they

—in which he speaks as follows: ‘‘A

same remedy.

but probably all who are in a fair
differently,
condition of physical and mental strength

the following prominent names: Col. John
C. Whitner, Atlanta, Ga.; B. F. Larrabee,
Boston, Mass.; Gen. C. A.
Heckman,

that death is

« Well, where is the Holy Spirit all the

it

ver-

to

to

retire
do take

different minds

near affects

instinctively shrink from it with an jideis
finable dread and horror. A dying mfin
no more able of himself to foresee his own
destiny or the destiny of those he leaves
&
than he was before he began to die.
The recent sad and sudden death of Hon.
Clarkson N. Potter is one of the most ser-

Chase, Wood,

swept

away

other

many

that

say

to

Sumner,

Everett,

brilliant men, including

Wilson and Carpenter,

by

the

The question is, were these men sufficient-

ly careful of their health,
have been saved?

The

they

and could

Argus,

Albany

in

“that

hé

should

be— ‘Behold

have given him for a witness to the
- ple’; and when Jesus came he said to

-odemus : “Verily, verily, I say unto

Pa we speak that we do

know,

hry

Iowa;

Rev.

Rochester,

A.

C.

N. Y.;

Kendrick;

J.

S.

seems,

however,

Mr.

that

Potter,

to
It

a robust constitution

and

and

neglect

of

N.

Y.;

Mass.;

Elder

candid minds

the

above facts must come

force

of the

DR.

with special power.

For the Throat

fort to do so; after which he would again
relapse into .his former morbid mood.
‘his feeling continued for a number of
months, when he became conscious of .an
added sensation of lassitude.
He was
tired even when resting, and although experiencing no-acute pain, had dull, aching sensations in his limbs and various
parts of his body.
Shortly afterward his
head began to ache most frequently and
stomach failed to digest properly.
Being
told that he was suffering from malaria he

physician,

who

in-

formed him that his kidneys were slightly
affected, and gave him medicine to restore
them.
But he grew worse instead of better. He then- consulted other eminent
doctors of another school and was informed that he had a brain difficulty somewhat
in

spite

of

them superior to anything I ever used for the
throat and lungs.”—[ Rev. N. Stackpole, Plymouth,
Maine, Feb. 27.
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DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
© COMPLAINTS,
4

CURES
ALL DISEASES OF

THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
i.
BLOOD

HEART DISEASE wd

symptoms continued,his face and and body
became discoloeréd, his heart was irregular in its action, and his breath
came in
short, convulsive gasps.
He grew con-

After his degth

an

testify

the Holy Ghost against them.
Not by
havinga feeling. come over them that

they were great sinners ;

\

but

by

seeing

Christ. May I ask my reader if you have years no way was known .to prevent its
received the witnessof the Spirit P— Inde. heros nor check its increase when it
ha d become once fixed upon the system,
pendent.
4
|

yh
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with no appetite.
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Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.
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would say, they were convicted of their Saviour. Joyful not in whatshe experi- ages of this disease have been greatly inWhy, by the testimony of enced, but in what she possessed
peo. sin. How?
in creased from the fact that until recent
Nic-

such

none

Me., March 3.

1870.

being required
in attention to directions.
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These disastrous

given

far

immediate relief.”—[Rev. R. A. York,

Me., Feb. 23.
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some
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Up to the latter part of last year Mr,
Edward F. Rook, a member of the New
York stock exchange, was doing business.
in Wall street, New York.
He had everything to encourage "him, and make life
happy, but was-the ¥ictim of unaccountable uneasiness. His éxperience as describedby one’ who knew, was as follows:
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Matthews,

ity to converse had for

to baffle the physicians in their efforts
determine the root of his illness.

in the

are

They show the importance of promptness
and attention tthe first symptoms of

God hath given to us eternal life, and this ye may know that ye have eternal life” examination as to its actual cause was
made, when his brain was found to be in
was looking earnestly into” my face and life is in his Son.’
(1'Jobnix. 16; v. 13). The knowin
ge
apparently listening” with all “her atten-'
‘Now, if you will read ‘testimony,’ and believing that we have eternal life a perfect condition, and the reason of his
tion, she made no Teply. So I proceed- where the word ¢ witness’ occurs in this on the testimopy of the Word, not on ‘the decease was of an entirely different na:
ed: “My good friend, what is awitness P” you have the best idea of it. Aud ob- testimony, of our feelings, is having the ture.”
The experiences which have been cited
“Why "she replied, ‘‘a witness is one serve that the testimony or witness of witness in ourselves.”
who testifies.”
A’ moment's pause on her part, and above all had a common cause and were
God is ‘contained in the record which God
the result of one disease. That dis4 Jow, how dogs a witaess fastirgen
then,
seizing both my hands, while the each
has given of his son, as John says in his
ease, which so deceitfully, yew surely, re4
, by speaking,
telling
what Gospel xx. :
tears began to well out of her eyes and’ moved the people above mentioned was
‘he knows.”
it
4
And many other signs truly down her cheeks, she exclaimed: ** Yes! Bright's disease of the kidneys,./In the
‘‘ Yes, most true. Now, can you con- did“30
And, case of Mr. Rook the examination after
Jesus
in the presence of his disciples, yes! I see itnow! Iseeit now!”
ceive of a witness'called to testify before
turning her face upward, tearful and’ ra- death,while showing the brain to be in
which
are
not
written
in
this
book
:
a jury, stepping
up to each juror and
diant, she exclaimed:
‘‘O blessed Lord
perfect condition, revealed the terrible
‘“¢ 31 But these are written that ye Jesus, I take Thee on thy Word and will fact that he was the victim of a slight kidshaking them violently, or hugging them
in turn, all the time not speaking a word might believe thut Jesus is the Christ, henceforth trust thee and serve thee with ney trouble, which had gone on uncheckor making an intelligent sigw; and yet, the Son of God; and that believing ‘ye all my heart! I thank thee for taking me ed, until it resulted in acute Bright's disWhen called upon to explain his strange might have life through his name,’
out of this cloud and durkness, in which ease. The leading physicians and scientists of the world are fast learning that
action, declaring that he
trying to
So that believing or receiving this word I have been so long!”
make them feel that the prisoner at the of God, whether by yeading or hearing it,
hand-shake, in which more than one-half the deaths which ocAfter a dordial
bar was innocent ?”
ig equivalent to receiving the ¢ witness of she put a good deal of pressure, I bade cur are eaused by this monstrous, scourge.
2?
* Of course not.
Everybody would the Spirit.” We will take only one more her
good-night.
That was last night. It is one of the most deceitful Itmaladies
maniknown to the human race.
say that such a witness was crazy.”
example, though I might show you a i,
early in the evening, before ever
itself by symptoms so slight and com‘ And yet you want the Holy Spirit to score of them. When Peter stood up on meeting began, as I was moving among fests
mon, as to seem unworthy of attention;
‘come to you and stir you up to a feeling the day of Pentecost and preached to the the people, speaking a word here and
insignificant sympvery
that somehow you are a child of God?”
murderers of the Lord Jesus, the first ef- there, I saw her looking toward me with and yetare. these
the first stages of the worst”
toms
!'Y-e-s! 1 must be all wrong about it. feot of his preaching was (and you will face and eyes still radiant. I turned to
history of the
T don't understandit. Oh! Mr, Pentecost, notiee that his sermon was made up al- greet her. She urose before I reached her, complaint known in of thepeople
have died
‘Thousands
world.
Please do explain to me.2 =
most entirely of quotations from the and, stretching forth her hand, she said: from, troubles that are called heart disease,
1 willy. The key to +t all is in ‘Scripture, or of the testimony ‘of the
¢ It is all right ! ‘All right! I am hap- apoplexy,
pneumonia, brain fever, and
the word « witness.’ When Jesus was on Holy Ghost) that ¢ they were. pricked in
m
i
in-fact
similar diseases, when it was
earth, hd was God's witness.
So Isaiah their hearts’ (Acts ii. 87) : that is, as we
Happy not in her feelings, but in her Bright's disease of the kidneys. The rav-

declared

number

speaking of Mr. Potter's sudden illness
and death, says:
«(pe of the physicians who attended
Mr. Potter here was interviewed last evenHe stated that Mr. Potter's inabiling.

all the witness with them, for they have
the testimony now in themselves.
ohn
says: ‘We have known and believed stantly worse, notwithstanding the utmost
the love that God hath to us,’ ‘These things ‘precautions of his friends and finally died
have I written unto you that believe, that

this

Phillipsburg, N. J.; Rev. D.1). Buck, D.
‘D., Geneva, N. Y.; Dr.
F. A. McManus,
Baltimore, Md.; Edwin Fay, Davenport,

Champney, Boston,

were

trouble.

fatal

same

It

neglect.

of innumerable cases of fatal
is not sufficient

list

long

the

in

ious warnings ever given

Among

North

K.

Me.

CO., Beston,

INDIGO
uant| 13

Second

D.

BLUE!

als

Street,:

JOHNSON

Agents,

Me
Mass.

Teese

phia,

&

Washington,

te

CO,
D.

C.

934 F St, Near Patent Office.
:
References, Hon. John A. Logan, U. 8. Senate,
Hon. W. B. Allison, U. 8. Senate.
The
News, The Farmers’ Review, Chicago. Ciroular,
showing cost, and how to get Patents, sent on a
plication.
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TUKSDAY, JUNE 13.—All the iron mills in
Jincipati and vicinity
resumed operations
yesterday under the terms of >aturday’s compromise.
The strikers at several other points
have also returned to work.— The
Maine
Republican State convention ai Portland nominates the Hon. Frederick Robie, of Gorbam,
for Governor on the first
ballot. Messrs.

Charles

2

A.

~

-

HOME.

Thomas B. Reed, Nelson Dingley,

.

Educational.

#

College.

next annual meeting will be held in Washing
tone
;
THURSDAY, JUNE 15.—Ex- Governor Den»
nison, of Ohio, dies in Columbus, aged sixtyseven —years,——The reunion of the Army of
the Potoinac,.at..Detroit, Mich., closes with a
grand banquet, at which sp:eches are made
by ex-President Hayes, Genera! Bragg. John
Boyle O’Reilly and others.——The four Brookfield, Iowa, bank robbers plead guiity, aud are

sentenced

to twenty-five

State prison.

years

each

in the

“

FRIDAY, JUNE 16.—The Tariff Commis-

sion is completed by the selection of Messrs.
William H. McMahon of N. Y. and Aléxander R. Boteler of W. Va., to 1ill the vacancies
in the dist caused Ly the declination of Messrs.
Wheeler and Phelps.
The chairmanship of
the Commission is assigred to Mr. John L.
Hayes, Mussachusetts.
The President nomi* natesonthe Utah commission, ex-United States
Senators Rumsey and Paddock, G. F. Godfrey
of Iowa, A. B. Carleton.of Ind., and J. R. Pettigrew of Ark., three Republicans and two
Democrats, ——By an accident on the Clarksburg und Western Railroad at Waldon’s, W.
Va., two persons are killed and. twelve inJjured.
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on of a greater amount 6f material ‘and a possi=
ble change of certain compounds of nitrogen into
the albuminoid form.
.sation, especially from

Undoubtedly this compenthe former souvce,
more

than balances the decrease in digestibility where
grass stands no later than the period of bloom,
but beyond

that time it

can po:sibly

does not seem

be the case.

ss

The matter

bility is one not to be ignored.

In

an

ried on at

of palatabeing

this college, it is.found possible

20 Ibs. of the early cut

hay

carto

eaten, where

get

only
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Sunday morning, June 25, annuil sermon
by
the Principal, Rev. A. B.
Meservey:
Monday,
June 26, at 8 P. M., Lecture before the Students
Christian Associatiou, by Rev. J. Burnham Davis,

from
question of quantity, quality, and so of nutritive | difficulties
of the Kidneys and Bladder, or any
SATURDAY, JUNE 17.——Several persons are
value, it does not appear that with oar present
fijsorders arising from an impure state of the
killed and many houses are blown down in
Meredith Village. N. H.; Tuesday and Wednesknowledge it would be wise for farmers to change
ood. The ** Favorite Remedy” sold by all
Missouri by storms.
Nineteen men are in- day,
June 27 and 28, Examination of classes;
druggists. “The Doctor's only address is Rondjured at a fire in Bostoni——Harvard College
what is now the average period of harvesting hay,
Tuesday ; evening, at 8 o'clock,
Annual
Prize
out, New York.
wins the two-mile race on the Charles River.
Declamations by.the Middle Class: Weédnesday
To cut it while in bloom.
viz.:
evening, Lecture before the Literary Societies, by
——A procession of 25,000 laboring ‘men takes
|.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, of Portland Me. : Thursday,
place at Pittsburg.
June 29, at 9 A. M., Exercises of the Graduating
MoNDAY, JUNE 19.—A terrific tornado in
Class;
At 3 P.. M.,
Triennial
meeting of the
= Central Iowa on sat. night—the town of Grin- ; Alumni; Thursday evening, Promena
The importance of this fatteisrfar too little ap-|
de Coneert.
nell half in ruins—feared that 75 lives.are lost |.
i
SI
3
2
préciated or understood Dy the great majority oF |—over 140. houses destroyed. Lives Jost out- [= College Commencements.
farmers.
Many who carefully consider what

__ EATING FOR WORK.

side: of Grinnell, probably ‘25.

Destruction

kinds and quantities of food, of oats, corn, ground
and cut feed, hay or grass,; will enable them to gat
the most good out of their horses ard oxen,
the
richest milk, or largest

more a day

** whisky ring” had raised a large sum of mop-

ey for the purpose of carrying this bill through
Congress, and it is to the credit of our national
Legislature that their efforts were aborted.
Mr. Hoar has introduced a bill in the Senate
vesting the succession to the Presidency in the

members of the Cabinet, in the order in which

they

were

named

by

Washington,

whenever

both the President and the Vice-President are
unable, for any reason,to perform the duties
of chief-magisirate.
:
The House bill to énable national banks to
extend their corporate existence is under eonsideration in the Senate and will probably be
passed in a few days.
Senator Blair of N. H. has introduced a bill
for the erection of a statue of Benjamin Franklin in Washington,
;
The House has unanimously passed-a bill increasing the pension of one-armed and onelegged soldiers to $40 per month.

1
¥

“3

Personal.

Professor Goldwin Smith will shortly receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Civil
Law from Oxford University.
Frank L. Harris, the only survivor of Dr.

Jayeva Acretic expedition, is janitor of one of

the
Boston public schools,
Mr. Moody,
the evangelist, will probably remain’ in
England
another year,
He
will
remain daring this month in ‘Glasgow, where

his son is ut school. Mr. Sankey is now: trav.
eling foGermany with bis son, for the benefit
of the latter’s health,
"The residents of Alexandria Bay, N. Y., the
late Dr. J. G. Holland's summer home, intend"
erecting soon a monument in the Lutheran
cemetery there to the memory of that genial

and gifled author.
Cadet Whittaker is soon to lecture at Buffalo:
on his experiences ut West Point.

ach, and

‘ .

vi

Miscellaneons.

In-N. Y. City 600 freight-handlers have left
their work because their demand for higher
+N pes was refused. Most of them are Irish-

#men

and Austrians,

It is significant

nearly all the strikes are started and
trolled by men not native to the soil.

that

con-

The United States war vessels in the Medit terranean have been ordered to proceed

to Al-

exandria,
;
Aman has been arrested in Ireland on dusHlclonof being one of the Phenix Park assus-

work

from the
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ladies

keep

jewelers use

their jewelry

in

growth,

being

SCraggy

1n

appearance,

pen or

the

are of

the

same

length,

then they

due to the annual revolution of thie earth, Now
in our zone § is the culminating point of solar

power.

(Cambridgeport,
Mass,, American Protestant.)

A

friend of ours called the othér day

and

[
that her husband had seen ®t. Jacohs Oil
advertised in our paper;he used it for rheuma-

‘tiem

and was convinced of its merits.
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trial, and I will

Pure blood helps to make
Hood’s Sarsaparilla purities
said.
Send us a big bottle.
The Mammoth

UWUss

cure

1 MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano MONTANA.

BIG CROP AGAIN IN (88!
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“You can't
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jroved

Me.
2480

farms
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Kansas,

till a course of

i

ty three to ten times amount
book, circular, and reference.

ave.

The new maon was pointed out one evening to
Johnny, who was just learning to talk.
Being
The difference between a blonde and

a

mpd

loan.
.

Dakota.

Securi-

Send

for

WILSON & STILLMAN,

L412

Neo. 7 Exchange

Place Boston, Mass.

FOR 10 DAYS.

This beautiful
made from seasoned Black Walnut,
twill gandthe test of any Climates
elegantly proportioned,
. the

2

Ipes

2

eol ors

lined

Public

it,

Extols

it.

erie {have

and prevents their recurrence.
.Is invaluable |
for Liver Troubles, Chronic Indigestion, Nervous
Dyspepsia, and Constipation.
It feeds the Brain
and Nerves,cures Epilpey and Convulsions, prevents Insanity and Paraly sis: allays desire
)
for
opium and ‘stimulants; removes obstructions of
the brain. insures sleep to the wakeful, strength
to the feeble, aud health to all Nervous Sufferers.

1 i

box;

J

are the most wonderful yet
ced at any
price, hence | ts/
after the
World's greatest
composer.
or the
of placing this
Pre To a
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I= relieves Bick and Nervous Headachesat once,
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e
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; The
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opacities.
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ORGANS

PIPE TOP
EETHOVEN

the Parlor, Chapel, Lodge, Church or Sabbath School!
PipeTopO
n fs

a9

containing

if

y

ede

rice tor

$109.75
which
includes a solid walnut
Organ Bench, Music
and Book.
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STOPS.

4) Manta]
Subs lund, 16)

Cello, 8 feet tone, (2) Melodi

eet tone, (5)
Bourdon, 16 feet tone.
8) Saxaphone,
8 ft. tone,y
) Viola al

}

8 ft.

ostpaid, upon reeeipt of price, 5c, | t
six Le
$2.50.
ddress
H. F.|
G

]

& CO, 13 Temple pl., Boston, Mass.
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Horn, 8 ft. tone, a
ox Humana,

a
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P
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VEGETABLE SICILIAN

This standand article is compounded

rind of
locomo-
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0

g
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n contains 10 full sets
TONGUE REEDS, ara new and patented
ng all previous atorgan building. It has

Es
Bellows, with 3
ving an increase of

sections,
er over

usualstyle of bellows made
manufacturers, - Fitted
b th other
Steel
ngs, Music Pocket,
Blidin,
vith
Lock (nickel

By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
ant
Lamp §
oot plates on
glands io their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effectu- | {
ith eac!
herea! {ter an elegant solid O
al, or desirable.
Dr. A. A. Hayes,

State

Assayer

setts, says of it: “I consider it the
tion for its intended purposes,”

of Massachu-

best prepara-

tive is that one has
a light head aud the other a ~ BUCKINGHAM’S
For the

di-

;

Joneh will be sent, freo of ¢
rfuperior to the ordinary

stool for Organ use and

is more

DYE,

bead light.

What gives a healthy appetite, an increased

with the

greatest care.
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory
as ever.
TL
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color,

1t removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean,

way

Wheat Bitters fixed re.

it.”
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poss

that

asked if he saw it, he said, * Yes, 1 see the

Missouri

*rincipal and interest payable in Boston,

of 7

there

223

1 was bothered

Mortgages.

In sums of Two hundred doliars upwards, bear.
ing 7and 8 per cent. interest.
Secured om im.

|

BOSTONMASS

swength
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sleep ?”

*

Paur, Minn.

| EIGHT PER GENT.

minutes’

.
Portland, Me.

R. DEERING,

R. M. NEW ORT, Gen. LAND AGT.
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Would prefer to let

ONLY $94

;

BY

as Par-

contain

»

ovo GRAZING LANDS une rocon
|» Northern Pacific R.R.

For Sale or To Let.

DUSwWue

HF. THAYER & CO.

r

a clear conscience.
the blood.
Enough

Caveis said to

mean

you. Addre
nd
Dx. HG. ROOT,
183 Fear! St, New York.
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“OCEAN PARKT

MANUFACTURED
.

will

that

1

a life-long stody, I warrant my remed
eure
worst cases, * Because others have Toad
Le
for not now receiving a cure.
Send at onee fora trest.ise and a Free Bottleof my infallib
Give
Express and Post Office, It costs leyouremedy.
nothing fora

and appetite-——A Newark Mother.
Oscar Wilde was the first to discover
are greenbacks to sunflowers.

1

Fits, Epilepsy or Falling Sickness

Purrrs.

TO LET!
‘Two Rooms fronting-on the
closeto the water, and
one Back
Room,

NERVE FOOD

Tha

to give

to stop them

of

| haye
been tr ced from the first sold im A vev
J,
AUC IONUWIIE
READERS
on
Ono i> DosTaYery goon [or only
1 desire the following described Pipe-top
Bee: j ten days from date ofthis week's Morning Stor.
thoven
n introdnced among the Terqers of { This newspaper must be returned to secure this
the Morping Star, without a moment’s delay, so special price. If mailed: from
your
posts
y
i
}
1
- office within
tén days from this date, it will be ve.
ceived, nop
Otherwise, or Jou may accept by telePo»
Send to J: Ww. W,
REMIT M
Ninety-four (§94.00)
lars,
y & C
» last iy and remit by mail on that
991 hel oT
aEhaday & one
I will ehip you this organ immediately, and send
¥.
VELY refuse all orders under
peent stamp and get by return maila | you a ro cepted bill in full for $109.75.
$100.75, unless accompanied with this paper,
which is
andsomne forty (40) page book called
the regular and only price at which this organ is and Payment must be mailed within ten dags as
HOW TO PRINT, which gives with
The price will soon be advanced to $144...
) «hundred other things,
cuts, descrip. | 80} d.
specified.
.
tions and prices
the celebrated | 75 « On account of the increase in the price of laAs this special offer is limited and will not be
MODEL
PRESS,
bor and materials used in its construction.
repeated,
if'you
have not ail the money in hand,
3 Prints everything needed by F
coy
¥9.. 1 desire this instrument introduced withant
it will pay you to borrow a p
from yu
pan
Bett Men, Churches, Sunda
delay, and
pei
o
3
L
5 F
© the Dest organ that can be offered,
der one now.
1 look to future sales for my profit,
at a less price than an ordinary organ by other
makers is usually sold at.
R
4120 2ts ow 2teow
[a8 the Beethoven makes me thousands eof friends.
Eregard this manner of introducing it better than
Very truly yours,
A
spending hundreds of dollars in newspaper adver
DANIEL F. BEATTY.
tising. The Organ speaks for itself, Often 20 sales
Dated, Washington, N. J., June 21, 1882.

PDIIdUN

It prevents bowel complaints,

and is better than any stimulant

1 aay cure I do not

CHOW
TO PRINT. | iris Sh ataSn ot

and

I have a baby at breast nothing is so

OIMCULAR.

Low PRICES ; LONG TIME : REBATE FOR IMPROVE.

building, all furnished.

will

FOR

mean
for atiand
methen have them
radical cure. Ihave made the hd

ly cures Dyspepsia, Indigestian and
Weakness, and renders the greatest
relief and benefit to persons suffering .
from such wasting diseases as Consumption, Kidney Complaints, etc.

Mention this paper.

ful in guieting my own and baby’s nerves

1 GURE FITS!
SIO

good tonic, take it."

“Time %, 1882,

hy
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Brown's IRON BITTERS effectual-

Ro

PARKER,

*

“THE BEST WATCH
MADE IN AMERICA”

disease, but, to

——

wie

excursion season.
(30 cts;

of,

MENT; REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS.
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

(81.66).

THo¥as.

and $

;""—and- when infermed that
the elder’sister was taking Brown's
Ino BitTeRs, respondéd
“that-is
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process
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THOMAS,
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the one | walk. - Address
scenes, | 4625

most acceptable to choirs and choruses.

THIS AND THAT.

of the rapid

decrease. “We speak of the sun, but the real
cause of the different lengths of the days, and
of the position of the sun in the heavens,’ is

UEeN

Redemption Hymn

breeding

that coal was not defived from land plants but

The sun hus

[ORIG

in

yard.

chiefly from microscopic forms of **a lower
order of protopbasm.”
He holds that plants of
a higher order bave contributed but a fraction of
the mass of coal veing,however numerous they
may have been in some instances. In a recent
lecture, stating his conclusions, Prof. Reinsch
referred to the fact thut Dr. Muck, of Bochum,
held that alga have mainly contributed to the
formation of coal, and that marine
plants were
rarely found in coal because of their tendency
to decompose, and that calcareous remains of

and the summer solstice begins,

By

Two Can
flower and

this method.

altogether unfit for the show

oe

for the season.

cts)

cause of so many poor, gickly looking fowls frequently to be found in poultry yards; and to it
may beattributed the large proportion of deaths
which occur among chickens; while want of due
care and attention to feeding chickensis the cause’
Send stamp at once for pamphlets
omising
bi birds being
ing stunt- - | p: ositive
proofs. d
3
of 80 many others wi ise promising
ist, if
ii 2
ed

L

ublic

MORN

shape

+. Pronouncing THE LANCASTER WATCH

els

health, A fifth daughter began to
show signs of Consumption, and
when the physjcian was consulted _
he quickly said “Tonics were revd quired

.

A writer in the Poultry World says: ‘ Inatten-’
tion to cleanliness brings on nine-tenths of thefdisease to which chickendom is liable, and is the

After a protracted
microscopic study ‘of
coal, Prof. Reinsch has ‘come to the conllusion

On the 21st of June,at 8 o’¢lock in the’
morning, the sun; enters the sign of Cancer,

innin

know how to brighten geld or silver jewelry, if
tarnished.
Very well, then, brush it with an old
tooth-brush wet with soap-suds, and place in saw-

Andover
graduatmade by
the Hon.

Dr. Palisa has discovered four planetoids
already this year, making 224 in all that are
known to nstronomers.

New Flower

Agricul. 4

1t is possible, if not probable, that you do not

Some

|:

printi
Publi:
tances
Dover
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and now is Suite restored to former

BUCK,

DUDLEY

by

i

BUCK, isa

tounded

Cantata,

of the

tH

BICLOW & MAIN,
=
Ninth
S1 Randolph
Street
§ Street,
, Chien oer

| 2tf

my great surprise, Before uy daughter had taken one bottle ol es
Iron Brrrers, she began to mend

well worth giving.

surplus steam and moisture allowed to escape,and
the rice turns out a mass of snow: white kernels,
each separate from the other, and as. much supe-

The

the progress

which, with proper costuming, may be made
magnificent. The music is good, and either is

At its present cost, it is relatively cheaper than
potatoes, oatmeal or grain-fruits of any kind.
In
preparing it only just enough cold water ‘should
be poured on to prevent the rice from burning at
the bottom of the bottom of the pot, which should
have a close-fittieg tover, and with a moderate
five the rice is sieamed rather than boiled until
itis nearly done; then the cover is taken off, the

sawdust.

|~

principal

Are two sacred Cantatas introducing,
Egyptian, and the other Babylonian,

ed for potatoes at the chief meal of the day, being
more nutritious and much more readily digested. |

dust to dry.

the

CRs

(1.00)

HOW TO COOK RICE.

Art.

the

Belshazzar

Rice iz becoming a much more popular article
of food than heretofore.
It is frequently substimt-

... Phillips Exeter Academy will celebrate its
Centennial on the 20th and 21st of June. Hon,
George Bancroft is to preside at the public
exercises, and Mr. Edward Hale, class of 75
and Harvard ’79, will deliver the poem.

formation of carbonic acid during
of carbonization. *

y

-

Ex-President Mark Hopkins will deliver a
memorial discourse on President Gurfield, at
Williams College, on Tuesday afternoon, July
4th.

mollusks disappeared on account

Granda

turist.

pota-

believe that anything

is a favorite.

to the

rior to the usual soggy mass, as a fine mealy
to is superior to the water-soaked article.

taking

46th Psalm
|
Joseph's Bondage =: cn'hivicx.

o.,

thinking.—4mer.

Cary

i
(81.50) by DUDLEY

0

ually, as the blood can be spared from the diges. |
tive organs.
More will be accomplished by this

course in working and

Annig

legend of the Crusades.
(80 cts.)

if 5 to 10

muscles and brain

Miss

H

It is a good rule to work slowly at first, ahesh
meals, and increase the amoant of exercise grad-

The Chinese government will return, fifty
students to American colleges, having discovered that their removal was a mistake.

now reached the extreme northern deciination of twenty-three and a half degrees. For
ten days, beginning with June 16th, the days

Jen

real

given,
role.

as a tonic

p———

&¥=1 copy in paper cover sent on receipt of 2; os
s¥-Specimen pages free on applic
aiigy,
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IRON BITTERS

and

Price, in Board Covers, $30 per 100 Cope,

is posi-

Bw

is very convenientin siz»

and may be easily carried in the pocket

ternble disease, under the care of
eminent physicians, 1 was loth to

Zenohia

stomach. "When at bard work or exercise with
mind or body, the blood is drawn from the stom-.

The graduating exercises of THden Seminary
occurred Wed., June 14.

and

will do double

is drawn away

The closing exercises of the graduating class
of Barre, Vt., Academy took place June 15.

Science

their

While a heavy meal is being worked up, the blood

One hundred and thirty-four students have
attended the Yale Art School during the past
year.

At the commencement exercises at
Seminary, June 15, twenty-four men
ed, and after-dinner speeches were
Dr. McKenzie,
Professor Tucker,
Charles T'. Russell and other.

from

cents extra be spent in supplyieg him with food
that will give him the fullest strength.
Beans, if
not charred or browned in cooking, peas, green or
ripe, geod bread, aud cabbage thoroughly cooked,
supply the elements for muscular force.
The blood is the active helper in digesting food,
by supplying the gastric solvents, and it carries |
nourishment to the muscles and to the
brain.

"The fruit of liberal education is not learnMoNDAY, JUNE 19,——Batteries of artillery 1 ing, but the capacity and desire to learn; not
are reported to have arriyed at Alexandria by | kuowledge but power.— President Eliot.
night trains for several nights past. England
Prosecutions have been brought against the
and France bove promised that the conference |
on Egyptian affairs shall meet at Constantino- | thirteen Trinity College students who were
suspended for hazing,’and who have recently
ple on the 22d instant.
It is positively stated |
returned to the college.
The action was taken
thatArabi Pacha has recently given orders for
at
the - instance of the fathers of two of the
torpedoes to the extent of £20,000.
The bodstudents who were bazed.
The
offenders
ies of-massacred Buropeans that have come
pleaded nolo contendere, and were fined $10
ashore at-Alexandrianow number 340,
each and -eosts.
The Senate has passed the Japanese Indemnity bill by which $785,000 are returned to the
Government of Japan,
The hearts of the distillers have been made
sad by a defeat in the Senate of a bill increasing the time during which whisky may remain
in the Government store-houses before the tax
thereon is paid. The defeat of the bill was due
largely to a vigorous temperance speech made
by Senator Windom.
It appears that the

of it,

to use similar thought and care respecting them.
selves and their workmen.
Strength comes only from suitable nutritious food,
well digested. A man whether employer oremployed
will have far more working power if he eats as
much, and only as much, as he can digest well, of
lean meat, properly cooked, good bread, oat-meal,
ordinary and curd cheese, and the like, than if ¢onsuming salt fat pork, cooked almost to a crisp,
A laborer paid a dollar or
wita potatoes, ete.

ure of arms in London.

Cengress.

amount

The book

|
|

storative. for my daughter, whom
I was thoroughly convinced was
wasting away with Consumption.
Having lost three daughters by the

Ditson & Co. publish a large number of books
that are purely American in desi
DOsi
tion.
y
a
gm. and compos!
($2) is anew Grand Opera, just out:
tis by 8. G. PRATT.
The subject |
is a noble and heroic one, and the scends
are
capable of being most attractive.
Will soon be

caws—also the best times of feeding—sadly neklect

I

17 N. Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md.
Feb. 12, 1880.
, Gents ;:—Upon the recommendation of a friend I tried Brown's

erica Composers
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Saved his Child,

times,to whom My. Beach paid hundreds of
dollars for medical tiesmint, with only tem-

through the natural channel,
lbs. ot the late cut are consumed.
The former
_Mr. Beach concludes a long letter to Dr.
was cut in bloom, the latter two weeks later......
Kennedy by saying:
* It will always afford
Certainly there are other considerations than
me
pleasure to recommend the * Favorite
the ores I have discussed, but if it were merely a | Remed
v” to those who may be suffering

Com-

or constipation,

tively not injurious.

porary relief from his agony,
By the earnest sojicitations of liis friends he
was induced to try Dr, David Kennedy's * Favorite Remedy”—experienced
a marked fmprovement from the first day he began to use
theemedicine ; on the 15th day of September he
voided a stone as large as could be passed

if such

experiment

on feeding early and late cut hay, cow

of Calculus

mn

330 NUMBERS BY THE BEST WRITERS.
+
MUSIC BY FAVORITE CON POSER
y
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BROWN’S IRON BITTERS will thoroughly and quickly assimilate with
the blood, purifying and strengthening it, and thus drive disease from
any part of ‘the system, and it will
not blacken the teeth, cause head-

or Stone in the right Kidney.
No less than
seven physicians were employed at different

Hosanng:

Song in the Sunday Scho,

ache, and are otherwise injurious.

ache

-

By Rev. R. Lowry and W. H. Doan
,
NEW SONGS OF GREAT SUPERIORITY
Fo
THE SERVICE OF

|

If disease has entered the system
the only sure and quick way to drive
it out is to purify and enrich the
blood.
These simple facts are well
known, and the highest medical
authorities agree that nothing but
iron will restore the blood to its
natural condition; and also thatall the iron preparations hitherto
made blacken the teeth, cause head-

The mere fact of superior digestibility is no evi- |
‘dence of superior food value, only so far as it | StoneDr. in the Kidney Expelled after Using
Dayid Kennedy's * Favorite
shows thst whatever may be the differevees in the f
Remedy’ about iwe Weeks.
composition of the three kinds of hay, the mgreOne of the most remarkable cases that has |f
dients of the early cut can be more completely
eveg-been brought to the notice of the public is
used than is the case with that cut at either period
that of Mr. J. S. Beach,of Stone Bridge, Ulster
later. We have as a compensation for this deCo., N.Y.
Mr. Beach had suffered since Occreased digestibility as grass matures, the produc:

tober 18th, 1874, from the presence

~~

and rich, good health is impossible.

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

J

Our Glad “

: The blood is the foundation of
ife, it circulates through eve
of the body, and unless it gh
;
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Pain,
Irritation, Retention, Incontinence,
posits, Gravel, &c.; cured by * Buchupaiba.”
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tritive value.
(2) Hay from early cut grass is
Decline of Man.
more digestible than hay from late cut grass.
As
Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexsubstantiating the latter statement, 1 give the reual Dehility, cured by “ Wells’ Health Renewer.”
sults of an experiment with sheep, using hay from
$1. Depot Lothrops'& Pinkham, Dover, N. H.
grass cut at three periods of growth.. Cut oi one |
Kidney Disease.
hundred - parts of the various ingredients fed, the |
table shows the pumber

.

Aci

Flies and Bugs.
Flies, roaches, ants, bed-bugs,
rats, mice, gophers, chipmunks, cleared
out. by * Rough on
Rats.”
lac.

nu

:

08
a e.
Sore Adi Phos,

Dr. Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Netve Diseases.
All fits stopped
fiee. Send to 931 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa. 1yi8

bearing upon the best time
for cutting hay.
We extract the following :
Now there are two stateniénts that can be made
with all’ assurance of their correctness:
(1)
No

be

of propery ‘very great,—probably exceeding |
Wednesday, June
21.—Princeton , Rutgers’
$600,000. Tornadoes on Sat. in Ill, Mo. and | Brown.
Kan.
Four persons killed in Leavenworth— |
Thursday, Jane 22.—University of the City
property loss estimated at $500,000.
| of New York, Lehigh, Madison.
RE
——
a
——
{
Wednesday, June 28 —Haurvard, Yale, Amherst, University of Vermont, Union, LafayABROAD.
.
TUESDAY, JUNE 18.——A terrible fire is ette, Oberlin.
Thursday,
June
29.—Bates, Dartmouth.
raging oun Craig Street and its vicinity, in MonTrinity, Wesleyan, College of the City of New
treal, aud a number of business bulidings are | York,
Hamilton
,
Hobart.
;
:
burned, the loss is $750,000.
There are now
Friday, June 30.—Pennsylvania.
263 * suspects” imprisoned in Ireland.—The |
Wednesday, July 5.—Wiiliams, Middlebury.
second reading of the bill legalizing marriage |
Thursday, July 18.—Bowdoin,
with a-deceased wife's sister was defeated in |
the British House of Lords yesterday by a vote |
of 132 to 128.
The situation at Alexandria, |
There will be at Johns Hi
%ins University
Egypt, continues critical, and fears are enter- { this year more
gandidates bv 5 for academic
tained that further disturbances will occur. | and advanced
d®rees than ut any #*{enceding
The Khedive, accompatiied by Dervisch Pacha, | commencement, ten having
appliedidior the
leaves Cairo for Alexandria and will make | degree of
A.
A
strenuous efiorts to prevent another outbreak. | large number B. and nine for that of Ph. D.
of men have also gi
for
It is pow stated that 250 persons were killed | fellowships
and scholarships. |
.
in the riots of Sunday, and that between two |
and three hundred Arabs have been arrested i
Miss Alice: E. Freeman was unanimously,
and imprisoned for engaging in the disturb | elected president of Wellesley College at a
ances.
Large numbers of Europeans are leav- | recent meeting of the Trustees.
She has been
- ing the city, and many of them the country.
| for some years the efficient instructor in hisory,
and
will retain the charge of that departWEDNESDAY, JUNE
14.—The
German | ment.
Reichstag rejected the tobacco-monopoly bill
yesterday by a vote of 273 to 46.—-The steamBoston
University
has just
established
er * Pera” was lost off Cape Race, Newfoundsixty-four scholarships of one hundred dolars
land, on the 10th instant, and ten of the crew
each in
the
Fi rs
of Liberal
Arts,
are supposed to have -perished.——The panic
to
be
awarded
to meritorious
students.
in Egypt is ihcreasing, and hundreds of EuroThese scholarships are to be divided equally
peans, by the advice of the Consuls, are leaving
between the young women and the young
the country.
men, and reduce a students expenses, including board, to $200 or $250.
:
THURSDAY, JUNE 15.——Professor Mommsen has been acquitted at Berlin of a charge of
Governor
Long has
nominated
General
insulting Prince Bismarck.——The Erapress of
Francis A. Walker, of Boston, as a member of
Germany received United States Minister Sarthe Massachusetts Board of Education.
gent and wife at Berlin on Wednesday.
The portrait of Dr. William Warren Greene,
FRIDAY, JUNE 16.——The Khedive has sumthe beloved and eminent surgeon, who died-at
moned Ragheb Pacha and Raized Pacha to
form a new ministry, with Arabi Pacha as sea last summer on his retnrom
Europe, was presented °
Minister of War.
Arabi has declared-that he
!
aool
of
Maine,
during
the
g
=.
sins
ag
of
will be respomsibie for the safety of all EuroPéin residents at Cairo. It is reported _ that
that | the class, May 31. Orat
monds "|
of the Supreme Judicial
A
the entire American mission at Alexandriahas
embarked on board the United States steamer
Prof.
W.
B.
Scott
will
ledd a party of
“Galena.”
Princeton College students on a geological exSATURDAY,’JUNE 17.—Ragheb Pacha unpedition to Dakota this summer.
Members of
dertakes the formation of a new Egyptian minthe expedition are seleeted by a competitive
istry.——The Suez Canal is to be protected by
exaraination.
British troops,———There is an important seiz-
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1882,

is a derangement of the liver and kidneys.”

Agr. Col-

part of any food that is not digested is of any

=

21,

very, extensively,-and with tne most remarkable
success in dyspepsia and in all cases where there

a series of experiments

probably be

Institution

FACTS ABOUT

JUNE

Dr. O. G. Cilley, Boston, says:

lege, gives in the American Agriculturist for June’.

New Hampton
Institution.
The reception given to the senior class by
Prof. Meservey was a brilliant and Very successful affair, Thirty persons partook of a
bountiful repast, and the rémaining hours
were
devoted to Conversation,
music’ and
:
.
literary exercises.
Several of the buildings Lave been improved
by new paint, paper ang carpets. -A considerable amount of reshingling hes also beer done.
Visitors can obtain excellent views of the
institution buildings recently taken by Kimball of Concord.
The exercises of the Fifcy-ninth Anviversary of
Hampton

.

Prof. W. H. Jordan, of Pennsylvania

| the largest that bas ever entered Bates College.
: Tbe indieations are that it will number more
than fifty.
4
t
MrUF. L. Blanchurd of Lewiston, who graduates from Bates College this mofith, has been
engaged on the reportorial staff of the New
York Tribune.

the New

:

:

The Faculty of Bates Collegejhave announced
the commencement
parts of the senior class
z
as follows:
Salutatory—B. W. Mureh.
Psychology—dJ. W. Douglass.
Modern languages—J. C. Perkins, Miss E. B.
Foi bes.
Rhetoric and English Literature—s. A. Lowell. W. H. Cogsweil.

The | oration

STAR,

Farm aod Zlome. |

Boutelle and Seth ID. Milliken are the convenNatural Sciences—E. R. Richards, C. E
‘tion's nomiuees for Congress.
Sanator AnMason.
thony of Rhode Island is re-elected for his fifth
i
M. Norcross, L.,T. McKen
termby both branches of the State Legislature.
nev.
:
=
——A
severe rainstorm visits Indianapolis, |
Valedictory—W|. G. Clark.
Ind., and portions of the city are flooded.
Tbe class
has “tunferred the class: honors
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14. ——Mr. A. A. Low, | upon J. F. Merrill, W. S. Hoyt, F. L. Blanchpresident
of the New York Chamber of Com- | 1 4rd and O, L. Tracy.
merce, declines to accept a position on ‘the i Class day
exercises will occur on Tuesday
tarifl committee tendered him by the Presi- | before graduating exercises, and will consist of
dent.——The exports of domestic breadstufis { a history,by J. F. Merrill; prophecy, by F.
Blanchard; oration, by O. L. ey wid
throughout
the - United
States
during
the | L.
month of May amounted to. $10.107.415.— | parting address by S. A. Lowell. The odists
The annual meeting of the Society of the Army { are Mr. D. E. Pease, and Miss ©. B. Forbes.
The subject of Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage’s
of the Potomac is held at Detroit, Micb., Gen- |

eral Devens of Massachusetts presiding.

\

MORNING
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pry

Whiskers.

gestion, strength to the
museles, and tone to the
nerves ¥ Brown's lron Bitters,

|

This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from
y or an y
other undesirable shade, to brown or black,at dis-.
Catarrh is unpleasant to one’s self and disgust.
cretion. It is easily applied, being in one prepaing to others.
Cure it at once by using Dr. Sage’s
ration, and quickl
and effectually produces a
Catarrh Remedy.
permanent color wi ch will neither rub nor wash |
off,
Among the gifts of a newly married pain the ~

other evening was a broom, sent to

the

lady,

ac.

companied with the following sentiment: “This
trifling gift accept from me; its use I would com.
mend. In sunshine use the bushy part; in storms
the other end.”
ern
A

Vanderbilt takes excellent care of Maud 8. The
old gentleman likes fo water stock,

JPOLLY’S
A most amusing and facinating story, giving

practical hints relattve to spending
vacation. 16mo, cloth, $1.00.
30&

D; LOTHROF

32 Franklin

St,

&
.-

the summer

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

SOLD 8Y ALL

or
shAN 0. Box 136 Chicago,
4

Auburndale,
Rc

WR

fal care of health, manners and morals of

firla.Gocd hoard. Teaches cooking and Jk
Mass.

old arts.

To secure place, Apply early.
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The Bost Honith and Strong
Itcures Complaints of Women, and diseases of the Stom-

ach, Bowels, Lungs, I'iver and Kidneys, and is entirely

PNY

different from Bitters,
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RUGGISTS AND DEALERS
Address or call upon
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A Treatise on their
A
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cure SENT
FRE, Dr. J.C, |

HASSELL SEMINARY,

CO,
Boston,
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